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Only Yamaha Cinema DSP to fully replicate a multi-speaker movie theater. So you'll hear sounds everywhere in the room. Even in places where there aren't speakers. We also offer multi-room, multi-source capabilities for increased flexibility.

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible. That's because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic. Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the world. Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then transferred that information to microchips that go into our A/V receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a button. And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room, matching the action on the screen. These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a multi-speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room. All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.
And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already mentioned. But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit. Like multi-room, multi-source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main system A/V sources from another listening room. The RX-V2090 has 7-channel amplification with 100w mains and center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre-outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S-Video terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC-3. And 10 DSP programs including 70mm movie theater. Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's why we offer a full line of six new A/V receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you. Which means now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip.

For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.
ANYONE CAN SEE THIS IS A BETTER CAMCORDER.

S H A R P V I E W C A M

Anyone can see this is an easier, more fun way to record events. After all, Sharp Viewcam lets you see your world through a big, color view screen, not a tiny black and white viewfinder.

You hold it in your hands, not stuck to your eye, so you have freedom to see, record and be a part of what's going on.

Now you'll get shots you'd miss with an ordinary camcorder.

SHOOT AND PLAY BACK INSTANTLY ON THE SAME BIG COLOR VIEW SCREEN.

And only Sharp Viewcam has a lens that pivots 270°.

so you can shoot from any position or angle and even put yourself in the picture. Plus, play it back instantly, in full color with sound. All in all, Sharp Viewcam is the most fun you can have with a camcorder. But, anyone can see that.

CALL 1-800-BE-SHARP

OUT WITH THE OLD CAM. IN WITH SHARP VIEWCAM.
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THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN', AND THE changes are profound, as rapid-fire technological advances seek to improve the products and services of the present even as they usher in a tidal wave of tantalizing new options and opportunities. It's natural to be both excited and overwhelmed by it all. Digital technology is at the heart of most of these gyrations. Digital TV as seen in the DSS and Primestar DBS systems delivers tremendous flexibility, while the upcoming HDTV format promises a level of quality we haven't seen before. Digital videodiscs are expected to surpass laserdiscs on all quality and convenience fronts when they debut next year. D-VHS VCRs will be able to record any digital bit stream without degradation. AC-3 digital surround sound can give your living room the ambience of an Apollo capsule or the Batcave. The World Wide Web uses digital bits to link home PCs with computers all over the globe. And the digital camcorders debuting this month [see "Fast Forward," page 13] are designed to record images with a mere 500 lines of horizontal resolution. Should you care? After all, it's not like LDs, Dolby Pro Logic, and current camcorders and VCRs are bad. Our advice: Feel free to go ga-ga when you read about the latest innovations, and then take a cold shower. Think rationally about your situation. Are you satisfied with the products you own? Or do you yearn for something better?

If you're content to simply sit back and enjoy the system you've built, we'll keep you up to date with the latest and greatest software that's making the scene—and in touch with the news that affects your options. If you're looking to upgrade, know that the possibilities are growing by the minute. Rest assured that we'll help you make sense of them all.
At Mirage, we've proven the sonic superiority of Bipolar loudspeaker design. Now we're proving it once again with our powerful new line of Bipolar subwoofers.

From the compact 100-watt BPS-100 to the flagship 250-watt BPSS-210, all four feature dual bass drivers in a unique Bipolar configuration. This eliminates transfer of low frequency energy to the floor, a major source of coloration in single driver subwoofers.

All feature our new “Auto-On” circuitry. And, for the ultimate in outboard control convenience, combine any of them with one of our LFX-Series of external crossovers.

From the original Bipolar explorers comes the world's first complete line of Bipolar subwoofers, the ideal means of adding dramatic new depth to both audio and home theater systems. Track one down and explore the possibilities yourself.
Music to Your Ears

Once you hear 3D surround sound from the Vivid 3D Theater, you won’t want to listen to plain old stereo again. Thanks to patented SRS (TM) technology, the Vivid 3D Theater from NuReality retrieves ambient information lost by traditional stereo processing. NuReality takes advantage of this technology to bring you true-to-life three-dimensional surround sound from only two speakers. Vivid 3D (TM) sound enhancement products bring all your movies, sound tracks and recordings to life.

Multiple Speakers

Although you only need two speakers and the Vivid 3D Theater to create 3D surround sound, the Vivid 3D Theater also adds an entirely new dimension of realism to multiple speaker combinations.

Easy to Install

The Vivid 3D Theater is easy to install with your existing audio system. You can enhance virtually any audio configuration including DSS, VCRs, TVs, receivers, tape decks, FM radios, CD and laser disc players. In addition, the Vivid 3D Theater is fully compatible and compliments Dolby Pro Logic (R).

Surprisingly Affordable

NuReality offers a complete family of affordable Vivid 3D products. The Vivid 3D Theater retails for only $249.95. Call today to order, and begin to hear what you’ve been missing.

Like the Vivid 3D Theater, the award-winning Vivid 3D Studio adds a new level of audio excitement to portable stereo systems.

1-800-501-8086
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NuREALITY
2907 Daimler St. Santa Ana, CA 92705
714 442-1080
http://www.nureality.com

http://www.nureality.com

"A heightened audio experience and an easy, low cost way of achieving it...If you want to upgrade your system's sonics without replacing the primary hardware, NuReality's black box may be just what you're looking for." --- Sound and Image Magazine, Winter 1995
FEEDBACK

MAR TREK
I recently bought the THX laserdisc of Star Trek Generations, but when I tried to play it in my LD player, I got nothing but a horrible whine out of my system's right channel. Then I noticed some tiny text on the back of the jacket that told me about AC-3 encoding, which takes the place of the right channel—and that my choices were to switch to the PCM digital or mono mode. Well, my player doesn't have PCM digital audio, so now these wonderful new discs are giving me the worst sound available!

Brian Ramsbey
Walkerton, IN

You've touted the introduction of Dolby Surround AC-3 ['Surrounded,' September 1995], but I'm disturbed by the introduction of still another technology that degrades my current system. AC-3 is not completely backward-compatible. If it were, I'd still get stereo sound when I play these new discs on my non-digital laserdisc player. I won't knowingly buy any AC-3-encoded discs.

David H. Sexton
Knoxville, TN

Not wanting to rent the tape version of Star Trek Generations, I pre-ordered the laserdisc version. I couldn't wait for it to arrive, and, when it did, I opened the package like a kid on Christmas morning. But as soon as I fired up my big-screen and slid the disc into my older player, a nasty whine came out of my right front channel! And there was no surround sound! Then I read the postage-stamp-size disclaimer on the back of the jacket. It really burns me that companies are forcing their customers to run out and spend a lot of money to keep up with their changing whims.

Scott Richardson
Baltimore

It's absolutely true that AC-3 is not completely backward-compatible, and it certainly isn't fair that owners of non-digital LD players are being penalized. AC-3 shouldn't be considered a whim, however—in all of the demonstrations we've heard, and in our own "Surround-ed" evaluation, we found that it's a dramatic improvement.

—Ed.

COLD REMEDY
I was about to purchase an AC-3-ready A/V receiver, but I don't want to be left out in the cold. I've heard that the upcoming Toshiba/Time Warner digital videodiscs will be encoded with DTS—not AC-3, as was reported earlier. Would going with separates be the solution? Can any surround processor accept an AC-3 or other 5.1-channel digital processor?

Tim Glover
Quinlan, TX

It's a very good bet that both digital-videodisc standards will include AC-3; one or both may also accommodate DTS. AC-3 and/or DTS decoders can be built into any processor; currently, however, only AC-3 decoders are in the retail pipeline.

—Ed.

ARTIFACTS OF LIFE
Your comments on DVD and AC-3 ['Special Report,' April 1995] uncritically parrot what the video industry says. You say that DVD will provide "laser-quality" pictures, and, regarding AC-3, you say that "viewers should get used to the notion of signal compression." No thank you! Even uncritical viewers will see MPEG-2 compression artifacts in DVD scenes with lots of detail and motion. And compression will ruin AC-3, too. For the indefinite future, I'll stick with the LD and Dolby Pro Logic.

—Ed.

DOLLAR BULL
In reference to "Eyes on the Prize" [July/August 1995], $50 for a laserdisc is no bargain. As for the assertion that $40 is a "reasonable" price point, even that figure stretches my wallet to the breaking point. For all the quality that the THX logo ensures, THX is the latest reason why the LD format will never become the major format that it richly deserves to be. As long as LD doesn't compete with VHS in terms of pricetags, it will remain pigeonholed in a tiny niche.

Derek M. Germano
Editor, The Cinema Laser
Commack, NY

Due to its superior image and sound quality, it's reasonable for LD to be somewhat more expensive than VHS—though two to three times as expensive certainly is unreasonable.

—Ed.

TERMINATOR LIMITS
I've been collecting laserdiscs for about 5 years now, but I hadn't purchased The Terminator because it had mono sound and I'd seen a VHS copy with stereo sound. When I read that a THX LD version was going to
be released, I was ecstatic, as I assumed that it would have a stereo soundtrack. Then I discovered that it, too, is mono. If the LD is the height of home-video excellence, why do I have to go to a VHS version to get better sound?

Steve Smythe
Winnipeg

The VHS version you mention has a synthesized stereo soundtrack taken from the film's original mono mix. As with most synthesized soundtracks, it really doesn't sound that good. THX decided to go with the superior mono soundtrack.

—Ed.

SECRET WORLD SECRET
Your review of Peter Gabriel's Secret World Live ["SoftWire," July/August 1995] was a cheap shot at one of the best artists of our time. Mr. Gabriel has owned up to doing some patching up in the studio, and said he didn't know of any artists who didn't do this. And my copy sounds fantastic.

JV
Weehawken, NJ
JoiGuen@aol.com

COLE MINDER
I was offended by a comment made by Bob Cole in "The Big Show" ["Home Improvement," July/August 1995]. While the introduction does state that Barry Bronstein is the resident electronics buff, it doesn't ask you to assume that his wife Candy is a bimbo. The sentence, "Barry may be a techie, but Candy and the kids probably need something simpler" is inexcusable in its sexism. I think it's time for people to realize that women are as technically capable as men.

Susan Weber, MLS
Media Librarian
Langara College
Vancouver

I enjoyed "The Big Show," though the advice given to the Bronsteins tends to be on the expensive side. I had a similar experience last year, as I wanted to improve my system, but didn't want to spend an excessive amount of money. After shopping around for about a week, I found what I was looking for—components from Boston Acoustics, Infinity, and Yamaha—and now I'm very happy.

Jerry Levy
New York

The retailers' upgrades didn't exceed the budget the Bronsteins gave us.

—Ed.

CASSETTE FOR LIFE
Regarding Norm Strong's letter ["Progress Retort," "Feedback," June 1995], I was hoping to hear that someone, somewhere is making a decent VCR that I can use to edit tapes without seeing the VCR readouts on the finished product.

Donald F. Welch
Oleon, NY

I currently own three VCRs, all programmable from LCD remotes as well as the VCRs' front panels. The convenience is overwhelming: I can program anything, anytime, without disturbing someone watching something else or waiting for the TV to come on. If and when any of my VCRs need repair, I'll spend whatever it takes to keep them going rather than compromise on convenience and principle.

Francis X. Dobler
Scottsdale, AZ

My Citizen JVHS 3490, which may appear under the Symphonic brand name in America, has a faceplate timer that can be set to start and stop anytime within the next 24 hours—you don't need a remote, and the TV doesn't have to be powered.

Kevin McIntyre
Carrot River, Saskatchewan

CORRECTION
In our test of the Mitsubishi M-V7057 LD player ["Video Test," July/August 1995], we errantly stated that the analog audio tracks on an AC-3-encoded laserdisc are handled in "standard" fashion. In fact, only the left analog channel remains, and it contains a mono signal.
In the Mid '70s We Created Home Theater. Now We've Created A New Way To Buy It.

The people who work at Cambridge SoundWorks— including our co-founder Henry Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent)— have been involved with the concept of home theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded Advent, the company that introduced the first home theater audio/video systems— complete with big-screen TVs and digital surround sound. We have had an ongoing relationship with the people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced the first consumer products with Dolby noise reduction over 20 years ago. And now at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set a new price-to-performance standard for home theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested home theater speaker systems Factory-Direct, you can save hundreds of dollars. We believe the products on these pages represent the country's best values in high performance home theater components. Audio critics, and thousands of satisfied customers, agree. Stereo Review said, "Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers that provide exceptional sound quality at affordable prices." Audio suggested that we "may have "the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures three speakers for use as center channel speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater systems. All three are magnetically shielded so they can be placed near a TV or computer monitor. Model Ten-A is a small, affordable two-way speaker. $79.

Center Channel Plus uses an ultra-low, ultrawide design that is ideal for placement above or, with optional support stand, below a TV monitor. $219.

Surround Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby Laboratories recommends dipole radiator speakers for use as surround speakers. The Surround has a very high power handling capacity and is often selected for "high end" surround sound systems. Audio, describing a system that included The Surround said, "In many ways the surround sensation was every bit as good as far more expensive installations." $399.

The Surround II is arguably the country's best value in a dipole radiator speaker. $249.

Powered Subwoofers

The original Powered Subwoofer by Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140-watt amplifier and a built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass output was obtainable at a room-shaking level...they open the way to having a 'killer' system for an affordable price." $699.

Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer driver and cabinet, but does not include the amplifier or crossover. It can only be used in conjunction with the Powered Subwoofer. $299.

The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with an 8" woofer. $399.

Home Theater Speaker Systems

We have assembled a number of home theater speaker systems that consist of center channel, surround and main stereo speakers. The combination we show here is our best seller. It includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble subwoofer satellite speaker system (with dual subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best surround speakers, The Surround. You could spend hundreds more than its $1,167 price without improving performance.

For information on other home theater speaker systems— or on any of the products we make and sell— call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color catalog. Thanks.

We Eliminate The Risks.

All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed by our 30-day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. Try them in your home, with your music. If you don't like them, return them for a full refund. We even refund your original regular ground UPS shipping charges.

To Order Factory-Direct, To Get A Free Catalog, Or For Information About Our California & New England Stores, Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 130 OCT, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-535-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

© 1995 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. All other trademarks of International Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with KLH, AR and Advent. Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. is a trademark of International Jensen, Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with KLH, AR and Advent. Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc.
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Worker ants spend their entire lives bringing home sustenance to the queen and her young.

(We apologize if this sounds familiar)

Work, work, work. And what do you have to show for it? We'd like to suggest the most thrilling home entertainment experience ever. A Pioneer Dolby Surround AC-3 Audio/Video Receiver and LaserDisc Player. The first in the industry, our VSX-D3S receiver with advanced AC-3 technology gives you the distinct pleasure of hearing six independent digital channels for true surround sound. Plus, all the power you demand from an advanced home theater system. The result? With our AC-3 receivers and AC-3 compatible LaserDisc players, your home theater can deliver exciting digital surround sound, which until now was heard only in top theaters. Call us at 1-800-PIONEER to find out more about our complete range of home theater equipment and for a dealer near you. After all, worker ants don't get much time off. So you might as well make the most of it.

ADVANCED HOME THEATER
**FAST FORWARD**

**censor-chip**

Washington is buzzing about "objectionable" TV programming. Though reform-minded politicians are otherwise trying to limit the reach of big government, many legislators in both the House and Senate want TV makers to build a "V-chip" into their sets. The V-chip (the "V" is for "violence") would block programming that includes violence, explicit language, and/or sexually explicit scenes.

The V-chip works like this: A TV-industry panel (or, if necessary, a federally appointed panel) would evaluate programs for their content. Broadcasters would have to plant an electronic "flag" in any program that the panel deemed objectionable, and that flag would trigger a TV's built-in V-chip. Parents would then be able to use the TV's remote and a secret code to activate the chip; when activated, it would block all flagged programs.

**the eyes have it**

Canon wants to revolutionize the way videographers focus on their subjects. Their weapon: "Eye Control," the marquee feature on their upcoming ES5000 Hi8 camcorder. It's ingenious technology: The electronic viewfinder in the ES5000 ($2,300) emits a harmless invisible beam that reflects off of the videographer's cornea. By analyzing the angle of reflection, the cam can precisely determine what the videographer is looking at and move the cam's autofocus/autoexposure window to that subject or area, setting focus and exposure on the objects within the window instead of averaging the whole scene. As the videographer's eye moves to focus on other subjects within the finder, Eye Control tracks that movement and adjusts focus and exposure accordingly. To prevent roving focus/exposure problems, the videographer has to focus on a subject or area for 2 seconds before Eye Control will react. The circuitry, which can be defeated, also lets the videographer control many basic functions—record, pause, zoom, and so on—by focusing on icons in the finder.

—Lance Braithwaite

**cam shift**

Turning the expected timetable upside down and then tossing it out the window, Panasonic and Sony have announced that they'll introduce the world's first digital camcorders—and the blank digital tapes they use—this October. Once tiresome copyright questions are resolved, digital VCRs will follow.

The camcorders (and VCRs) are termed "prosumer" models, being professional/consumer-grade hybrids. Based on the SD (standard-definition) digital format, Panasonic's PV-DV1000 and two Sony models are said to record and play back digital images with 500 lines of horizontal resolution. If color rendition holds up...

—Art Brodsky
under scrutiny, these images will surpass laserdisc quality.

Digital cassettes, which are less than one-tenth the size of conventional VHS cassettes, will come in 30- and 60-minute lengths and record digital video—using the transform-cosine compression scheme—as well as PCM audio.

Prices weren’t set at press time, but we anticipate that these first-generation digital cams will start at about $3,000. Tapes should run between $10 and $20 apiece.

Product details are still scant, though Panasonic has revealed that their DV1000 shares many features with their Palmcorder VHS-C cams. An adjustable-speed 10x optical zoom, a 20x digital zoom, and shutter speeds down to 1/5,000 second are all on tap. And an index system marks the first scene shot on any given day for easy access. Other makers expect to have digital cams in stores next spring.

—Marc Horowitz

---

guidelines

Following a summer debut in Boston, Chicago, New York, Washington, and several other cities, the VideoGuide on-screen program guide is set to roll out nationally this fall. Like StarSight, VideoGuide displays a 7-day program grid, but its graphics are snazzier, with more distinctive fonts and colorful network logos. Both guides also feature program synopses as well as one-touch VCR recording.

The VideoGuide decoder is built into a set-top box ($99) and, unlike StarSight, won’t be featured in TVs and VCRs. The two guides are priced similarly.

However: VideoGuide’s annual subscription fee is $50. Unlike StarSight, VideoGuide offers AP and UPI news and sports for a weekly fee of $0.50 each.

While StarSight’s guide is carried on a TV signal’s vertical blanking interval (VBI), VideoGuide is carried by BellSouth’s national paging service; signals are received by a tiny antenna that’s attached to the set-top box.

—Marjorie Costello

---

dvd watch

The latest news on the digital-video disc front is that high-level meetings are taking place between the Sony/Philips and Toshiba/Time Warner camps. Though the factions are said to be discussing only the possibility of working together on specific technical aspects of their individual DVD standards (including signal modulation and error correction), the talks are nevertheless fueling hope that a single, unified standard might be agreed upon in time to prevent a full-scale format war.

- Toshiba/Time Warner has said that their spec includes the Dolby Surround AC-3 digital 5.1-channel surround-sound format (“Surrounded,” September 1995), but they haven’t closed the door on Digital Theater Systems (DTS). Dolby’s rival.

DTS, whose backers include MCA/Universal and Steven Spielberg, did such a good job of impressing Toshiba and Matsushita executives with a summer demonstration that the Toshiba/Time Warner standard might be expanded to include a DTS track. DTS plans to deliver a consumer-grade decoding chip this fall.

Sony, whose SDDS digital surround-sound format competes in movie theaters with commercial versions of Dolby and DTS, hasn’t announced which type of digital soundtracks their discs will carry, though the inclusion of AC-3 seems inevitable.

- Sega has announced plans to support the Toshiba/Time Warner standard. This didn’t come as much of a surprise, since the Saturn, Sega’s new videogame system, is being challenged by Sony’s PlayStation (“Battle Stars,” September 1995).

- An NEC division that builds CD-ROM players in the United States is supporting the Sony/Philips standard. This development doesn’t cross what has become inevitable.

Hitachi—a charter Toshiba/Time Warner supporter—has pledged to begin selling compatible DVD players and 18-GB DVD software late in 1997.

—MH
star wars
Primestar, the direct broadcast satellite (DBS) concern jointly owned by cable/communications giants Cox, TCI, and Time Warner (among others), is squaring off with the FCC over construction rights on the digital skyway. The trouble revolves around two orbital “parking spaces” that the FCC assigned to Advanced Communication Corporation (ACC) all the way back in 1984. The story reads like a space opera: ACC's parking spaces remained vacant when their FCC permit expired in 1990. So they filed for, and received, an extension that lasted to August 1994. In 1993, ACC tried to strike a space-leasing deal with C-band stalwart Echostar, which wanted to roll out DBS service. But the pair parted ways acrimoniously, with both sides pointing fingers at one another. (Echostar found spaces elsewhere, and plans to have their DBS service up and running this winter.) So in August 1994, ACC filed for another extension. While waiting to hear back from the FCC, ACC got together with Primestar; in September 1994, 1 month after the extension deadline had expired, ACC inked a deal with Tempo, another TCI subsidiary, to use the spaces for Primestar birds. The FCC had other ideas, however.

Last April, the FCC refused to extend ACC's permit, deeming it null and void. ACC “had made little progress in the construction, launch, and initiation of a DBS system over the last decade,” the FCC's International Bureau reported, adding that ACC had been “warehousing” the slots, presumably because they wanted to sell them off to the highest bidder. Primestar and ACC immediately filed appeals with the FCC. At the same time, some of the backers of the DSS DBS system asked the FCC to stand by their ruling, claiming that DSS was supposed to be an alternative to cable services, and that Primestar's cable-giant roots would result in a monopoly for TCI, Time Warner, et al. [The FCC] is creating a monopoly on high-powered DBs for USBB, DirecTV, RCA, and Sony," fired back Carolyn Neary, Primestar's director of corporate communications. The FCC expects to rule on the appeals soon. —Chuck Tannert

spec talk
We've been wondering just how THX's surround-sound spec would go about accommodating Dolby Surround AC-3 digital surround sound ["Surrounded," September 1995], and a recent THX announcement spills some details. Their AC-3 spec retains the re-equalization curve and surround-sound decorrelation familiar from THX's enhancement of Dolby Pro Logic. But the spec's timbre-matching provisions have been expanded to include the full-bandwidth potential of the surround speakers. And THX-enhanced AC-3 adds multichannel bass management, which is said to ensure that low-frequency effects (LFE) information will be properly handled with virtually any speaker/subwoofer setup. Finally, a time-alignment circuit is designed to help sounds from each speaker arrive at the listening position simultaneously, even when the speakers are located in less-than-ideal positions.

- THX's parent company, moviegoers are being encouraged to call THX if they experience video or audio problems at the theater. To spread the word about the TAP, THX's phone number (800.746.6384) is being included in the end credits of high-profile films, including Apollo 13, Casper, and Waterworld.

—Peter Barry

speed demon
The fastest chip on the block is getting faster, as the technology that determines a computer's processing speed continues to race unabated: Intel has announced that the next generation of Pentium chips—dubbed P6—is due to be introduced this fall. With more than 5.5 million transistors (the current incarnation has a mere 3.1 million) and a first-generation operating speed of 133 MHz, the P6 should deliver twice the performance of today's fastest Pentiums at the same clock speed. The P6 is expected to appear initially in PCs retailing for about $4,000, though that price tag should drop hard and fast within 6 months of its introduction. —MH
The RCA DSS® Digital Satellite System. Right now, satellites hovering 22,300 miles above the equator are beaming the world's first high-power digital broadcast to homes across America. A broadcast that is quite literally changing the way we watch television. And you can get it with an RCA 18-inch dish and satellite receiver. The RCA brand DSS System.

We raised Home Theatre to a new level. (22,300 miles above sea level, to be exact.)

Those that have it will be in for the television ride of their lives. The signal is digital. So your RCA Home Theatre can get CD-quality sound and a picture so sharp and clear it's candy for the eyes and ears. Never before has there been such a combination of choice and control. The DSS System delivers up to 175 channels.

Programs you want to watch, when you want to watch them. Hit movies that run every thirty minutes. Special events you won't find anywhere else. Even season television tickets for your favorite sports teams' whose games aren't televised in your area. The RCA brand DSS Digital Satellite System. The future of television is looking up.

* Programming sold separately. CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD

* Quality of picture and sound are dependent upon the audio system and/or television and cables used by the consumer. Television also requires S-Video input to realize the full capacity of the RCA DSS receiver. *Blackout restrictions apply.
Sony's digital videodisc is a marvel of real-estate management

HE EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY IS a lot like the movement of tectonic plates. On the surface, everything seems nice and quiet. But underground, colossal forces are at work, slowly building up pressure. In the case of earthquakes, most everyone knows that these forces are always increasing and that, inevitably, the breaking point will be reached and another earthquake will occur. The one thing no one knows is exactly when it will happen and how large it will be.

Pressures also build with new technology. Everyone knows that "state of the art" is a constantly moving target—that innovations will eventually change everything. But no one (marketing hype aside) can say exactly when a truly major innovation will hit. The VCR was one such technology, as was the compact disc. Both radically changed the landscape, and in the years following their introductions we were buffeted by aftershocks. Today, another technology earthquake appears to be imminent. It's called digital videodisc, or DVD, and its inventors are hoping that it'll be huge.

DVD endeavors to change video forever by taking us from analog to digital, from tape to optical disc. In short, it's expected to do what the 12-inch analog videodisc does—only more of it, and better. With DVD, an entire feature film with surround audio soundtracks can be placed on one CD-sized disc. The standards allow for picture quality that should equal or surpass that of CD. Hardware and media manufacturers, recognizing the importance of time-shifting, are already openly discussing the implementation of recordable DVDs, including write-once and erasable formats.

The specs and technical papers I've read certainly indicate that DVD has what it takes to change everything—and should equal or surpass that of CD. However, is not to muse on the specter of another format war (the thought of which sends chills up my spine). Instead, we'll take a close look at the technology—MMCD in this column, and SD in an upcoming column.

MMCD and MPEG-2. When it was launched, the compact disc was rightly heralded as a data carrier of immense capacity—unless you're talking about full-motion digital video, that is. The plain truth is that the CD's 650-MB capacity is way too small for that use. If you tried to fit a full-bandwidth video signal on a CD, one disc could hold about 30 seconds of a program, and it'd take an entire hour to play it back—not particularly exciting for a consumer product.

The MMCD, on the other hand, is a marvel of real-estate management. From its coding of video and audio signals to its error-correction systems and its basic layout for storing data, the MMCD was designed from the ground up to hold huge amounts of data. And short-cuts don't appear to be part of the picture.

The MMCD standard uses high-density coding to place 4.5 hours of studio-quality digital video and audio (as well as other types of data) on one side of a single disc. To further increase capacity, MMCD shrinks the wavelength of the reading laser and torques up the system optics; this allows the pits in which data is stored to be smaller. As with the music CD, the pits on an MMCD circle the disc's surface, from its inner to its outer circumference, in a spiral.
Specifically, MMCD employs a red laser with a wavelength of 635 nanometers and an objective lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.52. This allows a track pitch of 0.84 micrometer (μm) and a minimum pit/land length of 0.45 μm. In other words, the tracks are 0.84 μm apart and the pits and “land” (read: pitless) area between them can be as little as 0.45 μm long. Compare that to the music CD, which has a track pitch of 1.6 μm and a minimum pit/land length of 0.833 μm. In short, more pits equals more data capacity.

Other physical specs of the MMCD, such as disc diameter (120 and 80 mm) and thickness (1.2 mm) are unchanged. Because of this, music CDs, CD-ROM discs, and other formats that conform to the CD-Audio standard will be playable in a MMCD player. (The 80-mm disc—similar to the 3.5-inch music “CD single”—probably won’t play a significant role in the United States.)

The high-density coding I mentioned is a form of data reduction, and it’s responsible for much of MMCD’s increase in data capacity. Like DSS, MMCD uses the MPEG-2 standard, an algorithm specifically designed to have the potential to code video and audio with broadcast quality. At the same time, MPEG-2 maintains data rates that accommodate the abilities of a consumer player or recorder.

MPEG-2 is a smart coding method. In many data-reduction schemes, such as MPEG-1, PASC (used by the DCC audio format), and ATRAC (used by the MD audio format), the data rate is constant. This is inefficient because bits are constantly flowing whether or not the current signal really needs all of them; if it doesn’t, the “extra” bits are essentially wasted. With MPEG-2, the transfer data rate is variable. A “busy” scene that requires a high rate for accurate coding, such as a football play or high-speed car chase, is handled with a high data rate; while an “easy” scene, such as a talking head or someone putting their hand on a chair, is assigned a lower data rate. Overall, this efficiency results in better use of disc space and, therefore, greater capacity. [For more on MPEG-2 coding, see “Digital Reality,” September 1995.]

The MMCD’s linear track speed is variable from 1.2 to 4 ms. At the top speed of 4 ms, data is output at a rate of 11.2 Mbps. This bit rate is capable of enabling truly outstanding picture quality—and the range keeps bits from being wasted.

When it comes to data reduction, encoding a signal—a movie, for example—is more critical than decoding it because encoding involves intensive number-crunching. Encoding, in fact, largely determines the quality of the signal output by the decoder. So Sony and Philips have worked hard on developing their encoders.

The Sony system inputs video at a rate of 165 Mbps, performs a “first-pass” reduction to achieve an average data rate of 3 Mbps, and then performs a second pass to optimize the data rate within the limits of its operating range. The various scenes presented by the video signal are judged for their “difficulty factor” and an estimated bit rate necessary for high-quality coding is allotted. Though the format’s engineers have tinkered with a third pass, which could be used to tweak the encoded signal even more, it’s not presently being used in first-generation coders. These coders are in use today, by the way; Sony reports that they’ve set some up in a Los Angeles studio, and engineers are said to be hard at work crunching

WEB WATCH

I HAVE SEEN THE FUTURE. I CAN DESCRIBE IT TO YOU: IT'S COLORFUL, IT GLOWS IN THE dark, and it looks like it was built by Salvador Dali. Though it seems to be floating in space, you often hear crickets and other pleasant sounds. You can say hello to a guy in Norway . . . and then go around to look at the back of his head. You can listen in on other people’s conversations, you can hover above the ground, and you can be anyone you want to be. No one is really there, but it's getting more and more crowded every day. It’s called Worlds Chat. It isn’t a product, and it isn’t a thing. It’s a cyberplace.

Worlds Chat (http://www.worlds.net) is the wunderkind of Worlds Incorporated, one of your superior videogame companies. It’s a three-dimensional world on the World Wide Web, and it is amazing.

When you enter the World, you’ll see a space station with rooms and corridors, staircases, and escalators connecting them. You can teleport from one room to another. You’ll find many other cyberpeople there—people just like you and people completely unlike you. They’re from all over the world. You can communicate with them by typing in text and reading (and reacting to) their responses. Worlds Incorporated says that real-time audio conversation—via microphones and speakers—is on the way. Maybe real-time video isn’t far behind.

Everything is 3-D. You can move up to the “avatar” that represents another cyberperson and then move around it, seeing it from every angle as you go. You can look in all directions and move freely about the World. You can move alone or in a group. You can hang out with your buddies. You can make new buddies.

Getting there isn’t simple, though. In addition to at least a 486 processor, Windows 3.1, 8 MB of RAM, 256 colors, and a 16-bit sound card, you need an Internet TCP/IP connection. No, a modem—no matter how “fast”—just won’t cut it. But the gyrations it takes to get there are absolutely justified by the experience. Like I said, this is the future. I’ll see you there.

—KCP
the Sony Pictures library of movies for eventual release as MMCDs.

The program's soundtrack is similarly subjected to a two-pass encoding sequence. The average audio bit rate is 384 kbps; this rate is already widely used for digital 5.1-channel audio and is known to provide excellent sound quality, without audible artifacts.

**MMCD Features.** To accommodate a wide variety of audio/video programming, Sony and Philips have developed single- and double-layer MMCDs. The single-layer version contains 3.7 GB of data (that's 5.5 times the data capacity of a music CD) and can hold 135 minutes of studio-quality MPEG-2-encoded programming. The soundtrack can be coded with either two-channel or 5.1-channel surround sound, and it's compatible with Dolby Pro Logic as well as other existing MPEG audio formats.

Video can have an aspect ratio of standard 4:3 or widescreen 16:9. Features include chapter division and access, copy protection, parental lockout, and multiple-speed forward and reverse scan functions with a noise-free picture. In addition, DVD can display extremely high-quality still pictures. MMCD supports the NTSC and PAL television standards, with various line resolutions of up to 720 pixels. The disc has additional capacity for three to five different languages as well as subtitles in four to six different languages.

The dual-layer MMCD was developed by 3M. This disc doubles capacity to 7.4 GB (11 times the data capacity of a music CD) and provides 270 minutes of uninterrupted audio/video playing time. Two separate data layers are formed in a single, solid substrate. A semi-reflective layer allows the reading laser to access both data layers by refocusing the laser's focal-plane servos. Continuous playback—with no appreciable lag—is part of the spec, as the laser reads outward on one layer, then inward on the other. All of the features offered by the single-layer disc carry over to its dual-layer sibling.

**Error Correction.** Coding video and audio signals isn't a walk in the park, though. Since huge amounts of data are involved, the propensity for errors is relatively enormous. And because MMCD will also be used for unforgiving computer applications, the MMCD disc must have the data integrity of a CD-ROM disc. In addition, the MMCD's data density dictates that the negative effects of any flaws that are coded will be magnified, since they'll affect a larger number of bits. To combat flaws, MMCD uses a variation on the music CD's Cross-Interleave Reed-Solomon Code (CIRC) error-correction system. It's known as CIRC Plus.

Nitty-gritties for gearheads: CIRC Plus adds only 380 parity bytes to assist in the detection of errors, compared to the 784 bytes used in CIRC. CIRC Plus uses two Reed-Solomon codes: (170:162) C1 code and (170:156) C2 code. During decoding, all of the symbols used to represent data are checked by both codes; CIRC Plus performs C1 decoding and then C2 decoding, and then C1 is performed again. The decoder can correct burst errors that are four times longer, and a random error rate that's 20 times higher, than in a music CD. The bottom line: Less disc real estate is wasted on bits whose sole reason for being is error correction, but error-correction performance is vastly improved through the use of more sophisticated and more thorough techniques.

MMCD also uses an advanced version of the music CD's eight-to-fourteen modulation (EFM) code to reduce errors. It's called EFM Plus. Regular EFM, which uses 14-bit codewords to represent 8-bit words and three companion 'merging' bits to link the 14-bit codewords, isn't very efficient. The merging bits, for example, are on hand simply to accommodate the 14-bit codewords. So EFM Plus does away with the wasteful merging bits altogether. Other technical niceties: In EFM Plus, the 8-bit input is converted to a 16-bit output and serialized into EFM Plus frames that consist of 85 data symbols as well as sync words. For each data symbol and state, the conversion table contains an EFM Plus codeword and the value of the run-length for the next data symbol to be encoded. There is a substitute conversion table in addition to the main conversion table; it contains 88 codewords with opposite-sign digital sum values (DSV) that are used to maintain an approximately zero DSV. The bottom line: As with CIRC Plus, EFM Plus does a better job of limiting errors while using less of the disc's overall data capacity to do it.

**Data Formatting.** The MMCD's data format is similar to—but more efficient than—that of the CD-ROM. User data is organized into sectors. Each sector holds 2,048 bytes of user data as well as a 4-byte sync pattern, a 16-byte header, and 4 bytes of error-detection code. The sector header contains an address, a header, copyright restrictions, the disc layer number (0 or 1), a track number, application code and data, and a cyclic redundancy check code (CRC-CC) that detects errors within the header. MMCD can work smoothly with only 4 sync bytes because additional sector-syncing information (32 channel bits worth) is incorporated in the EFM Plus coding; the CD-ROM uses 12 sync bytes. Thanks to this grand scheme, only 24 bytes in each sector are used for something other than program data. Compare that to the 304 bytes used to similar ends in a CD-ROM.

Data sectors are assembled into tracks. With a single-layer disc, the track starts at the innermost edge of the disc and works its way to the outermost edge of the disc's program area. With dual-layer discs, the track starts at the same point of the surface layer (layer 0), heads to the outer edge of that layer's program area, and then works its way from the outermost edge of the sub-layer (layer 1) to its innermost edge. Each sector has its own address, which increments up as the tracks make their way from edge to edge.

Additional savings in real estate are provided by way of the guard areas that bracket a disc's (or layer's) program area. Information layers in both disc types are comprised of an inner guard area (IGA), the program area, and an outer guard area (OGA). The guard areas are slightly smaller than the lead-in and lead-out areas used in music CDs. As a result, the MMCD's program area begins at 23 mm; the music CD's program area begins at 25 mm.

Yet more space is saved through the MMCD's layout for table of contents CONTINUED ON PAGE 89
A whole new way to get the most exciting CD-ROM this holiday season — games, reference, education and more — all at great prices! Great to give as gifts. Great to keep for yourself. Just write in the numbers of the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $9.95 each, plus shipping/handling (total $23.40). If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing — just mail your application, or to cancel any membership. Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents of Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate offer. For Your System.

For Mac — 1 C series includes LC 475, Performa 475, Quadra, Centris, Powerbook 190c, IIGS or better.

When using your credit card and calling us toll-free 24 hours a day, refer to your credit card number and expiration date on your card. Note: Columbia House reserves the right to request additional information, to limit membership or reject any application, or to cancel any membership. Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents of Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate offer.

For Mac — LC series includes LC 288 and LC 588/598. For PC — must use 486-based computer for all orders. (Unless otherwise indicated) are: **'s, 's, (name of RAM). Required: Windows 95, 98, Me, 2000, XP; Macintosh, OS X; Pentium II or higher.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If for any reason you're not satisfied, return every-thing within 10 days at our expense. No questions asked. To cancel your membership, simply return any unused CD-ROMs.

For Mac — LC series includes LC 288 and LC 588/598. For PC — must use 486-based computer for all orders. (Unless otherwise indicated) are: **'s, 's, (name of RAM). Required: Windows 95, 98, Me, 2000, XP; Macintosh, OS X; Pentium II or higher.

Free CD-ROM magazine sent approximately every 4-6 weeks (up to 13 times a year) reviewing our Featured Selection — plus scores of alternate choices, including many lower priced CD-ROMs. And you may also receive Special Selection mailings up to four times a year. Plus, you'll have the opportunity to choose from any category.

Buy only what you want! If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing — it will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternative selection, or none at all, just mail the response card provided by the date specified. You'll have 14 days to decide. If not, you may cancel your membership at any time.

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy great savings on the CD-ROMs you want — for as long as you decide to remain a member!
How to recognize and eliminate video distortion

BY MARK ELSON

Maybe you're not getting enough sleep. You've been noticing some pretty odd things on your TV screen lately (and I'm not talking about Richard Simmons). Those squiggly traveling lines, that purple blur in the corner, and is that snow . . . in the middle of Lawrence of Arabia? Your eyes must be playing tricks on you—or are they?

Chances are your eyes are just fine. The problem is probably video distortion, which we'll define as anything that isn't part of the original, ideally pristine signal. Distortion can manifest itself in virtually limitless ways, and it can wreak havoc on your picture at any point in the signal path and from any source—be it a standard broadcast, cable, a satellite dish, a VCR, or a laserdisc player. Other varieties of video distortion are so common that you may passively accept their presence. In any case, you should know that it's easy to eliminate many of them. The reward: You'll be able to enjoy the best performance your video equipment can deliver.

Bear in mind that, when you're trying to isolate specific video problems, it's imperative to start with an unimpeachable source component. In descending order of preference (due to basic signal purity), a signal generator, laserdisc player, S-VHS VCR, and standard VHS VCR are all usable as distortion-hunting sources. If you're using a VCR or laserdisc player, determine its unimpeachability by comparing its performance to that of a reference component. This might involve a service call or a trip to an A/V shop, but it'll be worth it. If you find major performance discrepancies between your component and the reference component, you should address them first; minor discrepancies can be shrugged off, though you should keep their existence in mind as you proceed with your tweaking.

Using your unimpeachable source component, you should adjust your TV for optimum performance with test signals and patterns. The A Video Standard laserdisc ($70; available at many video-rental shops, or call 415.355.1892) and The Hi-Fi Alignment Tape or The VCR Playback
When inserting common "RG6" coaxial connectors into your TV, cable box, VCR, or A/V receiver. Check the connector's stiff inner pin, which is made of copper, isn't nicked, bent, or damaged in any way. Be careful when inserting common "RG6" coaxial connectors into your TV, cable box, VCR, or A/V receiver. Check the integrity of cables by wiggling the connector and the joint between the connector and its cable while your system is active—if the picture degrades, change the interconnects. Terminal cleaners and conditioning chemicals like those from Tweek, Radio Shack, and others can also help prevent corrosion and preserve good contact between the terminals.

MULTIPATH
Your typical roof antenna is a common source of video distortion, and multipath is the form it most commonly takes. Multipath is created when the signals broadcast by TV towers reflect off of obstructions in between the towers and your home. Each time the signal strikes an obstruction—a tall building or hill, for example—a duplicate signal is created. Since there are likely to be many obstructions in between the tower and your home, a huge number of these duplicate signals, or "reflections," will merge at your antenna at roughly the same time. On-screen, you'll see either "ghosts" (non-specific, ephemeral images that are not related to the signal), extra images (objects in the signal repeated at various spots on the screen), or "smear" (a blurred image).

Combatting multipath is a multi-step process. You can begin by aiming your antenna directly at the broadcast towers. You have to know where the broadcast antennas located at the locale's highest elevations. In confined metropolitan areas, on the other hand, broadcast towers are propped on top of various buildings. If there's a large permanent obstruction (like another building or a mountain range) between your home and the tower, you may not be able to receive an ideal signal. But you may also luck out and receive a strong reflected signal. When you don't have a direct line of sight, you should experiment with your antenna's orientation.

Antenna setup and connections are critical. Isolate the antenna as much as possible from other antennas or metal objects. Run the cable connecting your antenna and equipment in as direct a line as possible. As always, make sure that the cable isn't frayed, and determine that the jacks and connectors aren't corroded, dented, or nicked.

If you use a 300-ohm twin lead, don't run it through PVC or any other conduit. Next, "tune" the lead by gripping it in one hand and pulling it with the other, just as you'd work out the kinks in an AC cord or speaker cable. Then twist it one turn per foot. As I've implied, your antenna lead should be as short as you can make it.

Apartment dwellers whose systems are connected to one master antenna (MATV) face a few unique problems. Each time the signal traveling from the main antenna (or cable lead) passes through a splitter and wall terminal and into each dwelling, the signal's integrity is compromised. In a good MATV system, signal boosters are periodically installed in the signal path as a fix. But even in a good system, misuse by even a single neighbor can deteriorate the community's signal. If someone dents or otherwise harms their wall terminal, for example, neighbors downstream in the signal path may get distortion.

If you're experiencing distortion or certain channels are unwatchable, you may want to determine whether your upstream neighbors are abusing the system. You can simply discuss the subject if you're on friendly terms with them, but if they're strangers (or just strange) you may need to snoop.

SPLITTER PROBLEMS
 Ghosts and smearing may also be the result of a phenomenon known as "echo." A splitter or A/B box that's faulty, damaged, or just poorly installed can allow signals to creep back up the line to the antenna or cable source, which will simply "read" them and feed them back downstream.

When splitters are used—especially cheap ones—the system's signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) drops radically. And signal loss equals picture noise. A simple two-way splitter creates 3.5 dB of signal loss, while a four-way splitter causes 7 dB of loss. If you must use a splitter, get one that has the precise number of terminals you need.

Always use the best, most expensive splitter you can find. Good splitters, at
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Here’s a great way to build a collection of your favorite movies – on laserdisc! Just write in the numbers of the 3 laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus shipping and handling. In exchange, you simply agree to buy four more laserdiscs in the next two years, at regular Club prices (currently as low as $28.95, plus shipping/handling) – and you may cancel membership at any time after owning so. What’s more, you can get still one more movie for the low price of $18.95 and have less to buy later (see complete details in coupon).

Free Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year) reviewing our Director’s Selection – plus scores of alternate choices, including many lower-priced laserdiscs. And you may also receive Special Selection mailings up to four times a year. (That’s up to 17 buying opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want the Director’s Selection, do nothing – it will be sent automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just mail the response card always provided by the date specified. And you’ll always have 14 days to decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense.

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fulfilling your obligation, you’ll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy great savings on the movies you want – for as long as you decide to remain a member!

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We’ll send details of the Club’s operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied, return everything within 10 days at our expense for a full refund and no further obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card and call us toll-free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233

Columbia House Laserdisc Club
Dept: MHF P.O. Box 1112, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy only 4 more selections, at regular Club prices, in the next 2 years.

Send me these 3 laserdiscs for $1.00 each plus $1.50 shipping and handling (total $7.50).

Please Check How Paying:

[ ] My check is enclosed
[ ] A35/A37

[ ] Charge my introductory laserdiscs and future club purchases to:
[ ] MasterCard
[ ] Discover

[ ] AMEX
[ ] VISA

Act No. __________________________ 

Exp. Date __________________________

Signature __________________________

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW— AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!

[ ] Also, send me my first selection for $19.95, plus $1.50 shipping/handling, for which I will be adding to my $1.50 payment (total $21.45). I then need buy only 3 more (instead of 4) in the next 2 years.

Name __________________________ 

Address __________________________

City __________________________ 

State __________________________

Phone No. __________________________

Do any of the following apply to you?[41]

[ ] I own a Personal Computer (1)
[ ] I own a PC with a CD ROM (2)
[ ] I plan to buy a PC with a CDROM (3)

Note: This offer applies to forward Laserdisc Club members only. Until one per household. Columbia House reserves the right to require additional information, reject any application or cancel any membership. Offer limited to the continental U.S. (excluding Alaska). Applicable sales tax added to all orders.
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about $9 or $10, cost only a few bucks more than cheap ones, but they’re a sound investment and a small price to pay for several decibels of \( \text{s/N} \). Look for solid construction, a welded or soldered outer core, gold-plated terminals, and complete metal shielding. Avoid snap-on-type F connectors, since they can jeopardize signal integrity.

To install a splitter, carefully insert the male end of the source’s F connector cable into the female input terminal of the splitter. Make sure it’s securely inserted and then screw the F connector’s collar onto the neck of the splitter’s terminal. Then use another cable to attach the splitter’s output to the TV’s input.

If, despite my extremely good advice, you’re stuck with a multi-tap splitter and aren’t using all of its terminals, cap off each unused one with a 75-ohm terminator; you should be able to find these terminators at your local electronics shop.

**SIGNAL SPLITTING**

A good splitter can do a decent job of sending an antenna or cable signals to multiple TVs. But if you need to feed one video source like a VCR or laser disc player to several TVs, an audio/video distribution amp (A/VDA) is a better bet. A/VDAs, which typically measure about 3 x 5 x 4 inches (h/w/d), do a better job than simple splitters because they buffer and amplify the signals passing through them. This combats the signal loss you get whenever you run long signal leads or introduce something—like a splitter—in between source components and a TV (as well as audio gear). You can find good models for $200 to $400. Look for an “insertion-loss” specification of less than \(-1\text{ dB}\). This represents the reduction in signal strength the A/VDA introduces, and a loss of less than \(1\text{ dB}\) is acceptable.

Connecting your video sources to an A/VDA is just like running them to a splitter: the source’s A/V outputs run to the A/VDA’s A/V input. The A/VDA’s video outputs simply run to your TV(s), and the A/VDA’s audio outputs can be run either to audio gear or directly to the TV(s). If you’re feeding multiple video sources to a single TV (and don’t have an A/V receiver that can handle this signal-routing job), you’ll need to get your hands on a video selector or switcher. Good models start at about $100 and can run up to about $600.

**SIGNAL OVERLOAD**

If vertical black bars are moving left to right and back again across your screen, your system is suffering from signal overload—that is, a signal level that exceeds your system’s real-world input capacities. The “windshield-wiper effect” can also be manifested when a signal appears on more than one channel or when a strong signal dominates a weaker one. If you’re receiving too much signal from over-the-air stations, you can fix things by installing an attenuator pad ($10 to $20) in the antenna lead. It’s a simple wire-it-in procedure, but it’s important to add the pad as close to the antenna as you can get it.

You may also experience this problem with a cable-TV hookup. Unfortunately, there’s no DIY solution here, and a service call is the only remedy.

**TRAVELING DIAGONAL LINES**

With some cable systems, diagonal lines can travel across your TV screen. You may only notice them when you replace an old, say, 19-inch TV with a bigger set, since larger sets don’t always “hide” distortion as well as smaller sets can. The fix: A new TV or VCR usually comes with a variety of accessories. These may include a 75 to 300-ohm transformer (a small, tubelike device sprouting short antenna leads) and a 300 to 75-ohm transformer (a small black-plastic cube with two screws mounted on it). Attach them to each other by securing each of the former’s 2-inch “c-clips” underneath the latter’s small Phillips-head screws. Congratulations—you’ve just built an isolation ground transformer! Now plug your cable lead into one end of the ICT and plug it into your TV’s CATV input. Those traveling diagonal lines should disappear.

**DISCOLORATION**

No one likes it when unsightly color blotches make their way onto your screen. This can happen when “unshielded” speakers are set up close to a direct-view or rear-projection TV for home-theater purposes. The short form: Virtually every speaker driver employs a magnet, and magnets create a magnetic field that, if left unshielded, emanates beyond the speaker’s cabinet. Purple and green discoloration results when that field interacts with a TV set’s internal circuitry. The fix is either to move the speakers further from the TV or to replace them with shielded models; the latter fix may be preferable, since moving speakers too far from the TV may disrupt their attempts at creating sonic images that match the visual images you see on-screen.

If either fix doesn’t cause the discoloration to disappear, you should try “degaussing” the screen. Plug a degaussing ring (about $30) into a wall outlet or power strip and move it slowly over the TV screen and the sides of the cabinet in small, smooth circles. When you’ve completed this process, move the ring away from the screen in a slow, smooth circular pattern. When the ring is approximately 3 feet away from the TV, you can shut it off and unplug it. (Warning: Don’t wear a wristwatch while degaussing. The strong magnetic field could damage it.) If the degausser doesn’t fully eliminate the discoloration, your set will need professional attention.

Note that blotches can also appear on projector screens. They’re a function of projector and/or screen quality and can’t be tweaked away. The only remedy is to buy a new projector or screen.

**BLOOMING & EDGINESS**

If you’re a regular VIDEO reader, you know that, in the early 1950s, the FCC established standards for color TV. These NTSC (National Television Systems Committee) standards cover all aspects of video performance: gray scale, black-level (brightness), white-
level (contrast), and color temperature. Since the standards apply to media as well as hardware, a TV that adheres to these standards should produce excellent pictures when any program that meets them is viewed in the proper environment. And if every TV set adhered to these standards, their pictures would all look identical, for the most part. That isn't the case, of course.

In the real world, TV manufacturers have to compete against one another, typically on the crowded, brightly lit floor of a big electronics outlet. It's a truism that the set whose picture jumps out at the prospective buyer usually is the one that gets purchased. To make their pictures jump in this environment, many manufacturers purposefully crank up their sets' picture controls at the factory, adjusting them well away from the NTSC standard. This type of color rendition may seem normal if you've never seen a picture that does adhere to the NTSC standards, but it isn't lifelike, and it can fatigue your eyes. It can also wear down the tube's (or tubes') phosphors prematurely, and it can stress a set's internal video amplifiers and other circuitry as well—imagine running your car at 7,000 rpm all the time and you'll get the picture.

There are two steps in bringing any given TV in line with, or close to, the NTSC standards. The first is the proper adjustment of the set's basic picture controls (COLOR, CONTRAST, SHARPNESS, and so on), and this is something that you can do yourself as long as you have the right test material. The A Video Standard laserdisc and The Hi-Fi Alignment Tape videotape mentioned earlier provide all of the test patterns you need as well as instructions that clearly delineate the process.

The second step is a professional calibration of the set's various internal controls. This isn't a do-it-yourself project; you need to contact a qualified technician, who'll charge you between $150 and $350 to do the deed (this includes proper adjustment of the external picture controls). While adjusting the picture controls is advisable under any condition, note that a set that's calibrated to the NTSC standard will look truly excellent—but only when it's viewed in an ideal environment and with top-quality source material. Room lighting plays a critical role here [see "Citizen Kane," June 1995], and a calibrated TV will reveal the flaws in less-than-ideal programming, often to painful extremes; you'll probably be able to see every flaw in an average antenna or cable-TV feed or in a typical rented videotape, for example. In other words, a calibrated TV should look breathtaking in a dedicated home theater or "media room" that's spinning top-notch laserdiscs or S-VHS tapes—but it may not look so hot in an average living room. The ability to switch from calibrated settings to "conventional" settings that make the picture look great in a brightly lit room is the real-world ideal.

**RADIO WAVES**

You may see oscillating lines or curved patterns on-screen if a strong local FM radio station is interfering with your TV signal. Since strong local FM stations or other "stray" RF signals can leak into your system at any weak point (a bad connection, frayed cable, defective antenna, and so on), this type of distortion may surface at any time. It's actually a harmonic of the radio station's broadcast frequency. The cure: Solder an "FM filter trap" across the antenna terminals of the TV. You need to know the specific radio-frequency harmonic that you want to trap, however, so call the engineering department of the offending station; you can generally identify it because you can also hear it through your TV's speaker(s).

**LOW VOLTAGE**

Another truly unsightly form of distortion results in a picture whose sides are pulled in toward the center of the screen. "Picture pull-in" is caused by low AC line voltage, and it's especially problematic in rural areas. The correct voltage should be 120 volts. Cure: Don't let your TV share AC power with other devices (VCRs, cable boxes, AN receivers, and so on). In other words, plug the TV into its own AC outlet, without extension plugs or power strips. Ideally, a completely dedicated line should be used—if one is available.

**ARCMING**

Picture arcing takes the form of small white and dark lines that streak horizontally across the picture. It's caused when noise is picked up through the antenna system; the noise originates in auto ignitions, neon signs, power lines, motors, fluorescent lights, or light dimmers. Whether you have a roof-type or set-top antenna or are on cable, a chronic arcing problem demands that you replace your current run of antenna lead with a shielded type. Shielded cable comes in both 300-ohm-flat and RG coax varieties.

Arcing can also assault three-tube projection televisions, both rear and front, manifesting as an audible "zap" or "pop" sound. The distortion (not the sound) may be severe enough to destroy sensitive internal circuitry and even the projection tubes. This high-voltage variety of arcing can have several sources. Tubes and high-voltage circuit boards generate static electricity, and most consumer-grade projectors that use them aren't completely protected from it. Unfortunately, there's not much that you can do about it.

Front projectors may attract dust, which can settle on the exposed parts of a tube's neck, the high-voltage circuit boards, and/or transformers. The result: short circuits (that's what causes the zapping or popping sound). The cure: Periodically remove the projector's cover and clean out the set with a compressed-air blower (you can buy one at a photo shop for about $6).

Arcing may also be caused by an irregular power source. Projection TVs that are used in locales routinely beset by lightning storms or in urban areas prone to brown-outs are particularly susceptible. The cure: Purchase both a good surge protector ($30 to $80) and a quality voltage regulator ($200 to $300). That's a small investment, really, to protect a multi-thousand-dollar component.

"Snow" can usually be banished with logical, step-by-step antenna-and-cable troubleshooting.
What started out as Matthew Polk’s desire to design the ultimate home theater system turned into the most ambitious research project in Polk’s 22 year history. The result, the Signature Reference Theater (SRT), is a home entertainment system of such enormous dynamic range, accuracy, clarity and power that listening will touch you physically and emotionally.

Five proprietary Polk technologies, including Polk’s legendary SDA imaging, are combined to bring you “Performance Without Limits”.

For more information and the location of a Polk SRT dealer near you, call (800) 377 - POLK.
THE ROLLOUT OF DOLBY SURROUND AC-3 clearly is momentous news for home-theater lovers. As our evaluations revealed ("Surrounded," September 1995), this new digital 5.1-channel surround-sound format is powerful stuff: To put it simply, AC-3 makes movie soundtracks sound better than Dolby Surround encoding and Dolby Pro Logic decoding can.

As a new technology, of course, AC-3 adds some twists to home theater's status quo. If you currently have a full DPL home theater, you still need to add—at least—an AC-3-ready LD player, an AC-3 demodulator/decoder, and AC-3-encoded laserdiscs to enjoy the benefits of AC-3. The biggest question, therefore, may be How I am going to afford any of this? Unfortunately, we can't help you with that one. But there are several other hardware-related questions we intend to tackle. First among them: Do AC-3's full-bandwidth surround channels need to be served by full-bandwidth speakers?

The most obvious differences between AC-3 and Dolby Surround are in the rear. First, where the latter depends upon a single surround channel reproduced by two speakers, AC-3 employs two entirely discrete channels—you can have a sound emanating from the left surround speaker while its opposite number remains dead silent, something Dolby Surround simply can't accomplish. Second, because of the limitations of the matrixing scheme employed by Dolby Surround, its surround-channel response is limited to 100 to 7,000 Hz—which translates into roughly AM-radio bandwidth. AC-3's discrete surround channels, by contrast, are full-dynamics and full-band, from below 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Performancewise, in fact, there's simply no difference whatsoever between AC-3's front and rear channels.

BY DANIEL KUMIN
Yes, AC-3 changes the home-theater rules. Where conventional wisdom judges that small, bookshelf-type speakers are ideal for surround-channel duties in Dolby Pro Logic systems, an AC-3 setup appears to need larger, full-range surround speakers—presumably big-time floor-standing designs. Few real-world rooms can accommodate a pair of big floor-standing speakers in the rear, however.

Dolby’s specification for AC-3 helps out here. It mandates that all AC-3 decoders enable users to direct bass information from none, some, or all of the channels to the “low-frequency effects” (LFE) subwoofer channel. So the surround channels can be digitally crossed over, adjusting their deep-bass content to that of the LFE channel. In effect, this lets you use a smaller, limited-range satellite speaker to get much of the performance of a larger, full-range speaker.

With this arrangement, of course, the surround-channel bass will emanate from the subwoofer, which may not be set up near the surround speakers. This shouldn’t matter (at least in theory), since low bass is generally perceived as omnidirectional. But what if an AC-3-encoded soundtrack includes bass information that’s meant to be perceived as emanating from the vicinity of the surround speakers? And what will a sub (or two) positioned in the front of a room do if a soundtrack calls upon it to kick out bass sounds front and rear? The patently curious may also be wondering whether this remedy introduces any general sonic compromises. In other words, will bookshelf-type models that are crossed over to a capable LFE subwoofer be outperformed by full-range AC-3 surrounds?

To air out this apparent dilemma, I set up a comparison. The core system was the same one I used for my “Surrounded” AC-3 overview: Enlightened Audio Designs’ top-shelf TheaterMaster digital preamp/AC-3 decoder and T-8000 Series III LD/combi-player transport, Acurus and Adcom power amps, and an all-B&W speaker array (Matrix 803-IIs left and right both front and rear, a Matrix HTM center, and a Model 800ASW 12-inch powered subwoofer). For this phase, I compared the rear pair of full-range 803-IIs to a pair of Matrix 805 bookshelf speakers linked with the 800ASW sub. The rear 803-IIs were placed about 8 feet to either side of the primary listening position and aimed in a very broad v-ward. I balanced the 805s on top of the 803-IIs and aimed them identically; the sub remained in its front-corner location.

I used the 805s (rather than other B&W dipole and monopole surrounds I had on hand) because each one is functionally the top third of an 803-II; this virtually removed potential timbral differences from the equation. Each relatively compact two-way 805 employs a 6.5-inch woofer and 1-inch dome tweeter. Their response is spec’d at 60–20,000 Hz ±2 dB; add the 800ASW subwoofer and response extends down to 17 Hz ±3 dB. The 803-IIs are rated to go down to 25 Hz ±2 dB. I ran the surround 803-IIs full-range (that is, neither crossed over nor rolled off), while the surround 805s were both crossed over to the 800ASW sub and rolled off at 80 Hz, the de facto home-theater-standard crossover point. The results are illuminating—if not crystal clear.

With some sequences on the three AC-3-encoded LDs I had on hand (Clear and Present Danger, Stargate, and True Lies), any low bass that might’ve appeared in the surround channels was “pre-crossed over” (by the movie’s mix-down team) to the sub channel. In these cases, there was very little or no deep bass at all in the surround channels. The “Dolby Digital” logo found at the beginning of all three AC-3 discs (which takes the form of a computer-generated locomotive starting up) is a good example: There’s lots of deep bass, but below about 60 Hz most of it’s mixed to the main, center, and subwoofer channels. In this case, I heard no difference at all between the 803-II and 805-plus-sub setups.

With some scenes that did have a measure of deep bass in the surround channels, I noticed no audible differences when I switched between the 803-II and 805/sub setups. In the Stargate segment in which James Spader’s “character” is dragged by the camel-ox (or whatever you’d call that big drooly thing; Side 1, Chapter 6, 40’10”), for example, several distinct low-end thumps are encoded in the surround channels (they’re also doubled, to some extent, in the LFE channel). Here, the 803-II/805-plus-sub switch made no audible change in surround effect or spatial content. The two modes did exhibit a slightly different level of low bass, but this is the sort of thing that would be compensated for at the system-balancing stage.

There were, however, several scenes where I perceived a definite change. (And I make these observations despite the well known “fact” that deep bass is not localizable; maybe the fact that low-frequency sounds were emanating laterally, from the nearby surround speakers, made a difference.) The “through-the-stargate” sequence in Stargate (Side 1, Chapter 5, 30’56”) is a good example: There’s lots of mid- and deeper-bass content in AC-3’s discrete surround channels here, and switching between the 803-II and 805/sub setups presented a decided change. The difference was subtle, but in the end I actually felt that the 805s-plus-sub were somehow more solid, more defined, and gutsier—just the opposite of what I expected. The vagaries of subwoofer balance, room acoustics, and the effects of speaker placement should be taken into account, of course.

Other scenes presented spatial—rather than quantitative—differences. One of Stargate’s “transporter-ring” sequences (Side 2, Chapter 4, 23’07”) demonstrated this admirably. In this scene, the AC-3 surround channels carry ominously powerful rumbles that are meant to jump from one rear speaker to the other, and the overall effect was decidedly more centered, flatter, and less involving with the 805s-plus-sub. The 803-IIs, on the other hand, gave a breadth and resonance to this scene. The difference was subtle, but it existed. The helicopter-landing segment in C&PD (Side 1, Chapter 7, 32’36”) prompted similar results: The copters’ engine noise and rotor-beat were simply more natural—both fuller and more body-vibrating—with the 803-IIs. The difference was even more subtle here, however; high-level listening with the 805s-plus-sub nearly obliterated it.

A single sub may not be enough to fully handle AC-3’s very active discrete surround channels.

Obviously, we haven’t gone far on AC-3’s technology curve. Though speaker design isn’t likely to change because of it, soundtrack design will as
movie-sound mixers grow accustomed to working with it. The laser-discs I used are among the earliest examples of mass-market AC-3-encoded software, and, as impressive as they are, they clearly don’t represent the pinnacle of AC-3 surround sound. Still, Stargate’s transporter-ring sequence shows that AC-3 is a bottomless bag of tricks.

If at this moment you happen to be gazing thoughtfully at your home theater, plotting upgrade paths for AC-3, one thing is certain: You need at least one subwoofer in your system if you want to take full advantage of the format. As I discovered, you shouldn’t feel compelled to run out and buy $3,000-a-pair full-range tower speakers for the rear of your room, since the combination of high-quality “satellite” surrounds crossed over to at least one compatible subwoofer should do a superlative job with any AC-3 soundtrack. Though I often preferred the effect produced by full-range surrounds, it wasn’t dramatic enough to warrant “must-have” status.

A single subwoofer may not be enough to fully handle AC-3’s very active discrete channels, however. Nor may adding one surround-channel subwoofer in the rear of the room: Though it certainly would deliver most of the benefits of two full-range surrounds (it should help with distinct front-versus-rear low-bass effects, for example), it won’t cover the type of side-to-side rear bass effects I heard in Stargate’s transporter-ring sequences. A truly gonzo AC-3-equipped home theater, in fact, could include (if full-range towers aren’t used) five or even six subwoofers: one for each main and surround satellite plus one each for the center speaker and LFE channel.

Dolby, the creator of AC-3 (as well as Pro Logic), states that AC-3 is fully backward-compatible with Dolby Pro Logic systems, meaning that you shouldn’t feel pressured into upgrading any of the speakers in an existing DPL-based home theater to derive AC-3’s full effect. In light of what we’ve learned, that seems a bit unrealistic. I suspect that AC-3 will beget gradual upgrading all around, much as the compact disc did with two-channel stereo systems. In a perfect world, one in which living space and bank balances weren’t inescapable factors, that would probably include full-range speakers in the rear of the room.

THE EXCITING FULL-RANGE CAPABILITIES of AC-3’s discrete digital surround channels pose an interesting challenge to home-theater enthusiasts with a taste for the cutting edge. Clearly, an ideal system would use full-range surround speakers. But deploying them could raise quality-of-life issues: A one-piece full-range tower is a large entity, and may not cut it in a real-world living room. Enter the “subwoofer/satellite” option.

If you’re unfamiliar with the “sub/sat” concept, know that it breaks a single full-range speaker into two parts—a largish bass-producing subwoofer (either passive or powered) and a smallish mid/high-producing satellite. The satellite can be anything from a largish bookshelf speaker to a diminutive “mini-monitor,” since the subwoofer houses the largish woofer that’s required to reproduce the lowest frequencies in the audible spectrum.

In an AC-3-equipped home theater, two smallish rear satellites can be hung on the room’s side or rear walls, placed on bookshelves or other furnishings, or be built into the walls or ceiling. As accompaniment, one or two rear subs can be hidden in rear corners or placed to the sides or the rear of a couch; an experienced custom installer can even build the subs into the wall or floor.

Sub/sat systems aren’t new to the world of consumer electronics. The first, three-piece incarnation (one sub plus two sats) appeared in 1960, though it was short-lived. In the ‘70s and early ‘80s, enterprising audiophiles resurrected the species, mating whatever subwoofer they could lay their hands on with a pair of high-quality studio monitors. Packaged sub/sat systems finally hit the mainstream in 1987, when Bose introduced its line of three-piece Acoustimass systems. In each case, these systems stood in for a pair of conventional stereo speakers; the idea was that you could hide the sub away, and only the smallish sats were left to consume living-room real estate.

More recently, the advent of Dolby Pro Logic-based home theater and its multiple channels has spurred interest in sub/sat pairings and their space-saving ways. One performance-related wrinkle: Many audio/videoophiles mate five identical satellites, for timbre-matched main-, center-, and surround-channel performance, with one or two subwoofers running in stereo or in summed mono.

As we’ve indicated, sub/sat pairings can make even more sense in an AC-3 system. You can use AC-3’s low-frequency-effects (LFE) channel—and a big sub—to handle the lowest octave or two. In such a system, one or two rear subs might only need to go down to about 35 or 40 Hz. Relatively small and affordable subs—such as Cambridge SoundWorks’ Powered Subwoofer ($699), DCM’s Sub-712 ($599), M&K’s V-125 ($695), and Velodyne’s VA-810X ($599)—can do that with ease.

You’ll have a cosmetic match if you use a sub/sat pairing for each channel. And, more important, you’ll also have a sonic match, as you can expect the speakers to share the same timbre and frequency range. Last but not least, it’s usually more cost effective to buy a sub/sat package than to purchase the same speakers separately.

Most speaker manufacturers—including heavyweights such as Bose, Boston Acoustics, Cambridge SoundWorks, Definitive Technology, JBL, and Polk—offer sub/sat systems these days. But keep in mind that many manufacturers who don’t sell actual sub/sat packages do offer subs and sats separately. If you already have high-performance satellite surrounds, your least expensive path to topnotch AC-3 will be to simply add a compatible subwoofer or two.

—Rob Sahin

BREAKDOWN
The Subwoofer/Satellite Option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subwoofer/Satellite Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCM CX-007 (left)</td>
<td>Sub-712</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we’ve indicated, sub/sat pairings can make even more sense in an AC-3 system. You can use AC-3’s low-frequency-effects (LFE) channel—and a big sub—to handle the lowest octave or two. In such a system, one or two rear subs might only need to go down to about 35 or 40 Hz. Relatively small and affordable subs—such as Cambridge SoundWorks’ Powered Subwoofer ($699), DCM’s Sub-712 ($599), M&K’s V-125 ($695), and Velodyne’s VA-810X ($599)—can do that with ease.

You’ll have a cosmetic match if you use a sub/sat pairing for each channel. And, more important, you’ll also have a sonic match, as you can expect the speakers to share the same timbre and frequency range. Last but not least, it’s usually more cost effective to buy a sub/sat package than to purchase the same speakers separately.

Most speaker manufacturers—including heavyweights such as Bose, Boston Acoustics, Cambridge SoundWorks, Definitive Technology, JBL, and Polk—offer sub/sat systems these days. But keep in mind that many manufacturers who don’t sell actual sub/sat packages do offer subs and sats separately. If you already have high-performance satellite surrounds, your least expensive path to topnotch AC-3 will be to simply add a compatible subwoofer or two.

—Rob Sahin
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Hitachi Proudly Brings ULTRAVISION Quality To Camcorders!

For over five years, Hitachi has led the home entertainment industry with the best projection TV in picture and sound, with ULTRAVISION. The standards of excellence the ULTRAVISION name has represented in television are now in camcorders with the introduction this year of the VMH710A!

The engineers at Hitachi have achieved what few can do: create a camcorder that is innovative and yet, affordable. Let’s take a closer look at the camcorder that proudly calls itself ULTRAVISION!

1 HI-8 Resolution and Hi-Fi Stereo
Clarity and detail are critical to making the picture look the best it can. The ULTRAVISION VMH710A achieves over 400 lines of resolution, more than 42% better than TV programs! The VMH710A records images 63% better than VHS, VHS-C and 8mm standard resolution camcorders, which achieve no more than 250 lines of resolution. And you’ll see that difference on whatever TV you play the videotape on. ULTRAVISION sound quality is Hi-Fi stereo, microphone and recording. Better than 90db of audio quality is achieved!

2 A.A.I.T. and D.S.P. III
How a camera interprets the image it sees makes the difference between ordinary and extraordinary! Hitachi engineers developed years ago a technology that utilized the benefits of microprocessors. Called Advanced Artificial Intelligence Technology (A.A.I.T.), the software controls the image coming in through the lens for focus, white balance, aperture (iris) functioning, high-speed shutter, backlight compensation and wind noise. The VMH710A employs a third generation 16-bit Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to regulate these functions rapidly. The result to you are videotapes that are color accurate and detailed. Yes, your memories are preserved with the quality they deserve, ULTRAVISION quality!

3 AA Battery Backup... A First!
Many camcorder users will tell you how frustrating it is to run out of power when you most need it. Hitachi’s engineers recognized the need and solved a major hassle for all of us! The VMH710A has the capability of inserting 6 AA alkaline batteries for an additional 50 minutes of power! AA Batteries are sold almost everywhere, so you are just a store away from more power to continue those precious memories!

4 Color EVF, EIS and Instant Zoom
Ease-of-use is a must with any camcorder. The VMH710A has been designed to be user-friendly. We see in color; the viewfinder of the VMH710A is color so that no details of a scene will be missed! To keep your videotapes stable, Hitachi engineers developed an Electronic Image Stabilizer (EIS) that maintains picture quality while smoothing out any extra motion. Using angular motion sensors, the camcorder will determine if you are shaking the camcorder and respond properly. And Instant Zoom is just a button push away! No zoom is faster; wherever you have zoomed to, Instant Zoom takes you 1.5x closer instantly! That’s valuable when recording a moment that comes quickly! All controls are conveniently located on the end of the camcorder, for easy access when you need them!

5 Blank Search / Date Search
Hitachi engineers recognized that time passes between shooting scenes on videotape. We often lose our place on the tape and can easily recorded over a scene that we intended to keep. Blank Search was designed to easily locate the area of tape that is free and usable. No more mistakes and loss of valuable memories! Date Search is a simple method locating the scene you wish to review with ease. Each time you begin to record, the date is imprinted on a memory chip. In playback mode, use this method to easily locate the memory by the date you recorded it!

Conclusion
These are just a few of the thoughtful and innovative features that make the VMH710A a breakthrough in performance. Visit your local Authorized Dealer today and experience for yourself the quality and value of the ULTRAVISION VMH710A! And see for yourself how Hitachi engineers made a quality camcorder affordable to you!

For more information about the Hitachi VMH710A please call: 1-800-HITACHI
Pursuing the standard of excellence set by the VME55A & VME58A top-rated camcorders, two years in a row.

#1 rated by a leading consumer magazine

ULTRAVISION VMH710A CAMCORDER
The new standard in performance and value!

HITACHI
A Brief History of Widescreen Processes

BY MEL NEUHAUS

If a picture is worth a thousand words, a properly executed widescreen picture is worth a million. From 1927's Napoleon to 1959's North by Northwest and 1991's Terminator 2: Judgment Day, widescreen presentations have played a major role in the history of the movies. No one who has experienced such an epic in its full theatrical glory can deny the power of widescreen cinematography. And at no time was this more obvious than during widescreen's heyday—the 1950s, when studios, in their attempt to dazzle moviegoers with a big and bigger experience, rolled out a steady stream of new lenses and formats.

Widescreen formats weren't invented in the '50s, though, as film historians surely know. Filmmakers have sought new ways to create images ever since the first days of motion pictures. By 1920, the movies had already dabbled in such “ trifles” as sound, 3-D images, color, and the big screen. At first, each and every one of these developments was virtually held in check; critics—and, in all likelihood, the studios’ bean counters—considered them novelty items. As time passed, however, studios and directors pushed the film-technology envelope. Most were motivated by their instinct for survival: The “threat” posed by new electronic media—first radio and then television—clearly sparked the first big-screen films of the late '20s and, later, the widescreen frenzy of the '50s.

While there were exceptions, filmmakers of each era embraced widescreen with open arms. Compared with the 1.33:1 aspect ratio of the existing formats (which is still in use today with conventional TV screens), widescreen movies opened a virtual world of creative possibilities: Sweeping horizons could be presented. Bullets or verbal barbs could

speed from one side of the screen to the other. And "two-shots," in which a pair of actors standing face-to-face were captured in a single frame (as opposed to traditional, "over-the-shoulder" framing), heightened drama and let passions soar. At the same time, the use of new processes and larger film negatives resulted in richer color and sharper detail, enabling directors to imbue their work with a magical aura that fully captivated audiences. Movies were finally living up to their full potential.

IN THE BEGINNING

Except for some relatively insignificant tinkering, it all began in the early '20s, when unsung hero Lorenzo del Riccio developed MagnaScope, essentially the first big-screen format embraced by the studios. Until that time, movie audiences viewed 35MM prints projected through conventional lenses onto a 1.33:1 screen. The addition of the MagnaScope lens (viewed as a major deterrent to the then-new home-entertainment medium of radio) retained a similar aspect ratio, but blew the image up to more dramatic proportions.

MagnaScope was used to highlight climactic sequences in big epics like The Big Parade (1925) and Wings (1927). The system proved to be shortlived, however, as it gave way to del Riccio's next invention, MagnaFilm. MagnaScope was resurrected in the '50s, for the finales of films like Million Dollar Mermaid (1952) and Niagara (1952). That decade found studios grasping for anything new and different to draw audiences, so these movies were projected in standard 35MM—until their final sequences, when the curtain was dramatically drawn back and the picture expanded like a blooming flower. But MagnaScope's resurrection was brief; this time, the official arrival of Cinerama and CinemaScope chased it out of town.

The work del Riccio did with MagnaScope led him to the next natural step: an oversized film negative. Dubbed MagnaFilm, this 56MM stock was quickly grabbed up by Paramount. A key point is that del Riccio designed MagnaFilm's aspect ratio at approximately 1.85:1, which he arrived at by observing great works of art in various museums. Through all that would come after it, the 1.85:1 aspect ratio would live on, and is known today as the "Golden Ratio."

At around the same time del Riccio came out with MagnaFilm, Fox was busy developing Grandeur, a 70MM film format that they used in a small number of productions—the most important being Raoul Walsh's The Big Trail (1930). Walsh's picture was shot in two versions: one in standard 35MM, the other in Grandeur. Aside from the obvious attraction of the larger negative, Grandeur excelled because its new Movietone sound-on-film optical tracks were enlarged along with the picture, resulting in superior audio.

While critically acclaimed, these large-negative formats failed to gain a foothold—theater owners who had drained their coffers converting their theaters for "talkies" had nothing left to spend on big screens and special projectors. And once The Great Depression hit, it slammed the brakes on the industry's initial flirtation with the big screen. Most of the newly developed equipment would lay in hibernation for more than 20 years.

And then there was Abel Gance's Napoleon. In 1927, 3 years before oversized negatives first made waves, Gance's 4-hour-plus epic became one of the most significant events in big-screen history. The finale of this masterpiece was presented as a triptych, with three sync'd projectors and three joined screens showing three concurrent images that eventually merged into one sprawling canvas of battle. Though its impact was undeniable, the triptych approach was both costly and unwieldy, and, like the pioneering large-stock formats mentioned above, it sunk into oblivion...until it returned in the guise of Cinerama.

GUILTY AS CINERAMA

If they'd resided in a vacuum, the studios might have been happy to leave well enough alone. Conventional film stocks and cameras were easy and relatively inexpensive to use, and they didn't stress the studios' partners, the theater owners. Even outside the vacuum, events on the world stage conspired to strangle film-industry advances. The Great Depression was followed by World War II; first, resources were unavailable, then they were all devoted to the war effort.

When the war ended, however, it was like someone had opened a floodgate. Television, whose maturation had been...
stifled when war broke out, suddenly became a practical reality—and, to the movie industry's distress, a fixture in an ever increasing number of American living rooms. Suddenly, TV was new and exciting—and relatively affordable. The movie industry had to act. The widescreen boom began.

Cinerama was one of the first—and most important—efforts. First developed as Vitarama by Fred Waller, a former special-effects man for Paramount and an expert in wide-angle lenses, Cinerama was a synchronous process utilizing a three-lens camera that captured three separate 35MM images. When projected onto a deeply curved screen that had a slatted surface, the images combined to create an immense panorama: The field of view was some 146 degrees wide and 55 degrees high—that's roughly 2.65:1, which comes close to the peripheral capabilities of the human eye.

After a few exhibitions with demonstration shorts, the public got its first taste of a full feature in 1952, with the privately produced This Is Cinerama travelogue. Throughout the decade, other Cinerama travelogues helped the standard gain a foothold in specially equipped theaters across the country and in Europe. Cinerama literally cast a spell on audiences, dazzling and enveloping them—and it spearheaded the widescreen boom that would rage on through the following decade.

The big studios originally rejected Waller's process, however, since its three-projector approach was unwieldy and expensive. MGM eventually came around, though, and by the end of the '50s a deal was struck to make full-length narrative pictures in Cinerama. 1962 saw the first two MGM releases: The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm and How the West Was Won. In a theater, nothing before or since could compare to the thrill of the triple-projected buffalo stampede or train wreck in West, or the out-of-control carriage ride in Grimm.

Many theaters weren't equipped to handle Cinerama films, of course, so these films had to be converted for widespread exhibition. Cinerama and MGM optically stitched the three panels together to create a single frame, in a process later known as Super Cinerama. Though the seams are evident in the 2.35:1 letterboxed laserdiscs of Grimm and West, and some picture information at the extreme left and right edges is lost, Super Cinerama is still impressive enough to give 1990s viewers a taste of what Cinerama—the ultimate big-screen adventure—was all about.

After the successes of Grimm and West, other titles quickly followed. It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World (1963), Circus World (1964), Battle of the Bulge (1965), The Hallelujah Trail (1965), Grand Prix (1966), Khartoum (1966), Ice Station Zebra (1968), and 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) were all Cinerama productions—but there was one crucial change. Instead of using triple-lens cameras to shoot these films (and then having to convert them for presentation in the wide majority of theaters), United Artists debuted a single-lens Cinerama with Mad, Mad World. Essentially, this format projected a 70MM print through one wide-angle Cinerama lens. (Similar systems using the 70MM-print/Cinerama-lens approach appeared as Ultra Panavision 70, Super Technirama 70, and Super Panavision 70.) Though the resulting picture lacked the excitement and immediacy of a true Cinerama triptych, it still had spectacular widescreen impact. But the magnificent Cinerama envisioned by its creator was gone.

**UP, CINEMASCOPe**

As Cinerama made its mark in specially equipped theaters during the '50s, the Hollywood studios rolled out a variety of more practical widescreen formats. Most significant was CinemaScope, as dubbed by 20th Century Fox, which optioned and copyrighted it in the early '50s.

As the first "anamorphic" process employed by the studios, CinemaScope's contribution to the history of film was enormous. In an anamorphic process, a special camera lens is used to horizontally squeeze the images that are being filmed; this enabled directors to get a widescreen image onto standard non-widescreen film. When this squeezed film is played on a projector equipped with a compatible correcting lens, the entire image—restored to perfect, unsqueezed proportions—appears on-screen in all its widescreen glory. (When it's played on a conventional projector, however, everything looks tall and skinny, as if distorted by a fun-house mirror.)

Unlike some anamorphic processes, in which some squeezing was done during filming and some in the lab, CinemaScope did all of its squeezing at the time of shooting, and its frames contain about twice the horizontal information that can fit in a conventional 35MM frame. This translated to 2.66:1 (or to 2.55:1 when a portion of the film was devoted to a four-track magnetic stereo soundtrack). By the mid-'50s, CinemaScope's aspect ratio was altered to 2.35:1, which is the same ratio, more or less, that's used today.

Fox's first CinemaScope production,
The Robe (1953), was a sensation. And though some directors didn't know what to do with the extra image area, many became masters of the new rectangular composition. Otto Preminger's River of No Return (1954) and Vincente Minnelli's Gigi (1958) and Some Came Running (1959) reviled in the glorious freedom of endless vistas; the director's cameras gleefully careened across the soundstages. Nicholas Ray was surprisingly at ease with the process in the epic 55 Days at Peking (1962), and he clearly enjoyed exploring the intimacy inherent in pensive, no-holds-barred closeups and two-shots, as he proved in Rebel Without a Cause (1955). Meanwhile, Frank Tashlin lampooned the widescreen craze with uninhibited comic-book zaniness in The Girl Can't Help It (1956), and Anthony Mann brought new majesty to Westerns and to the spectacle using widescreen imagery, as in Fall of the Roman Empire (1964).

Other directors were of a different mind. Billy Wilder, who worked with widescreen formats in The Apartment (1960), Kiss Me, Stupid (1964), and The Fortune Cookie (1966), commented that he loved black-and-white 'Scope because it was "so ugly." George Stevens and Howard Hawks each expressed disdain for 'Scope, however; though the famed snub about 'Scope—that it's "only good for snakes and funerals"—has been attributed to Stevens, it's more befitting of Hawks, as his monumental (though wonderful) CinemaScope flop, Land of the Pharaohs (1955), contained an abundance of both.

Noted cinematographers, like Joseph MacDonald and Leon Shamroy, weren't very impressed with the format either. They frequently criticized the process, pointing out (rightly) that the images it created were often marred by distortion and grain (possibly due to the use of imperfect lenses). But by the '60s, a 'Scope process called Panavision had hit the mainstream. Though there's little difference between Panavision and CinemaScope, Panavision is generally accepted as the superior format because it never experienced the early problems with distortion and grain that plagued its forebear.

Panavision is also notable for a bout of improper labeling that has lasted 15 years: Many true 2.35:1 Panavision productions haven't used the logo at all (1981's S.O.B. is an example), while

scads of 1.85:1 pictures herald either a "Panavision" or "Filmed With Panavision Equipment" logo. Even TV's *Seinfeld* employs the end credit, "Filmed in Panavision," though it certainly can't be—at least by traditional definition. The logical explanation: These productions probably utilized gear Panavision built for standard theater use.

Around the same time that CinemaScope emerged, Mike Todd, the great showman who'd orchestrated much of New York City's famous 1939 World's Fair, began shopping around for a new movie process that would stand apart from everything else available. He ended up dusting off and modifying the original MagnaScope equipment of the '20s and combined it with a 70MM stock to create a process he called Todd-AO. *Oklahoma!* (1955), which was recently released on a spectacular LD drawn from the original Todd-AO elements [see "Tapes & Discs," May 1995], was an early Todd-AO masterpiece.

**HASTA LA VISTAVISION**

If Cinerama had cornered the widescreen market for sheer impact in the '50s, it was VistaVision that clearly captured the hearts of film connoisseurs. Dubbed the "Tiffany of projection methods" by former Paramount chief Barney Balaban, VistaVision was a masked projection system that achieved its wider image by running a negative through a camera horizontally at a width of eight 35MM sprocket holes (as opposed to the normal, vertical four). The result, when reduced to normal positive prints, produced pictures so clear and vibrant that VistaVision quickly became the widescreen process of choice for cinematographers the world over. An added benefit was that VistaVision's double negative gave exhibitors the option of projecting a movie in virtually any aspect ratio from 1.33:1 to 2.1:1.

When Paramount introduced the process in 1954, the best way to see VistaVision was in one of the company's Lazy-8 Flagship theaters, where the movie would actually run through a projector horizontally and onto a 30 x 55-foot screen. Height rather than width was emphasized, and true VistaVision was meant to be viewed at 1.66:1.

A showing of *White Christmas* (1954), the first VistaVision film, began with a black-and-white newsreel on a screen that was masked to standard size by the stage curtains. After the newsreel, the words "Paramount Proudly Presents the First Picture in..." appeared—at which point, a giant V filled the screen. Suddenly, the curtains parted, the stereo sound kicked in, and the full VistaVision logo came into view. Eventually, the *White Christmas* title, displayed on a deep red background, would explode across the entire screen. Audiences ate it up.

Bing Crosby, the star of *White Christmas*, once told me he felt that VistaVision was the real attraction of the show. Two years later, when he coproduced *High Society* (1956) at MGM, he adamantly insisted that the production be shot in VistaVision instead of CinemaScope. Alfred Hitchcock loved the process' quality and flexibility, and when he made a rare foray over to MGM, for 1959's wonderful *North by Northwest*, the Master of Suspense decreed that the production be lensed in VistaVision.

Even widescreen nemesis John Ford demanded VistaVision for *The Searchers* (1956), considered by many to be the best VistaVision film ever made. Though Paramount suggested that theaters project VistaVision films for general release in the standard widescreen 1.85:1 ratio, and most laserdisc-version VistaVision titles are
at 1.85:1, *The Searchers* disc is closer to 2.1:1.

Paramount/LDC's disc of *Funny Face* (1956), on the other hand, is letterboxed from original VistaVision elements to a 1.66:1 ratio. Though minor negative and camera scratches move across the frame (rather than up and down, as they would with a conventional vertical process), it's still one of the best-looking laserdiscs ever and remains an extraordinary reminder of the capabilities of this incredible process—essentially, the quality forerunner of IMAX.

As fine as it was, however, VistaVision was phased out after a scant 7 years. When it was decided that 1961's *One Eyed Jacks* would be the final VistaVision release, the brilliant cameraman William Daniels declared that he felt like going into mourning.

Today, the old VistaVision equipment is still in use, having been modified by the wizards at George Lucas' Industrial Light & Magic. The process' incredible clarity and color retention make it perfect for working on complicated special effects whose final incarnation may be generations removed from the original material. The use of VistaVision gear, with its horizontal film magazines, is plainly visible in *The Making of Jurassic Park* (1995), the recently released documentary about Steven Spielberg's 1993 blockbuster [see "SoftWire," page 78].

The consolation for the loss of VistaVision was Technirama, a 2.35:1 Technicolor process that was introduced in 1956 and coexisted briefly with VistaVision until it replaced it. Using 35MM film stock and modified VistaVision cameras, Technirama brought together VistaVision's horizontal, eight-perf negative with CineMaScope's anamorphic approach. The result was a screen as wide as CineMaScope's, but a picture that benefited from twice as much film area per frame. Its astounding clarity and rich color approximated VistaVision, and Technirama remains the best pure anamorphic process ever created. When Kirk Douglas first saw *The Vikings* (1958), the Technirama picture he'd just produced and starred in, he couldn't believe the quality and raved that it was the best color he'd ever seen. When Stanley Kubrick's *Spartacus* (1960) went into production shortly thereafter, Technirama got the nod.

Technirama is perhaps best known for the lush imagery on the Samuel Bronston epics *El Cid* (1961) and *King of Kings* (1961), which, like *Spartacus*, were released in Super Technirama 70, a 70MM version. I once asked Nicholas Ray, director of *Kings*, if Super Technirama 70 was indeed a large-format negative or if the studios had simply taken advantage of Technirama's outstanding quality by blowing up 35MM images. He swore (and I mean *swore*) that 70MM equipment was used—not only on the Bronston films, but on *The Savage Innocents* (1961) as well. (He couldn't help but snap, "But what do I know? I was only the director!") Sadly, Technirama disappeared as the '60s turned into the '70s.

**REALITY BITES**

Despite the excitement generated by the early widescreen extravaganzas, most theaters weren't set up to handle the biggest of the big-screen films. When Fox released *The Robe* in CineMaScope in 1953, it wreaked havoc among theater owners. By then, the movie industry had already voted to begin releasing nonanamorphic productions in del Riccio's original 1.85:1 ratio, which, as mentioned, is still in use today as the theatrical widescreen standard known as The Golden Ratio. In '53, some theaters had already completed the upgrade from 1.33:1 to to 1.85:1, but many others still stuck by their old screens. And at that point, only a very few theaters could or would...
IT'S THE BIGGEST ADVANCE IN SATELLITE TELEVISION SINCE THE MINI-DISH.

IT'S THE MINI-DISH YOU DON'T HAVE TO BUY.

And it's only available from PRIMESTAR.

With PRIMESTAR, the complete mini-dish satellite TV service, there's no equipment to buy. Starting at about a dollar a day, you'll get the use of the mini-dish, maintenance and all kinds of programming, including movies, news, and family shows.

PRIMESTAR brings you the very best in television, all in digital-quality picture and sound. Our complete, comprehensive lineup includes The Disney Channel, three channels of HBO, two channels of Cinemax, the leading regional sports networks, ESPN, TNT, TBS and much more.

So start getting the entertainment you want. Just call 1-800-PRIMESTAR.

*Prices may vary. Does not include installation. Blackout restrictions apply.
The Best Subwoofers In The World!

"This sub also added a great deal of realism and subtle depth to orchestral music that has lots of lows."

"...Everything sounded great with this sub, which went all the way down to 23 Hz in my living room and blasted out 104 dB SPL when playing solo."

"A bravura performance."

—Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image Magazine

- MS subwoofers outperform competitors products that use 20-50% larger drivers by using propriety bandpass design combined with Negative Impedance Servo feedback amplifiers.

- Unique port design that permit our subs to be built into custom enclosures.

- All MS subwoofers available in the standard dark charcoal gray, custom birch, or mahogany finish. In addition, the MS3 and MS4 are also available in the custom Ebony finish and the MS1 and MS2 in the arctic white.
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Analog and Digital Systems, Inc. One Progress Way, Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887 USA. 617.729.1140
Mitsubishi's CS40505 pushes the envelope on 40-inch direct-view performance

If you're looking for a big-screen TV, your options are numerous. But know from the start that most of them are costly. Front-projection systems done right may yield the highest quality images, but "done right" will set you back about $30,000. Rear-projection sets, which are available in a variety of screen sizes and run from about $2,000 to $5,000 and more, are improving quickly in their ability to produce truly high-quality images, but they still aren't the equal of tube-driven sets in the area of image clarity. Tube-driven "direct-view" sets, therefore, are the TVs of choice for the vast majority of shoppers. Mitsubishi has made a point of pushing the tube-size envelope, and they've manufactured the world's largest direct-view tubes for the past 3 years. The CS40505 is one of four second-generation 40-inch TVs, following the CS40FX1, which was introduced in 1992.

At a suggested retail price of $3,499, the CS40505 isn't inexpensive by most standards, though it is less than $200 more than Mitsubishi's top-of-the-line 35-incher, the CS35804. So the real questions are: What do you gain, and what, if anything, do you lose as you move from 35 to 40 inches?

If space is a factor in your buying decision, you should take note of this baby's massive girth. It measures 31.75 x 38.2 x 26.8 inches (h/w/d) and weighs a hefty 250 pounds. Cosmetically, the set is simple and attractive. Its standard matte charcoal color is the norm these days. The speakers are mounted in external cabinets positioned toward the rear of the tube and angled slightly outward, which makes them practically invisible when you're seated directly in front of the set.

The 40505 has every manner of input a videophile could want. It sports three full sets of inputs with S-Video, composite video, and audio jacks—two are located on the back panel and one is on the front panel, for convenient hookup of dubbing VCRs, camcorders, or videogame consoles. There are also two antenna inputs on the rear panel. This is particularly useful for DSS owners, who'll need to connect a rooftop antenna or cable-TV lead for the local broadcast feeds that usually aren't available from DirecTV and USSB, DSS's program suppliers. The set also provides two sets of audio and video outputs for connection to an A/V receiver and/or external amplifier.

There are plenty of user and convenience features, including single-tuner PIP and the Active A/V Network, which lets you connect the 40505 to compatible Mits components and control the whole batch with the TV's remote. Parental lock lets you lock the entire
TV or a single channel; the set is unlocked via a secret PIN number. Super-Quick-View lets you program up to 10 favorite channels and then cycle through them at the touch of a button. The 40505 can also be set to turn on at a specific time or turn off in 120 minutes or less. The set will also display Extended Data Services (EDS) data—time and channel, as well as program details—if they're being broadcast in your area.

The sound system, which includes a 20-watt rated amplifier, is standard-issue. If you're going to invest this kind of money in a TV, you should augment it with a standalone audio system; that's the only way to really get the most out of the programs you want to enjoy.

As with the CS35801 35-incher ["Video Tests," May 1995], the 40505 offers three color-temperature settings: HIGH, MIDDLE, and LOW. The set also offers three color-decoder presets: ACCURATE, AVERAGE, and SKIN TONE. The presence of the ACCURATE setting is a welcome rarity. There's also a defeatable video NOISE REDUCTION circuit. The tube is a Black-Matrix CRT that features an Invar Shadow Mask and a Digital Dynamic Comb Filter.

The remote's buttons are varied in size and well laid out. All of them, with the exception of those under a sliding door, can be backlit. Like most Mitsu...
The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear. We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250 watts continuous per channel into 8 ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and component specifications are in a class by itself.

But you don’t have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will send you a reprint of Audio’s review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you all you need to know.
If there’s a trend in the television-set business these days, it’s “big.” Sometimes it seems that manufacturers would drop a 20-footer into our homes if they could just get us to lift up our roofs for a minute. Most of us, of course, only have normal rooms—not dedicated theaters—to fill with home-theater systems. Ask anyone, though, and they’ll tell you they still want a big theater-like picture. Enter Sony’s KP-41T15. With its 41-inch screen, it’s the smallest big-screen rear-projector you can buy.

Part of Sony’s new Videoscope line of projectors, the 41T15 (shown with its optional base) is designed to be as flexible as a direct-view set—that is, it fits easily on a tabletop and offers the big picture without weighing a ton or taking up huge amounts of space. The 41T15’s price—$2,199—is also very competitive, matching up well against big direct-view sets and other low-priced rear-projectors.

The set measures in at 39.45 x 37.5 x 23.25 inches (h/w/d) and weighs a trim 113 pounds. The front panel offers a power button, controls for adjusting volume and channel, a SET UP button, a TV/VIDEO selector, and a MENU button. It also has two LEDs—one lights when the timer is programmed, the other when the currently tuned program is being broadcast (and received) in stereo.

The 41T15 is modestly provisioned in terms of connections. Around back, you’ll find two video inputs; of these, only VIDEO 1 offers an S-Video connection in addition to RCA jacks. Two corresponding audio inputs are supplied. Outputs include one set for audio and video and one audio-only jack. There’s one antenna input. The Control-S input/output lets you connect other Sony products with Control-S capability and operate all of them with one Remote Commander remote. The front panel adds another set of RCA A/V inputs.

Inside the set are three 7-inch CRTs with liquid-cooled hybrid lenses. The screen is a lenticular Fresnel, and the comb filter is standard (analog) glass.

The 41T15 has an MTS stereo tuner. Soundtracks are reproduced by two 3.9-inch speakers, which are driven by an amplifier that’s rated to deliver 7 watts to each speaker. There aren’t any terminals for connecting external speakers, but there is a two-mode ambience synthesizer.

The 41T15 offers single-tuner PIP. The PIP window can take one of two sizes and be positioned in one of four places on-screen; the PIP can be frozen or swapped with the main image. Channels you deem objectionable can be locked. The remote is slim and has

By Peter Barry
small buttons, but it does the job; unfortunately, it isn't illuminated.

The set up function, which can also be accessed via the remote, is where all of the action starts. You'll get a choice of either English, French, or Spanish menus. Hit AUTO PROGRAM and the set scans for channels it can pick up via its antenna input, using an antenna or cable lead; if the set is being fed cable channels, it will automatically recognize that fact and set itself to the CATV ON mode. Finally, you're given the opportunity to manually adjust the channels, it will automatically recognize that fact and set itself to the CATV ON mode. Finally, you're given the opportunity to manually adjust the 41T15's convergence system (more on that in a bit).

A press of the remote's MENU button brings up the on-screen menu, which offers VIDEO, AUDIO, PROGRAM PALETTE, TIMER/CHANNEL BLOCK, SET UP, and CAPTION VISION options and a cursor for making selections. The cursor can be moved from option to option with the remote's plus/minus buttons. When the cursor is level with the option you want, you hit the remote's RETURN button to bring it up. Though the see-through menus darken the screen a bit, they don't get in the way when you're trying to make picture-quality adjustments.

The VIDEO menu tells you what viewing mode you're in; the options—STANDARD, MOVIE, and SPORTS—are listed in, and chosen from, PROGRAM PALETTE. The VIDEO mode also lets you adjust the PICTURE (contrast), HUE, COLOR, BRIGHTNESS, and SHARPNESS controls. Finally, VIDEO lets you pick a Trinitone (color-temperature) setting—HIGH, MEDIUM, and NTSC STD (for "standard")—and turn the video noise-reduction circuitry on or off.

The inclusion of the NTSC STD Trinitone setting, a feature offered by all Videoscope sets, is a real breakthrough. Selecting this setting helps the picture to achieve, or at least closely approximate, the NTSC D6500 broadcast color-temperature standard (the "D" is for "daylight"). This option is ideal when the room in which the set is used can be sufficiently darkened.

Calling up the AUDIO menu lets you make bass, treble, and balance adjustments as well as pick or turn off a simulated surround-sound mode (THEATER OF STADIUM). AUDIO modes include MAIN (stereo), SAP (bilingual programs), and MONO. You can turn the built-in speakers off if you're using a separate surround-sound audio system. And the audio output can be set to FIXED, for external control, or VARIABLE, for control through the 41T15.

PROGRAM PALETTE stores three different groups of video and audio parameters. STANDARD, MOVIE, and SPORTS are the factory presets, but you can replace them with your own groupings.

The timer lets you set the TV to turn off in 30, 60, or 90 minutes. You can also program the set to turn itself on at a specific time and day, whether once, daily, or weekly. CHANNEL BLOCK can be used to lock out channels, and you can do so on a single-event basis, weekly, or full-time.

The set up menu lets you make changes to the functions handled by the AUTO PROGRAM mode. You can erase or add channels, give stations call-letter IDs, and put 12 favorite stations in a self-contained group. The VIDEO LABEL function lets you label the set's inputs; label choices include VHS, S-VIDEO, LD, DSS, 8MM, and BETA. CABLE ON/OFF, AUTO PROGRAM, language choices, convergence setup, and CAPTION VISION closed-caption options are also on tap.

As with most TVs, the factory picture-control settings made for exaggerated images. Out of the box, the set's PICTURE (contrast) control was maxed, the rest of the settings were at their halfway point, the Trinitone color-temperature control was set to HIGH, and the video noise-reduction circuit was activated. Though the picture at this point was far from accurate (with blooming, oversaturated colors) and quite noisy, I did note that color and brightness were uniform edge-to-edge, with no hotspotting. This is quite an achievement for any rear-projector, let alone a budget model.

Kevin Miller, a professional TV calibrator (and Video contributor), used his color analyzer to get a fix on the Trinitone and brightness settings. The HIGH setting read 10,500 degrees Kelvin with 39.7 footlamberts of brightness, MEDIUM checked in at 8,400 degrees K with 41.4 footlamberts, and NTSC STD read 6,700 degrees K and 41.5 footlamberts. The NTSC STD reading wasn't exactly D6500, but it's still an excellent setting and extremely close to the ideal for a preset—closer, in fact, than any other current TV can manage.

Using the A Video Standard test disc, and starting with the NTSC STD setting, I set about optimizing the 41T15's picture. Fine-tuning convergence required a compromise, since the set's single crosshair doesn't indicate what's happening in the screen's corners. I still managed to get it looking good, but the 41T15 would greatly benefit if Sony added the kind of nine-point convergence system that's showing up on many rear-projectors these days. That'd add to the set's cost, of course.

THE SHORT FORM

SONY KP-41T15

Component type: 41-inch rear-projection TV
Price: $2,199

Target: Videophiles, movie buffs, and serious home-theater enthusiasts

Minimum requirements*: Hi-Fi VCR, A/V receiver, main, center, and surround speakers

KEY FEATURES
- First 41-inch rear-projector
- Three A/V inputs
- Single-tuner PIP
- Three color-temperature settings, including NTSC STD
- PROGRAM PALETTE
- Channel block
- Wireless remote

SUMMARY
- A small, relatively affordable package
- NTSC STD setting delivers truest color temperature currently available
- Excellent edge-to-edge image uniformity
- Convergence system should be more comprehensive
- Colors are slightly oversaturated
- Delivers big, seductive images
- A very good value

Circle 101 on reader service card
*To maximize its potential

BY THE NUMBERS

Measurements by Berger-Braithwaite Labs

Horizontal resolution: 540 lines
Picture S/N: video, 56 dB; chroma AM, 64 dB; chroma PM, 63 dB
Color temperature: NTSC STD, 6,700° K; MED, 8,400° K; HIGH, 10,500° K
Screen brightness: before adjustment, 41.7 footlamberts; after adjustment, 24 footlamberts
Announcing the first actual theater amplifier available for your home theater!

The Cinepro 600x

What is the difference between consumer amplifiers and a real professional amplifier? Professional amplifiers are designed to play to hundreds of people in a theater setting. As such, they must be built very ruggedly, be able to play 24 hours a day, and must have extremely low noise and distortion. When used in a home environment, this “overbuilding” results in effortless and explosive dynamics, crystal clear dialogue reproduction, and rich sonorous musical sound—not to mention near perfect reliability.

Is the Cinepro 600x identical to its professional sibling? Yes, and no (sorry). We took a THX-pro certified proven design, with over 5,000 units in daily operation in some of the most prestigious (and best sounding) theaters around the world, and optimized the circuit for use in the home. We improved the signal-to-noise ratio, reduced distortion, and eliminated the fan noise. Then we added an attractive 5/16” milled aluminum front panel, and a friendly user manual that the home consumer can easily follow.

Will it plug into my existing system? Yes. The Cinepro 600x features both RCA unbalanced, and professional XLR balanced input connectors. The speaker jacks are standard five-way binding posts. Hookup is a snap.

I have a Pro Logic receiver, can I upgrade? Yes. If you have front line level output RCA jacks, you're set. If you only have speaker outputs, order the 3-channel Power Up speaker-line level adaptor from Cinepro for just $59.00.

How will it sound? Some of the top Audiophile engineers in the country contributed to the “sonic tweaking” of the Cinepro 600x. We added custom audiophile components like Kimber and Wima capacitors, and Dale metal film resistors. We sonically compared this amplifier to some very high-end units costing up to 10 times as much, and in many ways, the Cinepro is equal to or better sounding.

30-day, no hassle return.
Try it. If not absolutely thrilled, just return it within 30 days for a full purchase price refund.
WARRANTY: 3 years parts & labor.
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I set picture to one click below halfway, which resulted in an appropriate footlambert reading of 24. I moved brightness to two clicks below its halfway mark, color to five clicks below its middle, hue to three clicks below its middle, and sharpness to three clicks up from its minimum. Noise reduction was turned off. The test disc showed that the 41T15 had good detail in all frequencies and a well controlled power supply; dots in the Color Bar pattern didn’t crawl, though ragged edges were evident. Resolution measured 400 horizontal lines and 480 vertical lines.

 Though the 41T15’s NTSC STD setting is already extremely close to the D6500 standard, the set can be calibrated for precise color temperature. Attempts at improving the NTSC STD setting negatively affected the other settings, however. The routine approach is to calibrate the high setting to D6500 Kelvin. This would automatically shift the medium setting (and NTSC STD, in all likelihood) down to 5.400 degrees K, which is perfect for black-and-white movies. The net effect would be that you’d have two color-temperature options instead of three, but the two you’d have would precisely conform to the NTSC standard. It bears repeating that the 41T15 is extremely close to the D6500 standard without your paying for calibration.

Tweaking completed, I ran my reference movie discs through the set. Forty-one inches is big, and the 41T15 provided a very involving image. The picture weaknesses I saw—oversaturated colors, minor misconvergence, and comb-filter artifacts—are the tradeoffs that accompany making a picture this big for a price this small. In any case, the picture is bright and clear, with little video noise, and the setup options mean that everyone can adjust the picture to their liking.

SONY’S KP-41T15 IS RELATIVELY AFFORDABLE, it has a relatively small footprint, and its picture offers everything you could expect for the price, and more—its NTSC STD color-temperature setting brings you closer to the NTSC standard than any other set you can buy. It’s an impressive debut in what appears to be an exciting line. If a pricier 41-inch Videoscope model added things like a more sophisticated color decoder, a 3-D comb filter, and a nine-point convergence system, Sony could have a direct-view worldbeater on their hands.
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Hurry, limited factory allocations available — order yours today.

600 watts—Real Theater Factory Direct

$699

To order 1-800-395-1222

24-hours a day

Visa, MC, Amex accepted

We Ship FedEx 2nd-Day Air nationwide for just $25.00

CINEPRO Theater Products

Redwood City, CA

Service/Technical Support (415) 299-1222

FAX (415) 299-9111

Specifications:

Power (both channels driven at rated distortion)

400 watts/ch. @ 2ohms
300 watts/ch. @ 4ohms

250 watts/ch. @ 6ohms
200 watts/ch. @ 8ohms

Mono (center channel mode) 600 watts @ 8ohms

Distortion: At rated power 20-20KHz <.15%

Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Greater than 105dB

Freq Response: 3-75KHz +/- 3dB @ 1 watt

Inputs: RCA, Phone Plug, XLR-Balanced

Weight: 36.2lbs

DIM: 18” W x 5.75” H x 12.25” D

Sony’s KP-41T15 is relatively affordable, it has a relatively small footprint, and its picture offers everything you could expect for the price, and more... its NTSC STD color-temperature setting brings you closer to the NTSC standard than any other set you can buy. It’s an impressive debut in what appears to be an exciting line. If a pricier 41-inch Videoscope model added things like a more sophisticated color decoder, a 3-D comb filter, and a nine-point convergence system, Sony could have a direct-view worldbeater on their hands.
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IF THE SOUND IS EARTH SHATTERING

THE HOME THEATER MUST BE KLIPSCH.

Enjoy the most exciting home theater experience imaginable – no matter what your space or budget!

A favorite of audio enthusiasts for more than 50 years, Klipsch speakers are uniquely designed to deliver the essential elements of true home theater sound. High efficiency, broad dynamics with low distortion, controlled directivity and flat frequency response come together for accurate and powerful music and movie soundtrack reproduction. Each system is endowed with specific performance attributes, like the award winning Klipsch THX® System or the epic series featuring a D’Appolito driver configuration and world famous Klipsch horn technology.

If you want audio and home theater sound that’s so real you can feel it, visit your local authorized Klipsch dealer for a demonstration. Or call our toll free number for the name of the dealer nearest you.

Klipsch® Inc. 1-800-KLIPSCH
The Legend Continues...

CIRCLE NO. 70 ON READER SERVICE CARD
My, how they’ve grown.

Our Diamond Vision Stadium Screen, seen exclusively at 26 of the nation’s top stadiums, is among the largest television images ever created (over 50 million sports fans a year watch one, so it helps to be big).

Like its big brother, our 40-inch tube TV is the only one of its kind, and the largest tube TV you can buy, made exclusively by Mitsubishi. With a screen size of 768 square inches—a full 31% bigger than a 35-inch and an overwhelming 120% bigger than a 27-inch—it brings the action from the stadium right into your living room.

But size is just part of the story. Our 40-inch television also has a brighter picture, higher contrast, and a longer life than just about anything else out there.

To own a Diamond Vision Screen, you’d have to buy your own stadium. But for considerably less, you can experience Diamond Vision excitement on the world’s only 40-inch tube TV.

The only place you can buy our remarkable 40-inch TV is at an authorized Mitsubishi dealer. For the location of one in your area, please call 1-800-937-0000, Ext. 843.
Music Video

HOME THEATER HAS GALLOPED INTO A PERIOD OF maturity that we might refer to as its Golden Age. Though the action is frenetic regarding DSS packages, AC-3 surround sound, and the upcoming DVD, the dust has largely settled in the speaker domain. Clever manufacturers have learned to design speakers that are capable, flexible, and practical for home theater. From Radio Shack’s $300-a-pair Pro LX5 satellites to five-figure multichannel surround systems from JBL, Snell, Vandersteen, and others, high-performance speakers in all price ranges await the intrepid home-theater builder. NHT’s VT-2 Audio/Video Reference System seeks home theater’s middle ground. Neither budget system nor assault on the state-of-the-art, it simply performs like gangbusters.

NHT’s home-theater line includes two tower models, a satellite (suitable for front, center, or surround use), two dedicated center-channel speakers, a quasi-dipole surround, and three powered subwoofer models. Each speaker is finished in a durable, formica-like black laminate. For this review, NHT sent me the best of the bunch, including a pair of VT-2 towers ($1,750 a pair), the VS-2 center ($450), one SW3P powered subwoofer ($1,350), and a pair of HDP-1 quasi-dipole surrounds ($380 a pair). At $3,930, the system is far from inexpensive, so my expectations were high.

A deceptively large speaker, the VT-2 is, in effect, two separate speakers that share a single enclosure. A sealed,
shaped midrange/tweeter subassembly occupies the upper portion of the slender front baffle, while a ported, side-firing woofer utilizes the remainder of the enclosure. Four feet tall and a mere 7.75 inches wide, the VT-2's elegant face belies the fact that this speaker is a substantial 18 inches deep and weighs a hefty 66 pounds.

Two significant physical characteristics—the location of the woofer and tweeter—differentiate the left and right models in a pair: Mirror-imaged for optimal treble focus, each speaker should be set up so that its tweeter is closest to the inside edge of the front baffle and its woofer is facing out at the closest side wall when you’re looking at the speaker from its front. The VT-2 sits on conical metal feet; cables connect to five-way, bi-wirable binding posts.

If you want your home theater to do as well with movies and other video programs as it does with movies and other video programs, know that the positioning of the system’s main speakers will have a significant effect on the system’s performance—and that finding a single location that enables the mains to perform optimally in both types of listening scenarios (video and audio) can be difficult. The problem is that the imaging requirements differ for home theater and “straight” audio. NHT’s solution to this dilemma is to empower VT-2 owners with the ability to optimize the speaker for either scenario with a simple flick of a switch.

The switch in question is located directly below the front speaker grille, and it offers two modes—VIDEO and AUDIO. While AUDIO delivers the precise image focus that audiophiles demand, VIDEO diffuses the soundfield and de-localizes individual images in order to minimize “cognitive dissonance,” a phenomena whereby the listener perceives an audio image as disproportionately large compared to the video image. Say the VT-2s are placed, for reasons of performance or décor, a good distance to either side of a midsize to small TV set (one with a 32-inch or smaller screen); if a character in a movie fires a gun, cognitive dissonance may cause the acoustic image of the gunshot to sound more like a cannon shot. NHT tames this phenomena by letting you change the slope of the VT-2’s crossover: The AUDIO-mode slope of 12 dB per octave drops to 6 dB per octave with VIDEO.

The VT-2’s owner’s manual suggests that the VIDEO mode works best when used with smaller TVs, where the speakers are placed relatively far from the set’s sides (as in the scenario described above). And that appears to be good advice. While I enjoyed the large, diffuse soundfield VIDEO conveyed, in my home theater system, where the VT-2s stood right next to a 50-inch rear-projector, I found that AUDIO granted sharper steering of Dolby Pro Logic elements, greater focus, and more involving special effects. (The lack of woofer shielding had no effect on my TV's picture.)

Designed to accompany the VT-2, the VS-2 employs the same midrange/tweeter array as its big brother. Though its acoustic-suspension enclosure, which measures 7.75 x 19 x 8 inches (h/w/d), is somewhat larger than the average center-channel speaker (especially in the width category), the VS-2 fit just fine on top of my 50-inch rear-projector.

Sonically, the VT-2 and VS-2 are cut from the same cloth. Smooth, dynamic, and utterly revealing, these speakers leave little to be desired—even after repeated exposures to the best their competition has to offer. I was especially impressed by the NHTs’ uncommon ability to maintain a balanced tonal presentation across a wide seating area. In short, you can comfortably fit a large number of people into these speakers’ sweet spot. (NHT recommends using three VS-2s for those putting together an AC-3-based home theater.)

Is such a large center-channel speaker necessary? In answer, I’ll point out that the center speaker is responsible for handling the bulk of a movie’s dialogue and that, with Dolby Pro Logic, as much as 70 percent of the total audio signal is routed through the center channel. This evidence indicates that you need a good center speaker. Most people can’t accommodate a large floor-standing center speaker, of course. Given the VS-2’s broad frequency response (75-21,000 Hz ±3 dB), natural tonal balance, impressive power handling, and thunderous output capabilities, it’s a remarkably versatile performer that sounds bigger than its size suggests. Home-theater builders should find that it’s a natural for center-channel duty, and its admirably extrawide stance should only stick out on TVs with 30-inch or smaller screens.

Images produced by the VT-2/VS-2 trio were wonderfully delineated. Voices, music, and sound effects were presented with startling accuracy. Fine details were reproduced so well that the NHTs could serve as a reference for...
speakers that tend to bury details. If pressed to describe the character that they impose upon the final performance, I'd say that their presentation is up-front and immediate, with a slightly forward quality in the upper midrange (explaining, at least in part, their emphasis of fine details).

Note that the VT-2s needed more amplification than their 88-dB/W/m sensitivity rating would suggest. Even at moderate levels, a 100-watt-per-channel receiver couldn't keep pace with the VT-2s' dynamic demands. Clearly, quality as well as quantity is needed in terms of power—as I found when I replaced the receiver with a standalone preamp and a 120-watt-per-channel power amplifier. The benefit to NHT's moderately power-hungry design is that these speakers are capable of an exhilarating dynamic range. From the soft sound of raindrops hitting the surface of a puddle to the shattering of a window pane and the colossal train wreck in The Fugitive, the VT-2s present the totality of a song or a movie sequence with an uncanny sense of proportion. Given a high-quality large-scale soundtrack and sufficient amplification, the NHTs' prowess can be both intoxicating and addictive. To use the VT-2s under such circumstances is like holding the keys to a new Lamborghini: The power is yours to unleash at will.

The VT-2 also impresses with serious low-frequency extension and impact—so much so that I honestly don't know who might need a powered subwoofer (even one as capable as the SW3P turned out to be). The VT-2s are rated to go down to 25 Hz and, in my 35-foot-long room, were only 3-dB down at 28 Hz. Some video and audio programs contain information below 28 Hz, of course, but do you need to hear it so bad that you'll spend the money on, and devote precious living space to, a subwoofer?

If you answered an immediate, rabid "yes!" to that question, know that the SW3P subwoofer is ready to take you all the way down. Note that the SW3P is actually a passive subwoofer that comes with the SA-3 amplifier/crossover. The SW3P takes a 12-inch driver and houses it in the front baffle of a 19-inch cube. The SA-3 incorporates a 250-watt-rated power amp and controls for high- and low-pass crossovers as well as phase and level circuits. These controls add flexibility to the system, as they let you find an ideal blend between the SW3P and your satellites.

And the SW3P/SA-3 combination definitely added something to blockbusters like Jurassic Park and True Lies. Try the scene in Jurassic Park where you see the puddle in the T. Rex's footprint rippling before you hear the monstrous rumble of his approach. My epiphany came when I added the SW3P/SA-3 to a strict audiophile music system: They provided plenty of low bass, but didn't muddle the airy, open sound of my satellites. There was no unwelcome boominess or overhang—just quick, powerful, pitch-defined bass to the bottom of the audio spectrum. In-room measurements showed that the sub stayed flat down to 24 Hz.

The system is fleshed out by the HDP-1 quasi-dipole surround speakers. The HDP-1, which measures 9.25 x 5.75 x 5.75 inches (h/w/d), is testimony to NHT's penchant for unique design solutions. As opposed to typical dipole surrounds, wherein a woofer-plustweeter pairing is located on the speaker's front and rear baffles, the HDP-1 uses a single 3-inch cone driver front and rear plus one 4.5-inch woofer positioned directly below a custom mounting bracket on the side baffle. Since the HDP-1 is meant to be hung (using the bracket) opposite the listening position on a room's side wall, with about an inch between the speaker and the wall, the woofer and the wall generate "slot-loaded" bass down to about 100 Hz. The overall effect was airy and enveloping, as it should be—and fully the equal of the better bipolar or dipolar designs I've heard.

NHT's system proved extremely satisfying, whether I was enjoying surround-encoded movies or selections from my music collection. The VT-2 towers provide a strong sonic presentation, but do a fine job with subtle details and timbres. The VS-2 center/satellite speaker is the ideal complement. The HDP-1s would be a fine addition to any system, and they're an especially good match with the VT-2s and VS-2. And the SW3P/SA-3 combo can fill in virtually all of the bottom octaves in any system that lacks them. Taken together, the system is even greater than the sum of its all-around excellent parts. Considering their impeccable quality and honest value, these are the home-theater speakers I'd recommend to a friend.
TVs and VCRs are inseparably linked. They go together like Tracy and Hepburn, Michael Douglas and victim roles, Inspector Clouseau and “minkeys.” In the late '80s, manufacturers started building these two components into a single chassis, and they never looked back. Most early TV/VCRs were portables with small screens and only a few features, and they were usually found in the trunks of cars owned by salespeople. Now larger screens and a generous array of convenience and performance features are commonplace, so the TV/VCR seems like a viable alternative to a separate TV and VCR in even relatively sophisticated home-theater systems. No other TV/VCR makes this claim as strongly as Sharp's 35VX-G2000, which has a 35-inch screen, a four-head Hi-Fi VCR, and a decoder for StarSight's on-screen program-guide subscription service.

The on-paper benefits of the TV/VCR concept are pretty convincing: The components are pre-connected, utilizing a direct, high-quality method. Both can be operated by a single remote. Some space savings are usually apparent. And some cost savings should be apparent, too, since the manufacturer can use fewer materials to finish the product. One obvious downside: You'll lose the services of both components if one needs fixing. But we're also wondering whether this combo product cuts some corners compared to otherwise similar, but separate, TVs and VCRs. With these thoughts in mind, I gave the 35VX-G2000 ($2,379) a thorough evaluation. Considering that a StarSight-equipped VCR runs about $550 these days, we can loosely peg the cost of the 35VX's TV portion at about $1,829—the entry point, give or take a few bucks, for a 35-inch. Clearly, Sharp wasn't trying to break any performance benchmarks with the 35VX. Convenience and good basic performance are its design goals.

The 35VX looks no bigger than most 35-inch TV sets; it measures 28.25 x 31.75 x 22.4 inches (h/w/d). The VCR is built into the bottom and sits between the forward-facing stereo speakers. A round power switch is located just to the left of the VCR tape slot, and a set of A/V input jacks are located just below it. The basic VCR transport controls are located to the right of the tape well. Below them, four red LED status lights indicate power/wake-up timer, recording, program timer, and TAMPER PROOF activation (more on that in a bit). A flip-down panel below the tape well offers buttons for record, volume, and channel up/down plus microprocessor reset.

BY CLIFF ROTH
Since the 35VX has only one tuner, you can’t watch one program while recording another. And there’s no PIP feature—an unusual omission for a screen this big. The basic audio system includes the built-in speakers mentioned previously, an amplifier that’s rated to deliver 5 watts per channel, and a simple ambience synthesizer that’s conveniently accessible from the remote.

Setup is simple. You just plug in the single AC cord, attach an antenna, and you’re in business. You can also plug in a cable-TV lead, of course—a “cable mouse” is on hand to change channels on a cable box. Other back-panel connections include one S-Video input and one RCA A/V input set, one line-level A/V output set, an audio output, and an IR input for the cable mouse.

The remote control has a nice layout and comfortable feel. There are two sets of cursor controls—one for basic operation, the other for the handy StarSight system. The StarSight controls let you navigate the guide’s program grid; seven other buttons access other StarSight functions. [For details on StarSight, see “In-Sight,” page 65.] The remote’s INTRO SCAN buttons, located behind a slide-down panel, let you automatically scan the first 5 seconds of each program on a multi-program tape; this feature also displays the day, time, and channel number of each recording, handy if you don’t immediately recognize a program. The nearby TAMPER PROOF button activates a lock that can be used to keep kids or other mischievous types from changing your programming commands; once activated, it can only be deactivated by entering a PIN-type code.

The set’s on-screen menu is accessed by pressing the remote’s MENU button. There are 11 choices from this main menu: CLOSED CAPTION, TIMER, VIDEO ADJUST, AUDIO ADJUST, REPEAT PLAY, CLOCK, AIR/CABLE, LANGUAGE, PB BLUE BACK, CH MEMORY, and CH SEARCH. The timer can be set to the WAKE UP OR SLEEP mode, with the latter adjustable to 30, 60, 90, or 120 minutes. VIDEO ADJUST accesses the basic picture controls (more on them in a bit). The AUDIO ADJUST menu turns the set’s speakers on and off and has TREBLE, BASS, BALANCE, and RESET adjustments. The REPEAT PLAY menu offers three choices—OFF, TAPE BLANK, and TAPE END. The AIR/CABLE menu has three cable choices—STD, HRC, and IRC. LANGUAGE can be set to English, Spanish, or French. PB BLUE BACK, similar to an LD player’s “theater” mode, displays a blue screen and mutes the audio when no video signal is detected or the VCR hits an extended stretch of blank tape. The CHANNEL MEMORY and CHANNEL SEARCH functions don’t work when StarSight is activated.

For those who choose not to subscribe to StarSight, the built-in timer system can record up to five events. In addition to the channel number you want to record, you can also select a source (by entering an A/V input) and a tape speed. Daily, weekly, Monday to Friday, and Monday to Saturday options are available; the remote’s CONFIRM button will access a display indicating your programming choices. A menu system is provided for basic...
If You Want The Home Theater Experience,
You Need Some Home Theater Experience.

Toshiba is hitting the road with one of the most exciting educational programs ever. Toshiba Home Theater Seminars will guide you through every aspect of selecting, purchasing, and setting up a Home Theater System. Free gifts and refreshments will be offered to all participants, plus the chance to win exciting prizes.

"Home Theater 101" - (9:00-10:00 AM)
If you’re new to home theater and need a better understanding of the key concepts, please join us at for this 1-hour introductory session. Then stay for the full course which starts at 10:30 AM.

("Buying and Expanding Your Home Theater Setup" (10:30 AM-1:00 PM)
The ultimate home theater seminar. Industry experts will take you through the essentials of audio and video technology, with special emphasis on making the right choices in selecting and using today’s sophisticated home theater components.

Course Tuition Of $15 Covers One Or Both Seminars.

All Seminars Take Place on Saturday Mornings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Retailer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 16</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>ABC Appliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 30</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Incredible Universe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 14</td>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>Bernie’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 21</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>The Big Picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 28</td>
<td>Nationwide</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 4</td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>Videoland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 11</td>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>Nebraska Furniture Mart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

October 28: Special Nationwide Seminar Via Satellite Uplink To Over 200 Store Locations. Call 1-800-709-4400 For Details.

Call 1-800-709-4400 For Exact Seminar Location And Registration Information.

Seminars Will Resume In January. Call 1-800-709-4400 or Check Stereo Review For 1996 Schedule.

BY THE NUMBERS

Measurements by Berger-Braithwaite Labs

Horizontal resolution: TV, 400 lines; VCR, 240 lines
Picture S/N (VCR): unweighted video, 45.4 dB (SP), 40.9 dB (EP); weighted video, 50.8 dB (SP), 48.4 dB (EP); chroma AM, 46.3 dB (SP), 42.8 dB (EP); chroma PM, 47.2 dB (SP), 42.7 (EP)
Color temperature: before calibration, 8,040°K; after calibration, 6,775°K
Screen brightness: before adjustment, 51.5 footlamberts; after adjustment, 18 footlamberts
Audio frequency response: Hi-Fi, 20–20,000 Hz ±0.7–5.3 dB
Dynamic range: 63.4 dB

...that darker scenes would appear more blue than lighter scenes. The unit was also producing 51.5 footlamberts of light. Calibration brought the temperature down to 6,775 degrees K, and we adjusted light output down to 18 footlamberts (90 on the picture setting). At this point, the 35VX tracked the gray scale fairly well, and these adjustments increased vertical resolution from 400 to 500 lines. In addition, color rendition was noticeably improved, though dot crawl was still evident.

The audio system was average for an entry-model big-screen TV, as I discovered when I popped in a VHS copy of Lifestyles of the Ramones and cranked the volume all the way up to maximum for their 1978 hit, "I Wanna Be Sedated." Even at top volume, the sound filled the room and was undistorted, but, like most TV sound systems, it was thin and tinnny sounding; raising the bass setting to near maximum (it started distorting at the top setting) improved things somewhat, but optimal tonal balance was still lacking. As always, you need a separate surround-sound system if you want truly good audio performance. Those back-panel variable audio outputs make that a simple and convenient task.

SIMPLICITY AND CONVENIENCE ARE really what the 35VX-G2000 is all about. It isn’t a worldbeater in terms of performance, but that’s not what Sharp was after. What you get is good (not great) all-around performance, a huge screen, and a Hi-Fi VCR with the option to add the extremely handy Star-Sight program guide in one reasonably sized package for one very reasonable price. Videophiles need not apply, but anyone else might fall for the 35VX’s sheer bang-for-the-buck stance.
Ever notice that the more a video is played, the fuzzier the image becomes? You’ve certainly noticed that old videos have more “snow” than new videos. And until now, the only thing you could do was sit back and watch.

Toshiba introduces Digital Noise Reduction (DNR), available only on the Toshiba M781 VCR. The DNR circuit examines each frame of the picture, finds the noise elements and removes them - restoring old and worn tapes to near their original clarity. It also sharpens dull, faded video images.

With the DNR circuit engaged, the M781 offers the finest picture playback quality of any VHS VCR. Which is especially important on big screen and projection TVs. To sharpen quality further, the M781 features 6 video heads and 2 audio heads. At 19 microns wide, the video heads are the world’s narrowest, ensuring a clear signal. You could even say that the M781 is the difference between watching an old movie and enjoying a classic.

Take a close look at Digital Noise Reduction, the most advanced video technology available. You’ll see that it takes the worst video on the shelf to demonstrate the best VCR on the market. Until then, that warm, fuzzy feeling should be telling you something.

In Touch with Tomorrow
TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Consumer Products, Inc., 82 Totowa Road, Wayne, NJ 07470
http://www.toshiba.com

"Snow" and interference seen on older, worn tapes. (Simulated picture) Toshiba’s advanced DNR restores them to almost original condition.

CIRCLE NO. 65 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Make Your Audio/Video System The Best It Can Be.

Whether designing the ideal home theater system or making your present system even better, B&K amplifiers, preamplifiers and audio/video control centers with Dolby Pro Logic® are the best investments you can make to guarantee that your entire system will be the best it can be.

B&K components, recognized as the best in their class, outperform receivers as well as similar components costing considerably more. Their remarkable value is the result of B&K's uncompromising commitment to design, engineering and manufacturing quality.

For instance, the B&K AVP 2000 A/V Control Center offers eight simple-to-use personal memory presets that allow you to easily customize your audio/video system. A single command instantly gives you music, movies or satellite, cable or TV broadcasts tailored to bring you optimum audio/video performance.

Visit a B&K dealer today. You'll see and hear how B&K components can make your audio/video system the best it can be.

B&K Audio/Video Control Centers
Feature Dolby Pro Logic • Time Link

*B dolby" and "Pro Logic" are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

B & K Components
Designed, Engineered and Made in the U.S.A.

B&K Components, Ltd. • 2100 Old Union Road, Buffalo, NY 14227-2725 USA • In NY (716) 656-0026 • Fax: (716) 656-1291

Call 1-800-543-5252 for the dealer nearest you.
Hitachi's 32UX8B 32-inch direct-view TV ($1,099) combines UltraVision artificial-intelligence circuitry, an UltraBlack dynamic-focus picture tube, and a three-line digital comb filter. Other features include a multipage illuminated remote, trilingual on-screen displays, a Dolby Surround decoder, a special speaker system, "quick-freeze" PIP, and an output jack for an optional 900-MHz wireless speaker transmitter. The set, which measures 26.3 x 31.1 x 22.3 inches (h/w/d), also features three A/V jacks, including one S-Video input jack. Circle 104 on reader service card

**due processor**

Yamaha's DDP-1 ($599) is the first standalone Dolby Surround AC-3 decoder/demodulator. The processor is equipped with optical digital, coaxial, and RF inputs. Features include a test-tone generator, variable surround- and center-channel delay, separate level controls for the left and right surround speakers, and a variable low-frequency-effects (LFE) filter for each channel. Digital signals pass through 20-bit D/A converters before they hit the DDP-1's outputs. Circle 106 on reader service card

**wild receiver**

Pioneer's VSX-99 ($2,100) is the first A/V receiver to incorporate a Dolby Surround AC-3 demodulator/decoder; Dolby Pro Logic and five DSP surround modes are also provided. The 99 has an AC-3 input, a coaxial digital-video input, and five gold-plated A/V inputs, including two S-Video jacks and a front-panel set; preamp outputs are on hand for the center and sub channels. The 99 is rated to deliver 100 watts into each of five channels in surround mode. Features include multiroom/multisource control with an input for an IR-repeater. Circle 105 on reader service card

**small sixpack**

Cambridge SoundWorks' Ensemble IV home-theater speaker package ($380) is said to be ideal for movie buffs or music lovers on a budget. Compatible with Dolby Pro Logic surround-sound systems, the Ensemble IV consists of five identical satellites and a passive (nonpowered) bass module. The magnetically shielded satellites measure a mere 4 x 4 x 3.6 inches (h/w/d) and house a 3-inch driver. The bass module measures only 6.5 x 8 x 12 inches (h/w/d) and houses a 5.75-inch long-throw woofer with dual voice coils. Circle 107 on reader service card
**mod quad ▶**

Vidikron/Faroudja’s VP-400 line-quadrupler ($20,000) is said to convert a conventional 525-line interlaced NTSC signal into a progressively scanned 2,100-line-per-frame signal without showing any scan lines. The 400 incorporates a Super-NTSC decoder, special comb filters, dot-crawl and hanging-dot error correction, and bandwidth-expansion circuitry. It can accept multiple NTSC-composite, Y/C, and/or composite video input and output signals in the RGB or TTL Multi-Sync format. A high-scan-rate monitor is required. *Circle 108 on reader service card*

**a plug for processing**

MC’s AV61HT-THX A/V preamplifier/surround-sound processor ($1,200) is THX-certified. Processing modes include Dolby Pro Logic and THX’s enhancement of Pro Logic. Four video inputs, eight audio inputs, three video outputs, and six audio outputs (including one subwoofer output; all are buffered unity-gain types) are on tap. The component’s modular design allows processing upgrades; a plug-in Dolby Surround AC-3 decoder module should be available sometime this fall. *Circle 109 on reader service card*

**dolby double ▶**

Denon’s AVP-8000 A/V preamplifier/tuner/processor ($3,500) performs Dolby Surround AC-3 as well as Dolby Pro Logic decoding and is THX-certified for both surround methods. All surround processing is performed in the digital domain. Eleven video inputs and outputs are on tap, including 10 S-Video jacks. Signals passing through any of the nine audio inputs are processed by 20-bit A/D converters. A special RF input accepts the corresponding output from an AC-3-ready laserdisc player. The 8000’s left, center, right, and subwoofer outputs employ 20-bit D/A converters, while the rear channels employ 18-bit D/A converters. *Circle 110 on reader service card*

**on trak**

CA’s F35673MB 35-inch direct-view TV set ($1,499), which is new to the ColorTrak Plus line, is loaded with convenience features. Commercial Skip uses a timer to let you channel-surf during commercial breaks, taking you back to the original channel at a user-defined interval (such as 30 or 60 seconds). Channels can be labeled with their station’s call letters, for easy identification. Driven by the LSI-circuit T-chip chassis, the set employs an “optimum-contrast” screen, a dark-glass picture tube, and an analog comb filter. Aspect ratio is 4:3. A full-featured wireless remote control is supplied. *Circle 111 on reader service card*
Whether you're considering adding to your existing music system or creating a sophisticated home theater system from scratch, Marantz offers a full range of pure high fidelity components that combine outstanding sound quality and ease of use.

Music listeners will appreciate the superb sound of our award-winning CD players and CD changers, both of which benefit from shared technologies such as Bitstream D/A conversion, Philips digital servo laser mechanisms, and audiophile attention to detail—such as coaxial digital output—on our popular CD players and changers.

Home theater fans can assemble a complete system including our Home THX certified A/V tuner-controller and power amplifiers, and round out the package with other Marantz components such as our Hi-Fi VCR, laser disc player, and analog and digital cassette decks. For remote control convenience, Marantz products employ the patented RC-5 digital serial remote control system for precise component-to-component communication.

Marantz products are built to the highest standards of reliability. Marantz audio and A/V components feature a three year parts and labor warranty, and our VCR and personal LCD TV both feature a one year parts and labor limited warranty.

Audition the superb line of Marantz components at your specialist A/V dealer soon.
**max headroom**

M&K’s V-75 powered subwoofer ($625) features the Active Headroom II Maximizer circuit, which is said to assure maximum output and wide dynamics without clipping or other audible distress. The sub’s 12-inch driver is rated to extend down to 20 Hz, and its dual polyamide voice coils and undercut core are said to minimize distortion. The built-in amplifier is rated to deliver 75 watts rms. Active low-pass and passive high-pass filters are supplied to smooth system interaction. The V-75 also offers level and phase controls. Circle 113 on reader service card

**exact change**

Sharp’s VC-H948U Hi-Fi VCR ($440) features the 19-micron Exact-Track video-head system, which is said to assure high-quality recordings even at the slowest recording speed. The VCR features front-panel A/V inputs, a shuttle ring, an auto head cleaner, the VCR Plus+ programming system (complete with cable-box control), and a shuttle-equipped universal remote control. The center-mounted mid-drive chassis is said to reduce vibration and improve both video and audio performance. Circle 114 on reader service card

**very digital**

The 61-inch TP61E80 ($4,300)—Toshiba’s newest TheaterView rear-projection TV—employs the very digital I2C chassis, which is said to improve overall performance and durability. The 61E80 constantly monitors and adjusts key picture parameters to keep images sharp and bright. The digital convergence system can be adjusted with the supplied wireless remote control. Twelve favorite channels can be grouped and scanned at the touch of a button. The 61E80 also features a color-temperature control, extended data services (EDS) reception, and speaker-terminal connections for its built-in center-channel speaker. Circle 115 on reader service card

**service station**

GoldStar’s GVR-E469 four-head Hi-Fi VCR ($550) incorporates a decoder for the StarSight on-screen program-guide subscription service. The E469, which measures 3.2 x 14.2 x 12.1 inches (h/w/d), also features auto clock setting and fixed audio-level meters for visual verification of audio recording levels. The multibrand remote can control TVs as well as the VCR and is equipped with a shuttle wheel. Circle 112 on reader service card
It doesn't matter where you put them, what you use them for, or how you decide to mount them. Solids perform. Why? Because they're acoustically engineered by world-renowned B&W Loudspeakers. The same people who created the legendary B&W Matrix 801 — the speaker used for nearly eighty percent of all classical recordings.

- Solids produce superb, high-quality sound that transcends their size and price. The HCMI, for example, can handle an impressive 150 watts of power. So you can crank up the volume with minimum distortion. It's also magnetically shielded and equipped with acoustic voice-matching technology. To ensure accurate, true-to-life sound — for music or movies.

- And Solids' clean silhouette and small footprint means they fit into your room without cramping your style. Place them horizontally or vertically on a shelf, floor or table. Even attach them to your wall or ceiling. Then sit back and savor the sound.

- Call 1.800.370.3742 for the name of the Solid dealer nearest you. You'll discover that Solid speakers deliver outstanding performance and value — wherever they stand.
From our value packed new TX-SV424 up to our breakthrough THX model TX-SV919, ONKYO has written the perfect home theater script, one with award-winning performances for both design and technology. In the first few seconds of the movie you'll hear the ONKYO difference. Differences that only oversized transformers and discrete output stages can deliver. Differences that allow ONKYO receivers to supply the power hungry demands of today's special effects laden soundtracks. Whether you're listening to whispers or weapons.

And as the movie develops, you'll find yourself in a multi-dimensional soundfield directly inside the on-screen action. That's because ONKYO utilizes the most advanced DSP technology, like the latest 24 Bit Microprocessor from Motorola, capable of taking the director's vision and making it yours.

Simply put, with an ONKYO home theater receiver, movies stop being enjoyable—and become memorable. So while you may not always agree on what to watch, with ONKYO there's simply no argument.
In-Sight
Samsung VR8905
Hi-Fi VCR

A few years ago, there seemed to be a wide gulf between the abilities of Japanese- and Korean-sourced VCRs, with the latter offering very low prices but not as much in the way of features and performance. Samsung’s VR8905 Hi-Fi VCR proves how quickly that gap has narrowed . . . and maybe disappeared altogether. In addition to offering cable-box control and automatic clock setting, Samsung says the VR8905 ($549) is the first VCR to come with a built-in decoder for the StarSight on-screen program guide.

Though both the StarSight decoder and the clock-setting feature are built into the 8905, you need some help in order to utilize them. Specifically, you need to be within receiving range of a PBS station (or have one in your cable package) that a) includes StarSight’s guide data as part of its vertical blanking interval (VBI) and b) broadcasts the extended-data services (EDS) time-of-day signal (which also includes channel and program IDs). Most, but not all, PBS network affiliates broadcast the StarSight and EDS data simultaneously. It’d be a good idea to call your local PBS station to find out if they do, or plan to, before you seriously consider this VCR (or any other StarSight-equipped product). It’s hoped that the proposed cutbacks in federal funding for public television won’t affect this technology rollout. Finally, StarSight data will flow into the 8905 only if you call StarSight and subscribe to the service ($46.92 for 1 year or $84.96 for 2 years, plus a one-time $15 sign-up fee).

One thing’s certain: StarSight is worth the commotion. Press the GUIDE button on the VCR’s remote and a program grid that’s similar to a newspaper’s TV listings, as well as a time-of-day readout, is superimposed over the program on the currently tuned TV channel. The grid covers 1 hours’ worth of listings. Above the grid, you’ll see a brief summary of the currently tuned program, which is highlighted in the grid. The big cursor control in the middle of the remote lets you navigate your way around the guide; moving the cursor right or left steps through time, while moving it up and down steps through all of the available channels. When you stop on a program, it’s highlighted in the grid and its plot appears in the program-summary box. The remote’s two DAY buttons let you step through up to a week’s worth of listings.

StarSight also makes programming easy: Press GUIDE, step to the program you want to record, and simply press the remote’s RECORD button. StarSight will ask what tape speed you want (SP or SLP) and whether you want to record the program once, daily (Monday through Friday), or weekly. Once you’ve made these selections, pressing RECORD a second time memorizes your instructions. Up to 25 one-shot recordings and five daily or weekly recordings can be programmed. (A conventional, easy-to-use eight-event timer is on hand for StarSight-less on-screen programming.)

StarSight also lets you customize the grid—you can group frequently watched channels at the front, for example, or group channels by theme. Channels can also be scanned by sports, news, and movies themes.

In most other ways, the VR8905 is fairly conventional, though the true jog/shuttle dial is a bonus. It has a rather square, boxy look. The green display panel is pretty busy (it includes stereo VU level meters, though audio-input levels can’t be adjusted), and it can’t be dimmed or shut off entirely—I sometimes found this distracting while watching movies. Two small flip-down panels hide A/V input jacks as well as buttons for channel, line input, TV/VCR, record, and master reset, which clears the VCR’s memory.

When you’re not using StarSight, the remote’s cursor controls double as a shuttle control and as SKIP/REPEAT buttons; SKIP advances the tape by 30-second intervals, while REPEAT can either replay the last 5 seconds of a tape or rewind back to the 0:00:00 counter mark and start playing again (you can select a REPEAT mode in the setup menu).

Cable-box control comes in the form of a "cable mouse," which plugs into the back of the VCR and is placed in front of the cable box. The mouse can control up to about 50 brands of cable boxes (the manual provides a list). As usual, you need to enter a code to tell the 8905 which box you have, and the code varies depending on whether you’re using StarSight. The manual could be clearer on the subject.

The 50-button universal remote, which also operates 22 brands of TV sets, was easy to use during daylight hours. But at night, with normal living-room lighting, many of the remote’s labels were very difficult to read.

Picture quality was good to very good at SP speed; technical editor
Lance Braithwaite measured a horizontal resolution of 240 lines, unweighted video S/N of 44.4 dB, weighted video S/N of 51.1 dB, chroma AM S/N of 44.8 dB, and chroma PM S/N of 40.5 dB. At EP, there was quite a bit of chroma noise, most visible as flashing in red image areas; the numbers here fell to 230 lines, 40.4 dB (unweighted), 40.5 dB, and 39.3 dB, respectively. Hi-Fi audio quality was very good to excellent; the monaural linear-track audio was good at the sp speed, but only fair at the slower EP speed.

Special-effects picture quality was very good, with just a bit of visible noise near the very top or bottom of the screen. The jog/shuttle control offers a surprisingly good range of motion control: Variable fast-search speeds are 3x, 5x, 7x, and 9x at sp, though slow motion is limited to just ½x. The frame-by-frame jog dial worked smoothly, with no sudden jumps. Frame-by-frame jogging is also available on the remote control.

Overall, Samsung's VR8905 offers a very good mix of features and performance. And StarSight is truly convenient, especially for programming. My biggest complaint is that the remote's labels are too hard to read—and that says volumes about how good this VCR really is.

—Cliff Roth

Deep Threat
Velodyne VA-1215X Powered Subwoofer

Velodyne is one of only a handful of companies that have been making high-quality subwoofers for many years, and they've proved time and again that they're experts at this endeavor. The VA-1215X seeks to bring big, truly low bass into a relatively affordable price range.

The VA-1215X ($999), which measures about 19 x 18 x 20 inches (h/w/d), uses an integral 250-watt-rated power amplifier to drive a 12-inch woofer. The woofer is assisted by a 15-inch passive radiator. An adjustable (and defeatable) active crossover with a cutoff range of 40 to 120 Hz and a slope of 12 dB per octave is on hand to set the upper limit of the 1215X's operating range.

Features include both line- and speaker-level inputs and outputs (the speaker-level jacks are of the dual-banana variety), a passive high-pass crossover with a cutoff range of 40 to 120 Hz and a slope of 12 dB per octave is on hand to set the upper limit of the 1215X's operating range.

The 1215X is just as impressive to the ear—and your gut. Terminator 2 and True Lies sounded incredibly authoritative, and Jurassic Park's T-Rex footstomps rocked the house. Acoustic bass instruments were portrayed with accurate size (string basses didn't sound wall-size), placement in the soundstage, and timbre, with no buzzing, rattling, or obnoxious cabinet noises obscuring subtleties. Organ runs were full, and the 1215X hung tough...
with the really low stuff. Special FX CDs with lots of low-frequency content shook the couch and rattled the pictures on my living room's walls—all with superbly stable and robust imaging and staging; no one even suspected that the sub was sitting behind the couch.

In short, Velodyne's VA-1215X is a great subwoofer. It combines deep, loud, high-quality output with slick styling, a fairly small cabinet, full flexibility, and a relatively reasonable price tag. It's sure to stand tall next to the ability, and a relatively reasonable price great subwoofer. It combines deep, high-quality output with slick styling, a fairly small cabinet, full flexibility, and a relatively reasonable price tag. It's sure to stand tall next to the ability, and a relatively reasonable price.

**Cost Conscience**

**Sherwood RV-4050R A/V Receiver**

I've always maintained that it's more difficult to design a good entry-level consumer-electronics component than a no-holds-barred extravaganza. When cost is no object, engineers can build in quality to their hearts' content. No such luck at the other end of the scale: Every time a feature, control knob, or input is added, a bit of performance must be sacrificed to keep the component in the desired price range. It just ain't easy—though Sherwood's RV-4050R makes me want to reconsider my hypothesis. This A/V receiver provides solid power, a nice array of features, and fine performance for an extremely reasonable price.

The 4050R ($270) delivers 50 watts into each of the left, center, and right front speakers plus 20 watts total for two rear speakers in its surround, home-theater mode; when used to play music in stereo, it's rated to deliver 60 watts into each of two channels. This is solid, if not overpowering.

Connections accommodate two A/V sources and three audio-only sources; you can record on one of each. Chances are good that you won't find the lack of a phono preamp (and input) troubling. RCA pin jacks are provided for all video and audio connections; all video, therefore, is conveyed in composite form. There's one video output for the monitor and another for recording on a VCR. Connectors for the second VCR exist only on the front panel, and, curiously, they're the only ones that are gold-plated. Their placement is somewhat of a nuisance: To wire a laserdisc player or second VCR into the system and keep the wires reasonably well concealed, you'll have to snake the cables under the receiver. Fortunately, there's room to do that, but I'd rather have jacks for the second input both front and rear with a switch to toggle between them.

The back panel does offer one switched convenience outlet rated at 100 watts max along with a pair of "DiGi Link" connectors. These RCA jacks facilitate interconnection with Sherwood components bearing the DiGi Link II or DiGi Link III logo. The link permits these other Sherwoods to be controlled from the remote that's supplied with the 4050R.

The tuner can be tuned manually or automatically and has facilities to preset up to 30 stations in memory; it maintains memory for a generous 2 weeks in case of power failure. The presets can also be loaded automatically with the first 30 stations in the band.

The receiver's remote is a 55-button affair with separate groups of buttons dedicated to controlling a CD player, an equalizer, and one or two cassette decks (all Sherwoods). Controls for these three devices account for 22 of the remote's 55 buttons. The 10-key numeric keypad accesses station presets and track numbers on CDs, and six buttons are dedicated to source selection. Three pairs adjust master, center, and rear volume; another three select the surround-sound mode (off, 3 stereo, and Pro Logic). One button cycles through the center mode possibilities (normal, wide, or phantom in Pro Logic, normal or wide in Dolby 3 Stereo), another activates the auto-sequencing test-tone generator, and a third—mute—attenuates the sound. Up top are the power button, one to activate the sleep timer (10, 20, 30, 60, 90 minutes and off), a third to dim or quench the display panel, a button to scan the FM presets, and one to toggle between mono and stereo FM reception. All of the buttons are the same size and shape, and there are a lot of them. They are, however, clearly marked and arranged fairly sensibly, though they're not illuminated.

The front panel is clean and neat, with the input selectors arrayed below the display and the surround selector just above the CD pad; activation of either of the two surround modes is clearly indicated. Tuning buttons are off to the left, the VCR 2/Hi8 CAMCORDER inputs off to the right beneath the combination volume/tone/balance knob. Normally, the knob adjusts volume, but it "converts" to the other functions when you tap the bass, treble, or balance buttons arrayed to its left. This is an interesting arrangement you usually see on car stereo products. Two features I did miss: a dedicated subwoofer output, and a control for adjusting rear-channel delay.

The RV-4050R sounds bloody good considering its price! Output power was adequate, though it clearly had its limits. The bottom end was solid with my efficient full-range main speakers, and I really didn't miss the sub (though you need one to hear all of the sound on a laserdisc or videocassette) good job in view of the price of this receiver. Low-level surround-sound effects (for example, bird and animal sounds in a nature scene) came across nicely even when much louder sounds were emanating from my system's front speakers.

On the positive side of the ledger, Sherwood's RV-4050R has decent output power, a fine decoder, and a complex but competent remote. Its limited number of A/V inputs as well as its lack of a subwoofer output and rear-delay control may prove limiting, but that's for you to decide. What it does, it does well! This is a very good budget A/V receiver.

—Alex Retsoff
The HR-VP628U from JVC takes you to the next plateau in home video entertainment — Power Theater. Just sit back, relax and enjoy the ride. Let yourself be pulled into the action by the best available non-digital sound and superior-quality pictures. Your enjoyment starts more quickly than ever, with dramatically-increased tape winding speeds that cut transport function time nearly in half. Clean, timely recording is a sure thing with simplified timer programming. Program search and special effects are easily performed using the convenient Shuttle Plus control. Explore your creative side with pro-style editing features that make it easy for anyone to produce clean-cut, interesting videos — you can even add an original soundtrack.

The power of the HR-VP628U, hidden beneath a refined, contemporary design, is always at the ready. So take that next step, and don't worry — JVC's leading the way.
The Ins and Outs of Upgrading an LD Player for Dolby Surround AC-3

Dolby Surround AC-3 is clearly the next wave in home-theater surround sound. Though it's currently encoded only on laserdiscs, AC-3's association with the video formats of tomorrow—like the digital videodisc (DVD) and high-definition television (HDTV)—indicate that it's here to stay. As we discovered ["Surrounded," September 1995], that's terrific news from the perspective of sheer performance: AC-3 and its six discrete digital channels are capable of conveying stunning clarity, head-snapping effects, and breathtaking impact, a combination that readily surpasses the formidable capabilities of a comparable Dolby Pro Logic-based system. The prospect of AC-3 poses many thorny questions for upgrade-minded home-theater owners, however. And because the laserdisc currently is the only medium that's being encoded with AC-3's digital bit stream, LD aficionados are asking most of them.

The AC-3 bit stream is encoded in the space traditionally used for an LD's right analog audio track. That leaves AC-3-encoded LDs with only one monaural analog audio track (inserted where the left stereo channel used to be), though the discs also have conventional Dolby Surround encoding. Unfortunately, the loss of the right analog audio track means that owners of early-generation LD players—specifically, those without PCM digital audio sections—can only hear AC-3-encoded LDs in mono. Owners of PCM-equipped players, on the other hand, can enjoy DPL soundtracks when playing AC-3-encoded LDs or, if the player has a special RF output and the home-theater system includes an AC-3 demodulator/decoder, AC-3 soundtracks.

Most new laserdisc players will include the special RF output, and a dedicated RCA jack will be provided for passing the AC-3 bit stream to an AC-3 demodulator/decoder. The good news is that any older, PCM-equipped laserdisc player can be retrofitted to include this RF output and RCA jack.

Most LD-player manufacturers don't plan to provide retrofit services, however (McIntosh is the one exception we know of). And it's a very complex process, so it's anything but a do-it-yourself procedure. In fact, an AC-3 upgrade should only be attempted by an experienced service technician. Note, too, that an AC-3 retrofit will void an LD player's warranty, though this may not affect many LD-player owners, since the warranty has already expired on most players that might need upgrading.

MSB Technology [see "Fit and Finished," page 70] is the only company we're aware of that's currently set up to perform the AC-3 upgrade. Other companies may offer this service, however, as AC-3-encoded LDs and AC-3 gear continue to hit the mainstream [see "New Tech," page 59]. If you hear that a company offers the AC-3 retrofit, we recommend that you ask to speak to a technician and refer to the following technical description of the upgrade process to determine whether they really know what they're doing.

An AC-3-encoded laserdisc delivers the AC-3 bit stream as a quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK) signal via an FM carrier at the frequency previously used for the right analog-audio signal—nominally, 2.88 MHz. Signal voltage ranges from 50 to 200 millivolts, and signal level is —30 dB, ±1 dB relative to the video carrier.

The LD player's laser reads the AC-3 bit stream as it would DPL, and it passes the bit stream to the point, or "pin," that supplies the player's audio frequency modulation (AFM) RF output. This pin is located on an integrated-circuit (IC)
board, whose location varies from player to player. The technician will need the player's schematic to find the \( \text{AC} \) and then the pin; alternatively, the technician can get this information by calling the LD maker in question. This pin becomes the RF interface.

One end of a 75-ohm lead should be soldered to the pin. The lead's other end is soldered to an add-on circuit board that supplies DC biasing, buffering, and, possibly, band-pass filtering.

The DC-biasing circuitry performs as a mute control, telling downstream equipment that an AC-3 bit stream is present. When one is, the muting circuit is defeated and adds between 4 and 5 volts DC with a DC impedance of 9,000 ohms \(+10\) percent; when a bit stream isn't present, the muting circuit is activated and adds 0 to 0.5 volt DC with a DC impedance of 100,000 ohms \(+10\) percent.

The signal should be buffered according to good engineering practice. This will prevent cross-contamination of signals as well as protect the player.

The AC-3 spec doesn't require filtering of the QPSK signal, but it's a good idea with no downsides. Specifically, a 2.88-MHz band-pass filter can be used to maintain signal purity.

Unless they've pre-engineered it, technicians won't have this board simply sitting on a shelf in their lab, however. They'll need to round up the appropriate ICs, transistors, resistors, and capacitors, assemble the board, and glue it to a suitable spot within the player. (The board also needs to "steal" power—to run its circuitry—from any convenient point in the player.)

From this board, another 75-ohm lead should be run to a standard RCA connector; a gold-plated jack is preferable for all of the usual reasons. The jack is then attached to the back panel of the LD player and finished. This requires, of course, drilling a hole in an unused portion of the player's back panel.

Note that the AC-3 bit stream should be steered clear of the player's CX noise-reduction circuitry, since it could introduce distortion in the AC-3 output. As an option, the technician could modify the player so that CX is automatically disabled in the presence of an AC-3 bit stream.

**IF YOU DECIDE TO PURSUE AN AC-3 UPGRADE**, it pays to know your technician. Inquire about the technician's training. Also find out whether the company covers their work with a warranty; 90 days is standard for repairs. You may also want to ask the company for references and check whether past customers have had positive experiences with them. Since the AC-3 upgrade isn't especially time-intensive, a competent technician with a light workload should be able to complete it in less than an hour without hurrying—though the initial circuit-board design itself may take several weeks.

As far as cost is concerned, the parts only run about $20 to $100 (depending on their quality), but you also have to pay for labor. That usually runs about $50 to $75 an hour these days, so a total AC-3 upgrade shouldn't set you back more than $100 to $200 for a basic job. The price may escalate, of course, if only the highest grade components and construction are used. Use our description to quiz a prospective technician, and it should be money well spent.

—Marc Horowitz

**FIT AND FINISHED**

Evaluating MSB's AC-3 Retrofit

MSB TECHNOLOGY (415.747.0271) IS A RESPECTED SUPPLIER OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE A/V COMPONENTS. They're also the only outfit that nationally advertises their ability to perform AC-3 retrofits on laserdisc players. So we sent them a laserdisc player for AC-3 retrofitting without telling them who we were.

The first thing we did was purchase a CLD-D702 LD player directly from Pioneer. We selected the D702 ($1,200) because it has a PCM audio section, it lacks the special RF output, and its overall quality makes it a likely candidate for this relatively costly upgrade—owners of less expensive, lower performance players may decide that replacing the player makes more sense than upgrading. (AC-3-ready LD players start at under $500, and that price may drop in the coming months.)

Next, I called MSB's La Honda, California headquarters and told their operator that I needed my Pioneer CLD-D702 upgraded to AC-3. The operator, who was very friendly, replied that if I sent them a personal check for $385 (they don't take credit cards), I'd have my player back, via standard UPS ground service, in about a week. Deadlines hovered, so I asked if MSB provided rush service. Indeed they did; an extra $60 would get the D702 back to me 1 day after they received it.

Before we sent the D702 out from our Manhattan offices, technical editor Lance Braithwaite ran it through the lab to make sure that it was working perfectly (it was) and to note its performance figures; we'd check them again after we got the player back, to see whether they fell off due to the upgrade or the cross-country trek. Then I sent the unit to MSB via Federal Express' overnight service; enclosed was a personal check for $445 and a simple note requesting an AC-3 upgrade.

MSB received the D702 on a Friday. By Wednesday of the following week (not on Monday or Tuesday, when we'd expected it), the player appeared again in our offices. It was neatly packed and looked no worse for wear. Packed in the box was a note from MSB: "Your AC-3 connector is the new RCA connector on the back of the unit. It outputs a modulated RF signal with a DC bias for mute control . . . Your output was measured to be sure it meets all specifications and has been tested with a Dolby Laboratories-approved test disc, demodulator, and decoder. It sounded great."

Lance and I popped the D702's cover and took a good look inside. Close inspection revealed neat work and the use of gold-plated circuit board and external, high-quality circuit board and external, gold-plated RCA jack. Lance's measurements showed no significant change in any of the D702's performance parameters. Measurements taken from the new AC-3 output revealed a 4.1-volt DC signal with a superimposed AC carrier of approximately 0.4 volts, which is well within the format's specified range. Then we evaluated the modified LD player—with Enlightened Audio Designs' TheaterMaster AC-3 amplifier and Harman Kardon amplification and speakers, a Mitsubishi front-projector, a Dwin line doubler, and the AC-3-encoded LD of Forrest Gump—and were treated to stellar AC-3 performance. Except for the slightly slow turnaround time, our MSB experience was an unqualified success.

—MH
**NEW TECH**

### Digitalized

JVC's HR-S7200U S-VHS VCR ($1,050) ventures deep into the digital domain. It's said to record unusually clear and sharp images thanks to three digital ICs that optimize the video signal prior to recording. On the playback side, Dynamic Contrast technology is said to improve picture contrast, sharpness, and detail. Editing features include insert editing with a flying erase head, audio dubbing, and random assemble editing. Circle 119 on reader service card

### Life's a Switch

The SuperSwitch S-1000 ($89), from Dolgin Engineering, is said to save time and preserve quality while you're editing and dubbing tapes. This S-VHS/Hi8 junction box enables the user to bypass an unused special-effects generator—and the video signal degradation it causes—with the push of a button. The box has S-Video and RCA jacks and can be used as an A/B two-input, one-output S-selector. Circle 121 on reader service card

### Zoom, Zoom

Minolta's Master 8-862 8mm camcorder ($1,520) is armed with a powerful Tri-Zoom capability—12X f/1.6 optical power zoom, 2X image-enlargement digital zoom, and 1.5X "instant" digital zoom—that can produce up to 36-times magnification. The feature package includes a 0.25-inch CCD image sensor, electronic image stabilization, a color LCD viewfinder, a built-in character generator, and a wireless remote control. In addition to its standard Ni-Cd battery, the 862 can be powered by six AA alkaline batteries. Circle 122 on reader service card

---

< like a dock>

Sharp’s VL-H450U ($2,499), their flagship Hi-8 Viewcam, includes the Viewcamport, a docking base that provides easy hookup to a TV or VCR as well as continuous battery recharging. The H450U also features a 4-inch color LCD viewscreen with 112,320-pixel resolution, a rotating 270-degree variable-angle lens with 20X digital zoom, and digital image stabilization. Special effects include the ability to take still-image shots as well as create 20-second-long messages and custom fades. Circle 119 on reader service card
AS THE HOLIDAY SEASON APPROACHES, IT'S INEVITABLE that you'll start to think about past attempts at capturing your festive get-togethers on video. Despite concerted and valiant efforts, you've probably had difficulties coping with focus and exposure realities: Some exposures may have been so muddy that you couldn't tell Uncle Bob from Aunt Irma (difficult, admittedly, even under the best conditions). Your focus mechanism may have done more hunting than Cousin Woody. And backlighting problems may have obscured the in-laws. (Darn!) You wonder aloud why there isn't an easier way, a smarter camcorder. Well, fret no longer: Canon's ES2000 Hi8 camcorder represents a major qualitative change. If you appreciate innovation as much as quality, this is one cam you have to take out for a test drive.

With the ES2000, Canon has done what very few manufacturers do. Not content to simply improve upon last year's top-of-the-line ES1000, Canon did the right—and most difficult—thing: They jettisoned a model that had some significant flaws and started from scratch. And this time, they hit—if not a grand slam—a bases-loaded triple.

The ES2000 ($1,599) offers the high-end features you want on a flag-ship model—a color viewfinder, optical image stabilization, and a wireless remote control, for starters—as well as point-and-shoot simplicity. At the same time, it boldly remedies its predecessor's weaknesses. The heart of the matter is Canon's unique FlexiZone focus-and-exposure system and the cam's 20X optical zoom. Together, they help the ES2000 push the envelope on what you can accomplish with a camcorder. In addition, revamped playback controls, four exposure presets, a manual-focus override, and new external-mic and headphone jacks make the ES2000 a more useful and user-friendly package.

The FlexiZone image control system truly is remarkable, as it combines the benefits of manual and automatic controls. This proprietary technology allows you to pinpoint a desired area of focus or exposure anywhere within the finder. It operates on three levels: focus, exposure, and titling. It's engaged via the program selector (a round dial on the side of the cam) and controlled by an eight-way rocker that has a concave, thumb-cradling top (located on the back of the cam). The rocker controls a small white frame in the finder: Push the rocker right, for example, and the white frame moves right. Anything and everything that falls within the frame is constantly monitored for both focus and exposure.

FlexiZone lets you pinpoint the focus on any subject anywhere in the frame. This lets you keep a moving subject in focus without moving the camcorder, eliminating unnecessary
camera movements that might introduce picture jitter. You can also use FlexiZone to smoothly shift focus, directing your audience's attention from one area of the image to another without changing the shot's overall composition. The system is also ideal when positioning subjects off-center or following unpredictable action.

Aside from offering a unique measure of creativity, FlexiZone helps to solve problems that most shooters encounter at one time or another: arbitrary, accidental, or inaccurate focusing, as a cam's focus system misses your intended subject and "grabs" another one instead. Another advantage is that it's only the precursor to a next-generation version we'll see very soon. [see "The Eyes Have It," "Fast Forward," page 13].

The ES2000's 0.55-inch color LCD viewfinder has a diopter and a generous array of indicators. On it, tech editor Lance Braithwaite measured 300 lines of horizontal resolution. Because of the lower resolution you get with LCD viewfinders, it was sometimes difficult to see the FlexiZone's focus-shift action when foreground objects weren't close to the camcorder. As a fix, you can move closer to the desired foreground object or zoom in on it. In any case, after seeing how accurate the mechanism was upon playback, I used FlexiZone with confidence.

In addition to FlexiZone, the ES2000 also has a fully manual focus control. The button and vertical thumbwheel that control it can be used in all modes except full auto. The manual shutter-setting options—\( \frac{1}{50}, \frac{1}{60}, \frac{1}{500}, \frac{1}{600}, \frac{1}{1000}, \frac{1}{1000}, \) and \( \frac{1}{1000} \)—offer great flexibility when you need to shoot fast-moving or very bright subjects.

The ES2000's other major innovation is the 20x optical zoom, undisputably the longest optical zoom in the world. Zooming from 4MM up to 80MM (the equivalent of 37MM to 740MM on a 35MM camera), this lens is designed to get you closer to distant subjects and scenery, while retaining the image quality that's often sacrificed with digital zooms; minimum focusing distance is \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch wide angle and 2.8 feet tele. Canon says they achieved this balance of range and image quality—without increasing the cam's weight—by using a lighter glass lens and an improved configuration. Image quality is so good in the maximum zoom position that other manufacturers will need to emulate Canon's system—or go back to the drawing board.

I was also impressed with the ES2000's ability to focus on near-field objects, even when the lens is zoomed in using the tele/rocker control. Most camcorders require that you tele out to a wider angle before you can focus on subjects close to the camcorder.

Canon has been a pioneer in optical image stabilization, and our tests have shown that optical stabilization generally provides clearer pictures—without image cropping—than the electronic variety. The ES2000 really needs a high-quality stabilization system, given its high-power zoom. And its stabilizer worked: Even at higher zoom settings, it kept the image steady. Its action is smooth, too, and there's no lag noticeable in the viewfinder or on the recorded image. You can't defeat the stabilizer in the full auto mode, and that makes good sense. In FLEXI (manual) mode, you trigger the stabilizer with the dual-purpose PLAY (playback) button. Once it's activated, the stabilizer engages as soon as you power up the camcorder—one less thing to worry about when you want a fast start.

The buttons running along the top of the ES2000 serve two masters: In CAMERA mode, they control ancillary functions like the titler, date, record search, and the stabilizer. Switch to VCR mode and they become regular playback controls. This combination saves space without unnecessarily complicating day-to-day shooting. The buttons are of practical size and their legends are easy to read, a vast improvement over those on the ES1000. Record-search and review functions (9X forward, 7X)

---

**BY THE NUMBERS**

Measurements by Berger-Braithwaite Labs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal resolution</td>
<td>Hi8, 390 lines; 8mm, 240 lines; camera, 450 lines; EVF, 300 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playback picture S/N</td>
<td>Unweighted luminance, 44.3 dB; weighted luminance, 47.3 dB; unweighted video, 45.3 dB; weighted video, 49.5 dB; chroma AM, 43.5 dB; chroma PM, 43.9 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum illumination</td>
<td>11.2 lux for 50 IRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio frequency response</td>
<td>Hi-Fi, 20–15,000 Hz ±0, -3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio dynamic range</td>
<td>Hi-Fi, 72 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**THE SHORT FORM**

**CANON ES2000**

- **Component type:** Hi8 camcorder
- **Price:** $1,799
- **Target:** Serious videographers

**KEY FEATURES**

- FlexiZone AF-AE image control system
- 20x optical zoom
- Color viewfinder
- Optical image stabilization
- AFM stereo Hi-Fi audio
- Manual focus
- Seven shutter speeds down to \( \frac{1}{10000} \) of a second
- External microphone and headphone jacks
- LANC remote terminal
- Wireless remote

**SUMMARY**

- Offers state-of-the-art control over focus and exposure
- Provides high-end features and point-and-shoot simplicity
- Its optical zoom is unrivaled
- Lacks special effects
- Very good image quality
- Average audio quality
- Sets a new standard in image control

Circle 123 on reader service card
Battery Packed
RCA Pro942
8mm Camcorder

It's strange how the most obvious things are sometimes the easiest to overlook. Consider how long it's taken manufacturers to do what RCA has done with its premier 8mm cam, the Pro942 ($999): It can be powered by ordinary AA alkaline batteries. This is a brilliant addition to a cam that looks great and has a strong roster of features.

I was immediately struck by the Pro942's sleek styling and balanced ergonomics; it's beautifully put together. The battery compartment can hold either the rechargeable battery or six AAs. Two contoured brackets inside the compartment flip up to support the alkalines when they're being used. RCA says the brand of alkalines determines their longevity; new Duracells lasted for 30 minutes.

Like most of this season's higher-end cams, the Pro942's viewfinder is a color model. It's positioned at the back of the camcorder, swings 180 degrees, and stores smartly out of the way. It indicates all of the standard information (zoom, exposure, date) and has a time counter with memory stop and time remaining. I needed to use the stalk's tint control to clean up the finder's image; horizontal resolution is rated at 260 lines.

The 24X digital zoom kicks in at the end of the 12X optical zoom. As with all high-powered digital mechanisms, the image increasingly deteriorates as you zoom past the optical's limit. A button in the middle of the zoom rocker adds a 1.5X "instant zoom"; this comes in handy at points along the zoom continuum, when you don't have the time or patience for the regular zoom mechanism.

Considering the big-zoom capabilities offered by the Pro942, you'll probably be using its electronic image stabilizer frequently. It crops the image slightly, but does a good job of steadying it, even at the highest zoom settings.

One problem: I was unable to find an explanation of the automatic-exposure mechanism in the cam's owner's manual. It says the shutter speed is selected automatically, after which the cam adjusts its iris accordingly. In practice, however, I couldn't get it to move above a 1/250-second reading in the viewfinder on a bright day, even though the manual says its maximum setting is 1/1000 second.

Effects let you enhance scene transitions and give you the option of shooting a 16:9-shaped image. The fade button controls a number of fades and wipes that kick in or out when you start recording or hit pause, respectively. In addition to the standard (white) fade, there's a door wipe (horizontal bars coming together) and an unusual combination zoom/fade—it simultaneously zooms out and fades up white when you start recording, and it zooms in and fades down white when you hit pause. In each case, audio fades in tandem with video.

The 942's autofocus mechanism worked well—it's smooth and accurate, and doesn't hunt once it reaches its mark. Set the cam on wide angle and it'll focus as close as 3/8 inch. Manual focus is controlled by two buttons on the back of the cam.

Other features are in abundance: Date search helps you find material you've shot on a particular day. Quick review and edit search let you access your footage with the round playback selector on the back of the camcorder. Audio and video dubbing as well as synchro-editing capabilities can be accessed with optional equipment. The package includes a functional wireless remote. And there's a battery-refresh function on the charger, which is not yet (but should be) standard equipment on high-end models.

Picture performance was good for the 8mm format. Technical editor Lance Braithwaite measured approximately 240 lines of horizontal resolution for the VCR, and the Pro942's...
color rendition was pleasing. Since camcorders regulate battery voltage down to 5 volts regardless of the power source, performance shouldn’t falter when the AAs are used. (It certainly didn’t to the eye.) Audio performance—the 942 is equipped with monaural sound, and RCA output jacks are provided for transferring material to your VCR—was average.

Kudos to RCA for implementing a simple but powerful idea. The ability to run the Pro942 with common alkaline batteries means that you can use it virtually anytime you want—not just when its rechargeable battery is juiced. The alkalines may not keep going and going and going, but they’ll do a fine job of carrying you through emergencies.

—Stewart Applegath

Memories
Delrina Echo Lake Multimedia Family Album

TELLING FAMILY STORIES IS THE main reason most people buy camcorders. And editing your footage lets you weave a tale that spans generations. Multimedia computers offer even more potential, since they work with photos, text, audio, and camcorder footage. Delrina seeks to bring all of these capabilities together in one easy-to-use package.

Echo Lake is available for Windows in both 3.5-inch diskette ($50) and CD-ROM ($60) versions. Delrina recommends a 486/33 Windows computer running MS-DOS 5.0 or higher, an SVGA monitor, 8 MB of RAM, a video capture card, and a sound card.

The program enables you to create, edit, or view a multimedia family album. You can also print out various parts or download parts or the entire thing to a CD-ROM disc or a diskette.

The program’s interface mimics the rustic kind of desk that you might find in a woodsby mountain cabin. The desk contains navigational and control tools. Since the underlying premise is that the multimedia presentations you’ll be designing are albums, everything in the package has a book motif.

Creating an album is fairly simple. Clicking on the OPEN BOOK icon brings you to a “Tree Ring,” where events can be set according to time or according to eight preset categories—CAREER, EDUCATION, FAMILY, FRIENDS, HOME, LEISURE, PERSONAL, and TRAVEL. The Tree Ring serves as a Table of Contents and launching pad for any new story you want to create. You can name a story by typing it in the upper-left-hand corner of the page. To input text, hitting ENTER will bring you down into the page’s body. Echo Lake supports TrueType fonts, so this text can be represented by any accessible typeface.

Clicking on the drawer marked MEDIA lets you access Photo CD, .TIF, .GIF, .JPG, .BMP, .WMF and .AVI video files as well as .WAV or .MID audio files. You can also link to other Echo Lake stories or albums as well as files in other programs, utilizing OLE (Object Linking and Embedding). Camcorder footage can be digitized with a video capture card. A sound card can be used to record live or prerecorded audio.

Family history in the making: a sample Echo Lake screen

Delrina Echo Lake

Each time you’re done with a page of your story, you can add another page by opening up the PAGES drawer. In addition to a blank page, there are 18 “stationery” styles to choose from. A fairly thorough HELP function is on hand. You can also get basic assistance from the “Balloon Help” displays, which give brief cartoon voice-baloon explanations of what each component does when you touch one with the pointer. It’s a good thing these are included, since Echo Lake’s “manual” provides only a rudimentary walkthrough of the program’s features. Tech support is available via an 800 number.

Once you’re done with a particular album, you can subsequently enjoy it, edit it, print out the text portions, or download it to send to others.

The PACKAGE mode lets you save an album in its native format or as a “runtime” version that permits anyone with a Windows MPC to play the album whether they own Echo Lake or not. Note that the runtime option takes up a lot of diskettes, and may cause system conflicts on the receiving computer. The ability to create a “slideshow” of an album, which could run as either an .AVI or .MOV file, would be more efficient and less troublesome.

Delrina clearly was very determined to make the program user-friendly. And it is, in many ways. But, despite its need for a multimedia Windows environment, many of the components in its interface aren’t anything like Windows. And the choices Echo Lake gives you for documenting your family’s history are too limited.

There’s no doubt that an inexpensive, easy-to-use multimedia program for preserving family memories is a great idea. And Delrina’s Echo Lake succeeds on many fronts. With a somewhat more logical interface and a few more options, they’d have hit the bull’s eye.

—Timothy Liebe
Nature’s Encore

Better Sounding Music: Upgrade to Ultradisc II™

Your favorite artists sound surprisingly better on Ultradisc II™. Why? Because Mobile Fidelity’s mastering technology is a cut above—and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24k gold audiophile CD, we have developed major advances such as The GAIN System™, a proprietary mastering system that uses the highest grade of digital technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are able to capture every last nuance of the original recording. What does this mean? You’ll hear music like you’ve never heard it before!

Ultradisc II™—The ORIGINAL 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.

CALL TOLL-FREE (800) 423-5759 FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG.
The latest and greatest on tape and disc

STAR TREK GENERATIONS

It's clear from Star Trek Generations' wonderfully hokey opening sequence—in which retired Captain James T. Kirk (William Shatner) fends off queries about senior citizenship only moments before saving hundreds of lives—that we're in for a special treat with the series' seventh theatrical adventure. Intended to pass the big-screen torch from the original Star Trek cast to the Next Generation ensemble, Generations (Paramount; VHS, priced for rental, CLV/CAV discs, $45) may just be the most satisfying Trek flick yet. Captain Picard (Patrick Stewart), Data (Brent Spiner), and the rest of the Next Generation crew seem so invigorated by their lush new surroundings, in fact, that you probably won't miss no-shows like Spock (Leonard Nimoy) or McCoy (DeForest Kelley). On paper, the plot seems uniquely silly: The evil Dr. So-sran (Malcolm McDowell) is willing to sacrifice millions of innocent people so he can return to the Nexus, a mysterious "energy ribbon" that presents each inhabitant with their own version of heaven. But thanks to a few doses of self-deprecating humor, everything meshes together beautifully; "I take it the odds are against us and the situation is grim," Kirk says before gamely agreeing to save the universe one last time. Outrageous surround effects and a gorgeous anamorphic widescreen image make the THX-certified, AC-3-encoded laserdisc quite the experience. Generations amply shows that there's plenty of life left where no Star Trek film has gone before. —Ken Korman

BOYS ON THE SIDE

In the mostly perky Boys on the Side (Warner; VHS, priced for rental, CLV disc, $35), three mismatched women leave the grimy East Coast to strike out for the promise of the sun-baked West. Each is an easily identifiable "character"—Whoopi Goldberg is a lesbian musician, Mary-Louise Parker an uptight princess, Drew Barrymore a boy-happy free spirit. And, just as in its spiritual antecedent, Thelma & Louise, the journey depicted in Boys on the Side represents the ladies' liberation from their repressive, male-dominated lives. But the initial excitement that comes with the loosening of their shackles is quickly overwhelmed by the screenplay's soap-operatic handling of weighty subjects (pregnancy, AIDS) and the fairly pedestrian direction of Herbert Ross, the play-it-safe veteran of The Goodbye Girl and the tear-jerking Steel Magnolias. Ross simply drops the ball when it comes to less-typical subjects (like Goldberg's sexual orientation), which get talked about but aren't fully explored. And though the LD is presented in the proper 2:35:1 proportions, most shots appear framed for a facile pan-and-scan job. The LD transfer is somewhat disappointing, too, with muted colors and some mild graininess throughout the presentation. Bottom line: You just might be better off viewing Boys in the format that has only one side. —Andy Wickstrom

Wish fulfillment: Goldberg, Parker, and Barrymore in Boys
THE MAKING OF JURASSIC PARK

Voiceover maestro James Earl Jones hosts and narrates MCA/Universal’s The Making of Jurassic Park (VHS, $25, CLV/CAV disc, $35), an enjoyable 1-hour special that, not surprisingly, drew high ratings during its network telecast last spring. There are oodles of clips from classic adventure films like The Lost World (1925), King Kong (1933), Jason and the Argonauts (1963), and, of course, the big “J” itself, as well as interviews with director Steven Spielberg, author Michael Crichton, and many of the F/X wizards who helped make this dinosaur extravaganza the second-highest-grossing movie of all time. The most intriguing moments, however, are the test footage and false starts, including the amazing tale of what proved to be the most frustrating effect to achieve: how to get perfectly concentric circles to ripple in a glass of water, in order to signify the approach of the T-Rex. On the LD (beautifully mastered and pressed by MCA and LDC), Side 2’s bonus goodies let you see the raw odds and ends that didn’t make it to the TV broadcast (or the VHS release). Notable entries include a number of go-motion sequences (all shown in 1.85:1), storyboards for the picture’s original climax, and some “cute” dinosaur humor scenes. Best of all, perhaps, is the amateur videotape footage of an obviously excited Spielberg and his enthusiastic F/X-team cohorts as they free-associate about visuals that might be scary or just plain cool to attempt—they sound like a group of junior-high-school kids anxiously waiting in line to see 1953’s The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms (that’s a compliment, folks). Overall, Making adds to Jurassic Park’s already larger-than-life mythos. —NM

JUNIOR

The thing about Ivan Reitman—Arnold Schwarzenegger comedies (remember 1988’s Twins or 1990’s Kindergarten Cop?) is that if you’ve seen the poster, you’ve basically seen the movie. Junior (MCA/Universal; VHS, priced for rental, CLV disc, $35), which follows the world’s first pregnant man (Schwarzenegger) from artificial impregnation to term, is no exception. Fortunately, it’s also the most likable entry in the pair’s collaborations, thanks to a strong cast that includes the captivating Emma Thompson as a clumsy labmate, Danny DeVito as Schwarzenegger’s partner, Frank Langella as a suspicious university professor, and Pamela Reed as DeVito’s pregnant ex-wife. As usual for MCA, the LDC-pressed LD, which is composed in the proper 1.85:1 ratio, looks swell; kudos are also due for the surround soundtrack. A pleasant diversion, Junior gives Schwarzenegger the rare opportunity to kill nothing save 9 months—or a little under 2 hours, depending on how you look at it. —MN

COBB

Cobb may have been one of the greatest baseball players of all time, but as this warts-and-all biopic takes great pains to show, he just wasn’t a very nice guy, on the field or off. In fact, he was known far and wide for his mean disposition (he routinely sharpened his spikes for his feet-first encounters on the basepath) and bigotry. Tommy Lee Jones positively chews scenery with this juicy role—so much so, in fact, that you probably won’t mind the film’s herky-jerky pace. Director Ron Shelton is a former minor-league ballplayer who’s taken to directing likable sports movies (Bull Durham, White Men Can’t Jump), and his expertise comes in quite handy for Cobb (Warner; VHS, priced for rental, CLV disc, $40), especially during one extraordinary sequence that brings the national pastime of the ’20s vividly back to life. The film, which is present-
ed in 2.35:1 on LD, may not be a home-run, but it’s not entirely off base, either.

—KK

BOB DYLAN

MTV Unplugged

T he mysterious evolution of a certain Robert Zimmerman (Bob Dylan to you and me) continues with Bob Dylan: MTV Unplugged (Columbia; VHS, $20, CLV disc, $25). It’s certainly ironic that Sir Bob’s Unplugged sports more electricity than his two most recent studio albums, where his accompaniment consisted only of acoustic guitar and harmonica. During this 73-minute program, Dylan is augmented by a full band, including pedal-steel guitar, dobro, and Hammond organ. (These days, apparently, Unplugged means little more than “no electric guitar.”) And the band is sharp, reconstructing Dylan classics like “Tombstone Blues” and “Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door” into toe-tapping back-porch duende. Though Dylan’s vocal delivery has gotten extremely flat over the years, you’ll be riveted by the narrative-driven “John Brown” and “Desolation Row.” Shots of the mostly twentysomething audience reflect their absolute reverence during these numbers, though they do come to life dur-

BILLY MADISON


DYE-DYE LOVE

1995. Matthew Modine, Randy Quaid, Paul Reiser; dir. Sam Weisman. Three divorced buddies choose McDonald’s as the designated meeting place to share the pain of child-rearing. Unfortunately, it’s not quite a sequel to Diner. Dolby Digital Stereo. (PG-13) 106 min. VHS, priced for rental; LD letterboxed (1.85:1), $40. MCA/Universal.

CASPER


CINDERELLA

1950. Animated. Voices of Ilene Woods, William Phipps, Verna Felton; dir. Wilfred Jackson. The latest rerelease of this immortal beloved includes a newly restored print, a making-of documentary, an illustrated story in a hardcover jacket, and artwork reprints. Stereo. (G) 76 min. VHS: $27; collector’s set $80; LD full frame, $30; collector’s set $100. Disney/Image.

DERSU UZALA

1975. Yuri Solomin, Maxim Munzuk; dir. Akira Kurosawa. Kurosawa’s masterful tale of an old Japanese scout who takes a Russian survey team into uncharted Siberian territory—and helps them thrive—fully deserved its Best Foreign Film Academy Award. Mono, subtitled. (G) 137 min. LD letterboxed (2.35:1), $70. The Criterion Collection.

DON JUAN DE MARCO


IQ

1995. Meg Ryan, Tim Robbins, Walter Matthau; dir. Fred Schepisi. Albert Einstein (Matthau) faces a conundrum that taxes his genius (and, periodically, the viewer’s patience) to the limit—finding the perfect mate for his independent niece (Ryan). Dolby Surround. (PG) 108 min. VHS, priced for rental; LD letterboxed (2.35:1), $40. Paramount.

LOSING ISIAH


THE MADNESS OF KING GEORGE


NEW JERSEY DRIVE

shakes a few hands in the front row after the encore, “With God on Our Side.” Arguably the grandfather of the format, Dylan successfully soups up his Unplugged and proves once again that he can still shake up the norm.

—Mike Mettler

**BUFFET FROID**

This three-film collaboration between director Bertrand Blier and actor Gerard Depardieu (Interama; VH$ only, $150) creates a vivid portrait of French society—one that’s every bit as consistent as the picture of Italy created in the work of Fellini and Mastroianni. Depardieu is given a limited range of roles (from thuggish slob to only slightly more sensitive slob), but his uncommon gifts enable him to forge completely individual characters. Places (1974) is a wonderfully shocking and politically incorrect farce about two anarchic deadbeats (Depardieu and Patrick Dewaere) who steal from, molest, and generally force themselves upon a petit-bourgeois society that still manages to seem more the aggressor than victim. Much of the plot revolves around the lovable thugs’ attempts to liberate spiritually crushed women by way of sex. In Handkerchiefs (1978), Depardieu and Dewaere try to bring a smile to the face of an unhappy wife. Depardieu befriends a stranger, encourages said stranger to sleep with his wife, and even enlists him to help her run off with a schoolboy. In both of these films, the characters bend the rules and codes of French society to suit the occasion with all of the wit they can muster. Finally, Froid (1979) takes it all to Bunuelian extremes, with its characters driven by dream logic to wander around an apartment complex in search of a killer, a doctor, or maybe just a sane moment in which to take a rest. All three of these films are hilarious and poetic, and they question the logic by which we try to live our lives. What more could a film lover ask for?

—JK

**CLIFFHANGER**

Rescue climber Gabe Walker (Sylvester Stallone) attempts to thwart the schemes of high-tech thief Eric Quanl (John Lithgow) while stranded in Colorado’s Rocky Mountains (as portrayed by Italy’s Dolomites, actually) in director Renny Harlin’s riveting 1993 thriller, Cliffhanger. Pioneer Special Editions’ feature presentation (CLV/CAV discs, $100; all-CAV discs, $125) is identical to that of Live’s less-expensive CLV/CAV version—it’s got the same dynamic sound and sharp, colorful pictures, which are framed at approximately 2.1:1. But Pioneer has the sweet stuff that Live’s version does not—a mountainous array of extras. The commentary track from Harlin, who also oversaw this package, offers the usual directorial anecdotes as well as his philosophy on making violent action movies. Stallone himself took time out from filming Judge Dredd to provide
insight into such key sequences as the film’s terrifying opening scene, in which a love interest (Michelle Joyner) has a rather serious problem with a piece of climbing gear. The star also discusses with great passion and wit the need to overcome his own vertigo.

And there’s a stylish 59-minute “making of” featurette, presented entirely in CAV, that utilizes split screens, dual audio tracks, and still frames. Two brief scenes that were cut from the movie are quite thrilling: Stallone performs a king’s leap across a chasm, then struggles to scale a frozen waterfall. And a novel comparison of the finished film with behind-the-scenes footage illustrates the value of Harlin’s elaborate elevator-mounted camera rigs and the general difficulty imposed by the positively freezing locations. These and other examples of Harlin’s meticulous attention to detail assure that the punched-up Cliffhanger will keep you on the edge of your seat.

—Chris Chiarella

ROBOCOP

R obeCop (1987)—Paul Verhoeven’s violent, satiric, SF cult classic, a futuristic hybrid of Dirty Harry and Metropolis—has at last been released in a THX-certified widescreen version fully authorized by the controversial Dutch director himself. And what a version it is! This RoboCop (The Criterion Collection; CAV discs, $100) contains all of the unexpurgated, bloody “shock” shots that were trimmed from the original’s release to avoid an X rating, and these additions are so significant that RoboCop nearly emerges as a totally different movie. Flawlessly pressed in Japan, mastered from pristine materials, and presented in a 1.66:1 ratio, this new transfer shimmers with Jost Vacano’s clear metallic colors. But it’s the mind-boggling soundtrack, featuring Basil Poledouris’ pulsating score, that is the jewel in RoboCop’s crown. And the exhaustive supplementary section is simply a goldmine: Running commentary by Verhoeven and others, though fascinating and informative, virtually gets eclipsed by the exhaustive text, still frames, and programmable videoclips that discuss, explain, and reveal the secrets behind every major effect in the picture. Extensive storyboards include some scenes that never made it to the finished product, as when RoboCop (Peter Weller) visits the gravesite of Murphy, his human “donor.” One particularly gripping sequence—the boardroom meeting where the prototype robot brutally dispatches an executive—even gets A-B’d with its filmed counterpart. All in all, this RoboCop should make your day.

—MN

LITTLE WOMEN

Hunning the archaic “American-sampler” quality of the 1933 George Cukor–Katharine Hepburn production, the current (and fourth) adaptation of Louisa May Alcott’s classic 19th-century novel Little Women (Columbia TriStar; VHS, priced for rental, CLV disc, $40) also avoids the candy-

You NEVER KNOW WHEN YOU’LL NEED A FULLY CHARGED CAMCORDER BATTERY.

Life’s full of surprises. What shouldn’t be a surprise is a dead battery just when you want to record that once-in-a-lifetime shot. That’s why we created the Lenmar RediCell™, the only camcorder battery designed to keep on charging until you need it. Since it’s a NoMEM® battery, it won’t build up a memory like nickel-cadmiums, so it can remain charging day after day and always deliver 100% at a moment’s notice. Sort of like your adrenaline. Ask your Lenmar dealer for the new RediCell Battery. So you can be ready for whatever memorable event sneaks up on you next.

For the name of your nearest Lenmar dealer, and a catalog of our other Camcorder Performance Products call: 800/424-2703 ©1995 Lenmar Enterprises, Inc.
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coated Technicolor schmaltz of 1949's Mervyn LeRoy–June Allyson effort. Instead, this Little Women lies somewhere in between the two as a sort of politically correct, literate Beverly Hills, 90210 rendition. The cast features an attractive batch of Generation Xers (Winona Ryder, Samantha Mathis, Claire Danes, Kirsten Dunst, Christian Bale, and Eric Stolz), in addition to savvy veterans (Susan Sarandon, Gabriel Byrne, John Neville, and Mary Wickes). This Little Women (which is presented in 1.85:1 on LD) is also notable as being the first major-studio effort that's been adapted (Robin Swicord), produced (Denise Di Novi), written (also Di Novi), and directed...
WARP JIVE
IBM's OS/2 Fails to Move an Immovable Object

Well, it was a valiant effort. Remember those commercials—the ones with the perky nuns, harried international businessmen, and the old Russian guys, all of whom extolled the plugged-in virtues of IBM and its new generation of computer products and services? Though the commercials were cute, the really interesting part was that the wizards at Big Blue felt compelled to remind us that they’re cool. Hey, one of the perky nuns told us that IBM was mentioned in an issue of Wired! How cool can you get?

Sarcasm aside, IBM—despite continued success in the business world—has had a tough time in the last few years connecting with everyday folks like you and me. Our homes are filled with clones of Big Blue’s personal computers—not the genuine article. And the vast majority of them use Microsoft’s Windows operating system. That’s a lot of business IBM wanted to regain. The OS/2 Warp operating system was their latest—and, probably, last—attempt to turn the tide, but the Windows monolith, raised to Babel-like heights by the recent introduction of Windows 95, refused to budge.

Warp offered multitasking, multithreading, easy Internet access, and a clean interface when it was released in the fall of 1994—in short, most of what Windows 95 now offers a year later. IBM’s recommended hardware requirements weren’t a problem, either. They called for a 386 processor or higher, 4 MB of RAM, and 35 to 55 MB of free space on your hard drive. (Okay, you’d probably need a 75-MHz processor, 24 MB of RAM, and a 500-MB hard drive if you really wanted Warp to fly.) Viewed in a vacuum, therefore, OS/2’s benefits justified the upgrade: It was clearly superior to anything out there before Windows 95 came to town.

OS/2 certainly represented a step up from Windows 3.1. Warp’s default desktop is less confusing than the Windows Program Manager, and it provides a rich, flexible computing environment. Its “applets” (as in “little applications”) are nearly robust enough to write and telecommunicate without the need for additional software. And Lotus SmartSuite, an integrated word processor, spreadsheet, database, and presentation package, has been available for OS/2 at a hard-to-beat street price of under $150.

Even in a universe in which Windows 95 didn’t exist, however, Warp couldn’t be mistaken for a perfect operating system. Lotus (recently acquired by IBM) was the only major software vendor to support OS/2 in a big way, so Windows 3.1, despite its being less versatile, still offered a far greater range of software. Vendors might have flocked to OS/2 if Windows 95 hadn’t been in the pipeline, but it was, so they didn’t.

Though Windows programs can be run under OS/2, that fact never amounted to much. Think about it for a second: It makes little sense to change operating systems just so you can use the same old programs. The Warp-compatible Lotus programs, for example, aren’t all that different, functionally, from their Windows counterparts.

OS/2 also presented some obstacles to upgrading from Windows 3.1. Some Windows users who attempted the upgrade reported significant installation problems. They also said that they got better application and system support with Windows.

OS/2’s biggest obstacle, of course, didn’t have anything to do with technology per se. It can be summed up in one word: Microsoft. There was simply no way that Warp could coexist with Windows 95 in any significant fashion. No one seemed to admit that in the months before Windows 95 came to town. Finally, only a few weeks before Microsoft’s rollout, IBM CEO Louis V. Gerstner basically threw in the towel, deciding to concentrate Big Blue’s OS/2 efforts on the commercial server business.

One thing’s certain: OS/2 helped to keep Microsoft on their toes, and that made for a better Windows 95. Though it’s not much consolation, thanks, IBM.

—Charles Bermant
As multimedia software proliferates, cutting-edge games with full-motion video and animation demand faster CD-ROM players. At issue is the player's ability to quickly find data and transfer it to the MPC.

The 6PleX, from Plextor, a well-regarded maker of CD-ROM players, is one of the fastest models you can buy. The 6PleX, which is available in external and internal versions ($649 and $549, respectively), is Plug and Play-compatible and among the first 6X players to hit computer shops.

I saw the biggest performance difference with multimedia games that juggle demanding video, audio, animation, and graphics. Loading scenery data in Microsoft's Flight Simulator, for example, was lightning quick. And the animated scenes and graphics in Lucas Arts' Full Throttle played smoothly and without delay. Database searches were blindingly fast as well. It didn't hurt that I had a fast Pentium CPU working behind the scenes, but even a quick processor won't help if the CD-ROM player can't deliver data quickly.

A CD-ROM benchmark program called CD-Stone, from Stone Utilities, confirmed my initial impressions. The 6PleX turned in much better scores than the 3X NEC 3Xi player I use. The test program showed that the 6PleX was able to complete random seek operations in 154 ms, while the 3Xi took 280 ms to perform the same tasks. Throughput, which is critical for smooth video and animation playback, was also impressive: The 6PleX's throughput of 829 kbps left the 3Xi's 437 kbps in the dust, and the 6PleX is well ahead of the rated 600-kbps throughput of most 4X models.

The external 6PleX is well designed, with a rugged chassis, easy-to-reach controls, and rubberized feet that keep the chassis from slipping during load/unload drills. As mentioned, the 6PleX is compliant with the Plug and Play (PnP) spec, which means that Microsoft's new Windows 95 operating system can automatically detect and
configure the player during installation—provided your MPC itself supports PnP.

The 6PleX uses a caddy-fed mechanism that protects the player's internal mechanisms and optics from dirt. You have to place a disc in the caddy before you can play it, of course, and then insert the caddy in the drive—a bit more work than loading tray-fed players. Unfortunately, the door on the 6PleX doesn't lock when folded down, so inserting a disc is a two-hand job. And the eject mechanism on the 6PleX literally fires the caddy out the door.

handy, perhaps, if you're especially coordinated (and in a hurry), but inviting damage otherwise.

The external version comes with a half-length scsi adaptor card, a connector cable, one disc caddy, and customized driver software for controlling the unit. The internal unit adds brackets for mounting the half-height player in a 5.5-inch drive bay. Though Plextor's driver software and documentation are well executed, installing a CD-ROM player is still among the most difficult upgrades you can attempt to perform. (It always pays to use a diagnostic utility to find out what resources are available before installation.)

In any case, Plextor's 6PleX is quick, reliable, and well built. And while it's fairly expensive, it's among the best models you can buy. If you need top-notch performance, the Plextor 6PleX is an excellent choice.

—Michael Desmond
NEW TECH

1 IOMEGA says their Jaz removable drive is the ideal solution for storing, transporting, and playing multimedia applications at home or on the go. The Jaz, which is available in external (2 pounds; $599) or internal ($499) configurations, accepts a 3.5-inch disc with either 1-GB or 540-MB capacity. Specs include a 12-ms average seek time, 17.5-ms average access time, 256-KB read/write cache, 6.73-MB per-second sustained transfer rate, and 10-MBps synchronous SCSI transfer rate—fast enough, Iomega says, to deliver acceptable full-screen full-motion video. The Jaz plugs into a standard SCSI port and is compatible with Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Macintosh, and OS/2 operating systems.

2 PACKARD BELL's P133 Corner Computer ($2,900, monitor not included) features the Fast Media Key, which offers pushbutton access to the MPC's built-in TV, phone, and radio applications. The TV feature allows users to view images from any video source; video images can be viewed in a PIP-like window while you're working within another application. The hands-free phone includes a call-answering function. The FM radio has 24 memory positions for favorite stations as well as scan and seek controls. These applications can also be controlled via the supplied wireless remote. The P133 is configured with a 133-MHz Pentium processor, 16 MB of RAM, a 2.1-GB hard drive, a quad-speed CD-ROM player, and a 28.8-kbps fax/modem.

3 TOSHIBA's HC-1200A video printer ($995) is said to offer high-resolution dye-sublimation printing at an affordable price. The 1200A, which is roughly the size of a telephone answering machine, is said to output a photo-quality 4.2 x 3.2-inch print in 80 seconds or less. Full-page images and/or 4- or 16-split multiscreen images can be printed on a single sheet. Equipped with a special thermal printing head, the 1200A has a palette of more than 16.7 million colors and resolution of 142 dpi. Its composite and S-Video inputs accept NTSC signals, and it's equipped with a composite video output for connection to another video source, such as a monitor, VCR, or another printer. A wired remote control is supplied. Printer media costs 70 cents per sheet.

4 PANASONIC's Panamedia 15 15-inch computer monitor ($599) uses the company's Dome Speaker technology to pack stereo speakers and a microphone into its 15.1 x 14.7 x 16-inch (h/w/d) chassis. The 15 features a 0.27-millimeter dot pitch, 1,280 x 1,024 resolution, and an anti-static, -glare, and -reflection coating. Icon-based displays can be set to one of five languages, and two industry-standard color-temperature settings are on tap via the PanaColor control system. The Panamedia 15 conforms to VGA, SVGA, XGA, and MAC standards.
VL-E37U 8MM VIEWCAM™ with 3” Color LCD View Screen, 270° Variable Angle Recording, 180° Recording Message Instruction On-Screen Display and Block Shot Recording. Low Reflectivity LCD (1%) for Outdoor use. Instant Playback with sound. Built-In Speaker with volume control. Infrared Remote Control. Built-in Stand.


MULTI MEDIA

VR-MS1U The Viewcamteleport™ enables transmission of full-color still video images over ordinary telephone lines. Easily, conveniently, immediately.

GZ-P15U Ultra-Thin, Lightweight Color Video Printer with Wired Remote Control produces photo-quality prints on a wide variety of papers and textile transfers.

RETURNs MAY BE SUBJECT TO A 10% REStOCKING FEE. SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-477-1003.
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WITH OPEN EYES
Images From the Art Institute of Chicago

VOYAGER'S GORGEOUS WITH OPEN EYES

Eyes: Images From the Art Institute of Chicago ($40) is an eye-popper: Curled from the institution's impressive fine-art collection, Eyes features over 200 pieces of art, including ancient sculpture, Italian Renaissance-era paintings, and works from the usual modern-art suspects (Van Gogh, Picasso, Matisse, Cezanne, Man Ray, et al) right on up to a 1987 offering from Buzz Specter. Each piece of artwork is presented full-frame, with designated areas that can be enlarged for a closer look at the brushstrokes or color detail. And don't worry about being stuck in 2-D when it comes to the sculpture—you can move a full 360 degrees around the object to view it from a variety of angles. A timeline locates each work in its historical context, enabling the collection to be broken down into 50-year periods. The works can be grouped geographically, too, by clicking on specific world-map locales. And if you really like what you see, you can click on a camera icon and take "snapshots," which will delegate each shot to a personalized, temporary scrapbook. The Eyes have it. (Mac/Windows disc)

—Josef Krebs

FULL THROTTLE

UMBLING TO LIFE WITH ALL OF THE impact of straight pipes on a fully chopped Harley, LucasArts' Full Throttle ($50) is part cartoon, part action/adventure game. Unlike many hybrid presentations, however, Throttle integrates the best elements from both worlds. Players assume the role of Ben, the principled leader of the Polecat motorcycle gang who awakens uncannily inside a dumpster and sets out to thwart the evil intentions of one Adrian Ripburger, a sleazy VP for the all-powerful Corley Motors. Ripburger's plan is to modify his company's manufacturing plant so it cranks out yuppie minivans instead of two-wheeled hogs. (And, while he's at it, he frames Ben and the Polecats for murder.) Ben, meanwhile, has to do battle with members of three other biker gangs. Simple mouse commands make the action easy to control, even for neophyte gamers.

A major key to Throttle's success is its shrewd use of vocal talent. Ripburger's voice is provided by Star Wars alum Mark Hamill, while the other actors create fully developed characters that help bring the game up to a level of professionalism that's seldom seen in an interactive title. As far as the actual gaming goes, brains and brawn will have to be put to use if you want to move past Throttle's early levels. The only knock is that experienced gamers may only need about 15 hours to get through it all, but, even so, those hours are guaranteed to go by at, well, full throttle. (MPC disc)

—James K. Willcox

HAIGHT—ASHBURY IN THE SIXTIES

ON THE SURFACE, IT SEEMS SOMEWHAT IRONIC that the low-tech, back-to-nature hippie era would eventually find a suitable home in CD-ROM Land. Then again, psychedelia achieved its purest forms of expression with wild music, day-glo posters, and swirling lightshows, and all of these elements suit the multimedia aesthetic like a lamp complements a crash pad. These and other heady concepts can be found on the two-disc Haight—Ashbury in the Sixties ($50), from Compton’s New Media. The first disc is devoted mainly to a lengthy interactive documentary by Allen Cohen, founding editor of The San Francisco Oracle, an alternative newspaper, and the second disc features an on-screen boardgame where players collect points in order to achieve "the elusive goal of enlightenment." But choose your path with care, brothers and sisters—Monopoly-like playing cards penalize cyber-hippies for such misdeeds as waking up naked in Golden Gate Park. (Bummer.) Overall, the Haight experience is a cool way to turn on, tune in, and ROM out. (Mac/Windows disc)

—Ken Korman

MYTHOLOGY

An Introduction to Greek & Roman Mythology

THE IMPACT AND INFLUENCE of mythology can be found scattered throughout the history of art, literature, and music, and it has passed on important life lessons and insights into the human psyche along the way. And while Mythology: An Introduction to Greek & Roman Mythology ($198; available only from Thomas S. Klise Company, 212.627.4099) serves mainly as a school-level introduction to the lore of the early Greeks and Romans, adults will find that it offers an intriguing way to gain a foothold on this broad and fascinating subject.

Mythology's design is fairly simple. You can jump back and forth between four main topic headings and their respective subsections; each subsection is an illustrated chapter that can either be listened to or read as hypertext. The hypertext offers even greater depth on the subject at hand, and "hot" words (like ARISTOCRATIC) will be defined as you click on them. Perpetual glossaries of terms can be accessed at any time. Accompanying illustrations are a mix of historical artworks and utilitarian drawings. You can either sit back and watch Mythology unfold like a documentary, or stop the proceedings and access explanations for anything you don't understand. There are also a number of games to play and tests to take to see how well you're absorbing the information. Personally, I found these last two options invaluable in fueling my learning curve—and that's no myth. (MPC, Mac discs)
(TOC) information. A disc's TOC is written three times at fixed points in the IGA of each layer (three times for a single-layer disc, six times for a dual-layer disc). The key is that the TOC is stored in the main data channel—not in a sub-code area, as it is with the music CDs. In fact, MMCD doesn't employ a sub-code channel, leading to a modicum of space savings.

The TOC for a single sector accommodates 100 tracks, but additional TOC sectors can be added to accommodate up to a whopping 65,536 tracks. Track 0 contains an ISO 9660 Directory Structure, which allows MMCD players built for CD-ROM playback to access a disc's contents computer-style. The bottom line: More flexibility for more varied applications, and faster data access.

Disc Manufacturing. Single-layer MMCDs can be manufactured using traditional CD manufacturing techniques. But the manufacture of dual-layer MMCDs requires a number of additional steps. Sony claims that they shouldn't significantly affect disc reliability or pricing, however.

With dual-layer MMCDs, the pit pattern of the "bottom" information layer (layer 1) is replicated onto the disc's polycarbonate substrate with a metal stamper. Next, a layer that's 20- to 40-percent reflective and has a thickness of 0.1 μm is sputtered onto the substrate. Then liquid resin is applied to this semi-reflective layer, and the pit pattern of the "top" information layer (layer 0) is pressed onto the liquid resin with a second stamper. The resin is hardened by UV radiation, using a 2P (Photo-Polymerization) process. Then a fully reflective aluminum layer is sputtered onto the second layer. Another UV resin is applied to form a protective top layer, and a label is printed across the top side. Reportedly, manufacturing tolerances for MMCDs are said to be twice that of the CD—in other words, it's crucial for the manufacturing plants to come much closer to the ideal every time they "press" an MMCD. But this should be well within the grasp of existing CD plants.

Though we know that there have been secret talks between Sony/Philips and Toshiba/Time Warner, no one really knows what's happening at the top levels—"above the clouds," as they say in Japan. Reportedly, the two camps have discussed the possibility of combination DVD players that'd play both MMCDs and SDs. That's great, since it'd remove the risk of buying into a format that might prove short-lived—but it's not so great, since it'd mean that we'd have to pay extra for a player that has that flexibility. Clearly, if the formats are similar enough to allow this type of "combi" player, they're sure as hell similar enough to be merged into a common format.

The situation is tense, and there's a heaviness in the air. We know the quake is coming, but who can say how it will shake out? Based on the available facts, though, one thing is clear: DVD has the technical potential to rock your world. Here's hoping that the complexities of MPEG-2 coding and DVD manufacturing—not to mention industry politics and corporate pride—don't get in the way of achieving every bit of that potential.

—Ken C. Pohlmann
WIDE SCENE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39

install the extra-wide 2.66:1 screen required by CinemaScope.

To insure that The Robe could be played by local operators who lacked an appropriately big screen, the film (like The Big Trail before it) was shot two ways: in anamorphic CinemaScope and also in a regular (or "flat") 1.33:1 version, which would fit on virtually all existing screens. The process of shooting films two ways lasted all of 2 years, when it became technically feasible to adjust 'Scope's 2.35:1 ratio to the 1.85:1 standard simply by masking the top and bottom of the frame with black borders.

The two-version approach was fraught with problems of the time and money kind. Carousel (1956), which was shot in large-format CinemaScope 55, was concurrently lensed in regular 35MM CinemaScope—causing Sinatra, the film's original star, to walk off the set rather than perform in two movies for the price of one. This may not be as unreasonable as it sounds—director Douglas Sirk told me that Sign of the Pagan (1954), which he shot in both CinemaScope and "flat," was indeed two entirely different movies, as the flat version used many alternate compositions more suitable to 1.33:1. (He preferred the 2.35:1 edition, which, sadly, appears to be lost.)

Anthony Mann's Thunder Bay (1953), the first Golden Ratio title to successfully go into general distribution, ultimately begat a calamitous fate for every subsequent non-CinemaScope picture released to television or home video. Designed to be shown in theaters with a hard 1.85:1 matte, the full-frame versions of these films frequently reveal boom mics and cables when shown without the matte (or with poor matting).

Spin a 1.85:1 letterboxed laserdisc, for example, and you may occasionally see action bleeding through the top and bottom borders. This doesn't mean that you're missing part of the intended frame. To the contrary, you're seeing exactly what the film's director wanted you to see—but the matte that was inserted during the transfer to laserdisc (which mimics the theater's hard matte) sometimes fails to deliver the opaque-ness required to completely frame the image.

Other conversions altered a director's vision, managing to anger more than a few filmmakers. Howard Hughes' SuperScope was a 2.1:1 (and, later, 2.35:1) process whose anamorphic squeeze was performed entirely in the lab; it was used from 1954 through 1958 and enraged a number of famous directors. Robert Aldrich's 1.33:1 Vera Cruz (1953) was released in 2.1:1 SuperScope, and this not only soured Aldrich on CinemaScope in general, but damaged his relationship with Vera Cruz producer/star Burt Lancaster; they wouldn't work together again for almost 20 years. Fritz Lang's 1.85:1 While the City Sleeps (1956) was given similar treatment; when asked about his American 'Scope pictures, Lang would bark, "I only made one CinemaScope picture and that was Moonfleet!" (1955). On the other hand, when directors intentionally composed their images for the SuperScope process—think Don Siegel's original, 1956 Invasion of the Body Snatchers—the results were just fine.

ISN'T IT SEMANTIC
Later processes mainly borrowed from their more illustrious predecessors. TechniScope, which was launched in the U.S. in 1961 and remained popular through the mid-'70s, was a 2.35:1 anamorphic phenomenon that deserves special mention due to its frugality. Since images were captured on a frame that was half the size of a standard 35MM frame, stock cost was cut by 50 percent—a great incentive for low-budget filmmakers looking to enhance their movies with big-budget results. TechniScope's truest supporters were the Europeans, however, who embraced its somewhat surprising razor-sharp quality. Sergio Leone's "Dollar" flicks (1964–1968), starring Clint Eastwood, and Once Upon a Time in the West (1969) were shot in TechniScope. State-side, Universal's Texas Across the River (1966) and Rough Night in Jericho (1967) used the process to gorgeous ends. Still, it was eventually replaced by Super 35, yet another anamorphic CinemaScope derivative.

A techno/semantic hybrid of SuperScope 2.35 and TechniScope (1985's Silverado, an early offering, carried the logo "Super TechniScope"), Super 35 is the contemporary process of choice for many directors, who, unlike their pre-
decors, are compelled to contend with TV and home video. Super 35's many perks include the "20/80 split," which allows the director to compose for 2.35:1 anamorphic projection with an additional 20 percent of height above the frame and 80 percent below. This flexibility gives directors and cinematographers enough leeway to compose images that'll also look good on the 1.33:1 screen of a conventional TV. While purists insist that theatrical 'Scope movies be released only in their original aspect ratio, videophiles are often given a choice. Director James Cameron, a strong advocate of Super 35, always frames for 2.35:1 theatricality, but fervently creates a home-video version that varies from 1.33:1 to 1.75:1. (The laserdiscs of his The Abyss [1989], Terminator 2: Judgment Day [1991], and True Lies [1994] have been released both ways.) Martin Scorsese, who shot Cape Fear (1991) in Panavision, toiled over the pan-and-scan version; when he tackled Age of Innocence (1993) 2 years later, he opted for Super 35. (Scorsese told me he was pleased with both the 2.35:1 and 1.33:1 versions of Fear.) The Merchant–Ivory team likewise prefers Super 35, lensing Howards End (1992) and The Remains of the Day (1993) with it; Columbia TriStar has generously released The Age of Innocence and the Merchant–Ivory lasers in 2.35:1 only.

Keep the film-process timeline in mind when you search out widescreen classics. I'm frequently asked if early classics like Casablanca (1943), Citizen Kane (1941), or Gone With the Wind (1939) are available in letterboxed versions, and such queries really aren't as naive as they may seem. During widescreen's '50s heyday, many older studio champs (like Gone With the Wind and 1939's The Wizard of Oz) were reissued as widescreen productions. These movies were never meant to be seen that way, of course, and consequently suffered the ultimate insult of having the tops and bottoms of their carefully composed frames systematically lopped off. Mercifully, none of these collectibles have surfaced in their cropped, mutated versions on home video . . . though the Christmas reissue season is upon us. In Hollywood, anything's possible.

---

**VIDEOTEST**

*Canon ES2000*

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 73

reverse) let you see and line up recently shot footage while remaining in the record–pause mode.

A line-in record button is located just below the tally/sensor; it converts the RCA (and S-Video) output jacks to inputs, so you can receive video from an outside source, such as a VCR. Other connections include an S-Video port, RCA stereo output jacks, DC output for an optional RF adaptor, and a LAN remote terminal. All of these connections are hidden by a rubber cover on the back of the camcorder.

The backlight-compensation button must be held as long as you want it to operate. For sheer ease of use, I preferred using FlexiZone for backlight compensation, since it can maintain its setting once you've triggered it. This helps when you stretch a shot for more than a few seconds.

---

**UNCLE'S STEREO**

New York's Largest Blank Tape Dept!

581 Broadway, New York, NY 10012
212-343-9111
Fax: 212-343-9142

216 West 72 St.,
New York, NY 10023
212-721-7500
Fax: 212-721-7587
Mon-Sat 10:00-7:00
Sun 11:00-5:30

Tel: 1-800-978-6253
Fax: 1-212-543-9142

Uncle's Stereo

Everything In Electronics For Less!

Not responsible for typographical errors. All prices subject to change without notice. Pricing is non-refundable. A 20% restocking fee may apply on returns. Grand Prix Imports Ltd. © 1996 Uncle's Stereo
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**TELEVISIONS**

- **PANASONIC GORE GREAT NEW TV's CALL!**
- **RCA 31" PIP High Resolution**
- **RCA Digital Satellite System INSTANT CALL!**
- **HITACHI 50EX10B 50" Projection TV.**
- **MITSUBISHI CS3S313 35" PIP**
- **SHARP XVH-2000 20" Multi System**
- **SONY KPRA1EXR6 46" PIP Projection. $1899**
- **SONY 2965 29" Multi System**

**SEPARATES**

- **CARVER TF35X Power Amp. $599**
- **B&K FULL LINE BEST PRICES!**
- **HARMON KARDON FULL LINE CALL!**
- **LEXICON CP44 THX Processor**
- **ACURUS A-150 Power Amp., $599**
- **DYNACO FULL LINE IN STOCK!**

**SPEAKERS**

- **CELESTION MP1 Highest Rated.... CALL!**
- **JBL THX System CALL!**
- **DAHLQUIST FULL LINE CALL!**
- **ADVENT HERITAGE Tower Speaker $449**
- **KEF Q70 Tower Speakers $799**
- **PINNACLE AC650 Book Shelf $269**
- **NHT SUPER ZERO $179/pr**
- **VELODYNE VA-1012 Power Sub $499**
- **M&K MX125 CALL!**
- **RECODON WIRELESS SPIRS. CALL!**
- **CAMBER LS7 Top Rated... $699**
- **BIG V12 Top Rated.... $349**
- **INFINITY MICRO II Spkr. System $349**

**DAT DECKS**

- **JVC XPD1 PRO No SCMS...BEST PRICE!**
- **SONY DTC60ES CALL!**
- **SONY TCD-D7 CALL! $849**
- **PANASONIC ALL MODELS IN STOCK!**
- **TASCAM CALL FOR BEST PRICE!**
- **SONY MDS302 CALL!**
- **SHARP RXP1 $599**
- **SONY MZ-R2 Mini Disc Recorder $549**

**VCR'S**

- **GO-VIDEO GB820 8mm/VHS Dubbing. $769**
- **PIONEER LASER DISC PLAYERS CALL!**
- **TOSHIBA M-460 4 Head VCR Plus... $229**
- **MITSUBISHI HSU510 4 Head HiFi... $324**
- **HITACHI VT391 4 Head HiFi... $249**
- **JVC HRA61 4 Head HiFi... $289**
- **PANASONIC PV4461 HiFi Stereo... $279**

**RECEIVERS**

- **SANDY RXV2090 New ACS.... CALL!**
- **YAMAHA RXV999 80Wx3 + 20Wx2... $519**
- **YAMAHA RXV590 75Wx3 + 20Wx2... $399**
- **NAD AV716 A/V Pro Logic.... CALL!**
- **DENON AVR1350 A/V Pro Logic... CALL!**
- **DENON AVR2500 Highest Rated!.... CALL!**
- **NAMAKIMI REI Audioophile... $629**
- **JVC RXV-617 A/V Pro Logic...**
- **TECHNICS STX-3010 Thx... $729**
- **ONKYO TXSV-727 Pro Super Buy... $536**
- **ONKYO TXSV-525 Pro Best Choice... $406**
- **ONKYO TXSV-919 Pro Best THX.... CALL!**
- **SONY STRG800ES 90Wx3 + 30Wx2... $529**
- **SONY STRG9000ES 100WX3 + 30WX2... $638**

**AV RECEIVERS**

- **YAMAHA RXV-817 AV Pro Logic....**
- **JVC RXV-817 AV Pro Logic...**
- **DENON AVR1350 A/V Pro Logic...**
- **DENON AVR2500 Highest Rated!...**
- **NAMAKIMI REI Audioophile...**
- **JVC RXV-617 A/V Pro Logic...**
- **TECHNICS STX-3010 Thx...**
- **ONKYO TXSV-727 Pro Super Buy...**
- **ONKYO TXSV-525 Pro Best Choice...**
- **ONKYO TXSV-919 Pro Best THX....**
- **SONY STRG800ES 90Wx3 + 30Wx2...**
- **SONY STRG9000ES 100WX3 + 30WX2...**
Like many new hand-holdable camcorders, the ES2000 has specialized exposure modes that provide versatility in unusual shooting situations. The SPORTS mode adds a high-speed shutter that can be used in bright light conditions or with action shots. The PORTRAIT mode can be used to enhance still lifes and close-ups. The SPOTLIGHT mode creates an “on-stage” effect. And SAND AND SNOW operates like the backlight compensator in bright conditions; it’s handy when the conditions are constant and you want the exposure to be full-field rather than single-zone. Though special effects are largely absent, there’s a simple push-and-hold fader.

Picture performance from the 0.25-inch, 410,000-pixel CCD was good at the lone SP speed. Recorded horizontal resolution was 390 lines, and color rendition was accurate. Though I’ve seen better Hi8 pictures, the ES2000 still performed very well. One weakness worth noting is that it tended to wash out light colors slightly when I was using the full-auto setting to shoot in bright sunlight. (Note that you can help address this problem with an inexpensive neutral-density filter.) The ES2000 also showed some luminance noise with shots made under lower light conditions, so an optional video light would be a logical accessory.

The ES2000 is equipped with a stereo electret-condenser microphone and AFM stereo Hi-Fi playback, and audio performance was average for the format. Some transport and zoom noise made it to my tapes when I used the built-in mic; fortunately, using the external-mic jack (and an external mic) eliminated the problem. Though there’s no accessory shoe on the camcorder to anchor an external mic (or a light, for that matter), adaptors that hold one or the other are readily available.

SERIOUS VIDEOGRAPHERS WHO DEMAND an exceptional degree of control over focus, exposure, and zoom, but don’t want to sacrifice high-end perks like optical image stabilization and a color viewfinder, may find that the Canon ES2000 is their best bet, period. You can get marginally better video and audio performance from other Hi8 models in its price class, but no other cam can match the one-two punch of the ES2000’s FlexiZone system and its 20X optical zoom. Together, they take this camcorder into the upper echelon of Hi8 models.
Since 1982
ComputAbility
Consumer Electronics
Since 1982

800-554-9949

Call for our FREE catalog!

JUST RELEASED!

JVC
GR-SZ9U

• High-resolution Color LCD Viewfinder
• 10x Digital Zoom
• Built-in speaker for special effect monitoring

Over 400 Lines of Resolution!

TOSHIBA
M781

Digital Noise Reduction circuitry improves picture quality of older cassettes and even helps restore programs recorded from weak off-the-air signals. *Pro-level flying pre-amplifier *VCR Plus+™ cable programming *Super high-speed rewind/fast forward (20X)

Hi-Fi Equipment & Laser Disc Players

BRAND NEW FROM JVC

HR-S7200U

JVC's newest releasel
S-VHS 4 head Hi-Fi with jog shuttle ..........CALL!

FREE S-VHS MOVIE!
Your choice FREE when you purchase any JVC Super VHS VCR.

Camcorders Starter Kit!
SAVE 20-30%

Available for most camcorders!

Panasonic
Digital A/V mixer

Authorized DEALER

Videonics
AB-1

Edit Suite is a technological breakthrough in A/B roll editing.

Videocassette & Laser Disc Players

HI-FI Equipment & Laser Disc Players

S-VHS 4 head Hi Fi with jog shuttle ..........CALL!

FREE S-VHS MOVIE!
Your choice FREE when you purchase any JVC Super VHS VCR.

Camcorders Starter Kit!
SAVE 20-30%

Available for most camcorders!

Panasonic
Digital A/V mixer

Authorized DEALER

Videonics
AB-1

Edit Suite is a technological breakthrough in A/B roll editing.

Videocassette & Laser Disc Players

HI-FI Equipment & Laser Disc Players

S-VHS 4 head Hi Fi with jog shuttle ..........CALL!

FREE S-VHS MOVIE!
Your choice FREE when you purchase any JVC Super VHS VCR.

Camcorders Starter Kit!
SAVE 20-30%

Available for most camcorders!
AUTHORIZED DEALER

SONY

AVAILABLE IN PAL

Largest Selection Of:
- Camcorders/Vcr's
- Editing/Industrial
- TV's/Video Printers
- AV Laser's/Deskman's
- Telephones/Walkman
- Short Wave Radio/DAT
- Computer Products

HITACHI
VM-E510A

✦ 2X1X ZOOM
✦ 1 LUX
✦ EIS/MOTION SENS.
✦ COLOR VIEW
✦ AERIAL BATT.

VMH-81A

✦ 2X1X ZOOM
✦ 1 LUX
✦ IMAGE STABILIZER
✦ COLOR VIEW
✦ HI-FI STEREO
✦ WIRELESS TV

CALL

SONY

GS-S50

8mm Video Walkman
Hi-Fi Stereo
VCR Deck w/ TV Tuner
Still and Slow Motion
4 X Active Color Control
Built-in Speaker
Headphone Jack

CALL

SHARP

VLH-410U

✦ 16X ZOOM
✦ 4 COLOR
✦ LCD SCREEN
✦ Hi-Fi STEREO

Docking Station
FULL SELECTION OF VIEWCAM
ACCESSORIES IN STOCK

JVC

GR-S29

✦ S-VHS
✦ 120X
✦ STEREO COLOR
✦ GRST ALSO

Authorized Dealer
NEW GS-S77 $1088
NEW GRAX-800/900 CALL
GRAX-700 COLOR CALL
GRAX-350 COLOR CALL

PVSA50

CALL

Panasonic

PVS-64

✦ HI-FI STEREO
✦ STILL/STROBE
✦ 10:1 ZOOM
✦ COLOR SCREEN

PV-1Q505

✦ 1:1 POWER ZOOM
✦ EIS/COLOR
✦ 1 LUX

Es2000

✦ 12X OPTICAL ZOOM
✦ OPTICAL EIS
✦ CANON OPTICS
✦ FLEXZONE APAE
✦ COLOR VIEW FINDER
✦ 64 ZONE AUTO WHITE
✦ 6 LUX

Authorized Dealer

CALL

AVERPRO

✦ DESKTOP VIDEO TITLING SYS
✦ SUPERIMPOSE TITLES, GRAPHICS
✦ AND TRANSITIONS OVER VIDEO

AVER VIDEO SUITE

✦ WINDOWS BASED EDITING SYS
✦ VIDEO EDITING, 2D & 3D TITLING
✦ SPECIAL EFFECTS
✦ CURTAIN CALL... TITLES, FADES, WIPES
✦ RGB / VGA COM. WITH 1 MG RAM

CALL

FULL SELECTION OF PAL VCRS
TVS AND CAMCORDER

AVER KEY 3

✦ HIGH RES SCAN CONVERTER
✦ DISPLAY VGA OUTPUT FROM YOUR COMPUTER TO ANY TV
✦ PROVIDES VIA, COMPOSITE, S-VIDEO AND RGB OUTPUT

CALL

AVER VIDEO

$479

$579

AUTHORIZED DEALER

VY-170 PRINTER CALL

VME-410A 8mm CALL

VMH-38/39A HI-8 CALL

VMH-710A HI-8mmCALL

VMH-380A CALL

VM-3800A CALL

VM-2800A CALL

ALL HITACHI BIG SCREEN
TV'S IN STOCK... CALL
We Are An Authorized Dealer for All Camcorder Brands We Carry. All Formats Available From Such Fine Manufacturer's As:
Sony • JVC • Panasonic
Hitachi • Sharp • Canon
We Also Carry A Full Line of Batteries, Camcorder Bags,
Lights, Tripods, Filters, & more!

We Are Your Accessory HQ!
Rewinders • A/V Tape
A/V Interconnects
Head Cleaners & More.. Call

No Home Theater is complete without the right TV! Sound City carries a large selection of TVs that will truly bring the movie theater experience home. Choose from Sony, JVC, Hitachi, Panasonic and Many More! TV's From 3" to 100" Available!

Sound City is a Factory Authorized dealer for every brand we sell. This means you get the convenience of servicing your product anywhere in the U.S.A. Sound City offers the largest selection of Audio, Video, and Car Stereo. At Sound City, our customers are our #1 priority. We make sure that you are 100% satisfied. Honest, friendly service, before and after the sale.

Some pictures for illustration only. Not responsible for typographical errors. No refunds on video or car stereo products. 10 Day defective exchange from date of receipt. All returns must be made within 10 days of receipt of merchandise & are subject to a 20% restocking fee. Items must be in original condition and packaging. Standard shipping applies. Shipping and handling are not refundable. No tax on out of state purchases. Non-commissioned salesman. Next day and second day delivery available.

Thank You,
Kamel Yassin
President
Sound City, Inc.
We Also Carry A Full Line of
Reattomios (*

MEADTOWN SHOPPING CENTER • ROUTE 23 S. • KINNELON, NJ 07405

1-800-525-3 DEAL

CAMCORDERS

We Are An Authorized Dealer for
All Camcorder Brands We Carry.
All Formats Available From Such
Fine Manufacturer’s As:
Sony • JVC • Panasonic
Hitachi • Sharp • Canon
We Also Carry A Full Line of
Batteries, Camcorder Bags

HOME THEATER

No Home Theater is complete without
the right TV! Sound City carries a
large selection of TVs that will truly
bring the movie theater experience
home. Choose from Sony, JVC,
Hitachi, Panasonic and Many More!
TV’s From 3’ to 100’ Available!

VCRs

Selection, Price and
Expert Advice

All The Best Brands
At The Lowest Prices!
Choose From:
Hitachi • JVC • Mitsubishi
• Panasonic • Philips
• ProScan • Sharp • Sony

FREE

PO BOX 10161
RIVERTON NJ 08076-0161
The World's Easiest Editor!
JXED-11
formats inc. S-VHS & Hi8 OD
With ALL VCRs!!!
edit a video! New JVC editor is
controlled! Exclusive Jog Locator
scenes. No hook-up. Edit anywhere,
Universal Editor Works
Dial helps locate & rearrange
anytime! Works with all 95
If you can press a button, you can
fade to black between scenes.
Automatic Infra-Red Editor lets you
perform glitch free straight cuts or
editing a breeze. $ g*
Built in audio mixer. (reg $149")
record deck makes
Dual IR control of both playback &
sequences, in & out points &
Built-in enhancer. Requires Sony
for 8mm & VHS-C camcorders
Canon camcorders. Slim design,Lifetime Warranty.
for RB-70UL
PowerMax
SPM-10
$49.95
Digital Effects
Professional
SLIK
New!
Remote Control
Auto Pan/Tilt
Head
AP-200W
Features new modern design with titanium
finish. Includes ultrasmooth fluid
pan head, gear drive & positive
endurance center
$199.95
SLIK
$25.95
mount your camcorder on Sunpak's pan head,
place on tripod & get in the action with everyone
with a tripod & tilt plus lens zoom & record/pause of Sony, JVC, Hitachi & Canom camcorders.
slr 20 compact light
$49.95
Includes luminance, enhancer & color gain
controls for picture improvement. PLUS,
DNR to reduce hiss, 3 channel audio mixer with LED level indicators & individual
audio & video fade controls. Free headset/boom mic.
$149.95
New! Audio Video Processor
includes additional computer generated effects
for title backgrounds (°14* val.)
Free Carrying Case & Hook-Up Guide & How-to Manual! (°14'" val.)
FREE exclusive Hook-Up Guide & How-to Manual! (°14" val.)
FREE exclusive be! generated graphics videotape
$49.95
Auto Sensor, Zoom §
& Tilt Head. Includes
CZ-2004
Concealed VideoLight with
Auto Sensor, Zoom &
Tilt Head. Includes
2x & 4x magnifiers & charger
Hoson 200W Optional 20' remote sensor cord $199.95
$25.95
Footage of new modern design with titanium
finish. Includes ultrasmooth fluid
pan head, gear drive & positive
endurance center
$199.95
SLIK
$25.95
529"
CASIO "Print beautiful, clear images from home movies, video tapes & Color Video Printer & anti-glare coating to produce the viewfinder!! 2.2" monitor features Color Monitor most vivid images. Built-in sunshield, speaker & adj. volume, designed for outdoor use. battery pack holder, adj. brightness The only LCD monitor resolutions up to 800x600 & 2nd generation Flicker Free AVerkey PC $299

New! Aver Video Suite Complete Windows based DTV editing system! Now includes Video Director 2.5! Our fully integrated bundle of AverCam, AverScan, AverStudio 2.0 video editing, 2D & 3D titling, plus special effects in one easy to use package. Custom modified VideoDirector 2.5 lets you edit from any Control L camcorder and modified Aver Director Call lets you add titles, fades, wipes, graphics and animation with the click of the mouse. Aver Pro broadcast quality display card in SVHS/HIB compatible with 3MB RAM and flicker fixer.

New! Aver Pro Desk Top Video titling system for Windows Top rated Aver Pro overlay card and modified Curtain Call let you superimpose spectacular titles, graphics and transitions over video. Magically transform any font with beautiful effects. Includes over 30 different wipe patterns.

Averkey3 Hi-Resolution Scan Converter Display VGA output from any TV or VCR! Provides VGA, composite, SVHS & RGB output with resolutions up to 800x600 & 2nd generation Flicker Free technology. True Plug & Play - no software driver required. Remote control operation lets you zoom & pan to any area of the screen, plus freeze.

Hi Resolution S-VHS | Non-Linear Editing! The latest technological breakthrough from FAST, lets you create studio quality video using your PC! This integrated single board solution lets you capture and play back S-VHS or composite video at 30 frames per second for incredible picture quality. This complete Non-Linear Editing system comes with the top rated & award winning Adobe Premiere 4.0 LE & Photoshop LE software CD. Create spectacular digital effects, add Anti-Aliased titling and much, much more! Complete system includes: FPS60 with Motion JPEG daughter card, Adobe LE, and Xing MPEG encoder software. Also available: MPEG display board solution lets you capture digital video effects. Call for details

Movie Line Non-Linear Digital Video Editing for under $1,000! Non-linear editing is every editor’s dream…random access to any frame you want at lightning speed. FAST’s high-quality Motion JPEG compression combined with Adobe Premiere turns your computer into a state-of-the-art non-linear editing system with digital effects at your fingertips and ultra-fast editing in a totally digital environment. Create music videos, highlight films, commercials, animations…anything you can imagine. Complete system includes the FAST Movie Machine Pro with the Motion JPEG Option, plus these award winning software titles: Adobe Premiere, Autodesk Animator Pro, CD & Xing CD MPEG encoder.

Averkey PC $299 Averkey Mac/PC $399

LENNAR "NO MEM" BATTERY No memory batteries offer a full charge every time! Carefree, no worry & no memory loss. Available for all major brands.

"The Swiss Army Charger" BCR262 Automatically reconditions & changes 24 6V batteries, incl. No MEM. Plus-4 level LED battery tester & Power Supply, AC/DC

Also available: BCR10 Charger/Reconditioner for 6.5AH, 12v batteries. $179

Movie Machine Pro-Digital Video Mixing, Chroma-Key & Much More under $500! Turns your PC into a state-of-the-art digital video mixer complete with 18 A/B roll video effects; fades, zooms, flips, plus Chroma & Luma keying. Choose from 2 different sources plus the built-in TV tuner. The framegrabber lets you capture images from either source of TV tuner! SALE $499

Aver Media

The Art of Digital Video

VF100

NoMEM Camcorder Battery Belt Packs w/ LED Indicator Batteries, incl. No MEM. Ultra Slim Design with Exclusive Memory Reduction Circuit World's first LED battery for Motorola Flip Phones. Exclusive LED readout fuel gauge: 10mm high (2.5 times talk time of original battery). Ultra slim line design $69

AVER KEY3

Hi-Resolution Scan Converter

AVER PRO

Non-Linear Digital Video Editing System

AVER MEDIA

The Art of Digital Video

VF100

NoMEM Camcorder Battery Belt Packs w/ LED Indicator Batteries, incl. No MEM. Ultra Slim Design with Exclusive Memory Reduction Circuit World's first LED battery for Motorola Flip Phones. Exclusive LED readout fuel gauge: 10mm high (2.5 times talk time of original battery). Ultra slim line design $69

NEW! Aver Video Suite Complete Windows based DTV editing system! Now includes Video Director 2.5! Our fully integrated bundle of AverCam, AverScan, AverStudio 2.0 video editing, 2D & 3D titling, plus special effects in one easy to use package. Custom modified VideoDirector 2.5 lets you edit from any Control L camcorder and modified Aver Director Call lets you add titles, fades, wipes, graphics and animation with the click of the mouse. Aver Pro broadcast quality display card in SVHS/HIB compatible with 3MB RAM and flicker fixer.

NEW! Aver Pro Desk Top Video titling system for Windows Top rated Aver Pro overlay card and modified Curtain Call let you superimpose spectacular titles, graphics and transitions over video. Magically transform any font with beautiful effects. Includes over 30 different wipe patterns.

Averkey3 Hi-Resolution Scan Converter Display VGA output from any TV or VCR! Provides VGA, composite, SVHS & RGB output with resolutions up to 800x600 & 2nd generation Flicker Free technology. True Plug & Play - no software driver required. Remote control operation lets you zoom & pan to any area of the screen, plus freeze.

Hi Resolution S-VHS | Non-Linear Editing! The latest technological breakthrough from FAST, lets you create studio quality video using your PC! This integrated single board solution lets you capture and play back S-VHS or composite video at 30 frames per second for incredible picture quality. This complete Non-Linear Editing system comes with the top rated & award winning Adobe Premiere 4.0 LE & Photoshop LE software CD. Create spectacular digital effects, add Anti-Aliased titling and much, much more! Complete system includes: FPS60 with Motion JPEG daughter card, Adobe LE, and Xing MPEG encoder software. Also available: MPEG display board solution lets you capture digital video effects. Call for details

Movie Line Non-Linear Digital Video Editing for under $1,000! Non-linear editing is every editor’s dream…random access to any frame you want at lightning speed. FAST’s high-quality Motion JPEG compression combined with Adobe Premiere turns your computer into a state-of-the-art non-linear editing system with digital effects at your fingertips and ultra-fast editing in a totally digital environment. Create music videos, highlight films, commercials, animations…anything you can imagine. Complete system includes the FAST Movie Machine Pro with the Motion JPEG Option, plus these award winning software titles: Adobe Premiere, Autodesk Animator Pro, CD & Xing CD MPEG encoder.

Averkey PC $299 Averkey Mac/PC $399

LENNAR "NO MEM" BATTERY No memory batteries offer a full charge every time! Carefree, no worry & no memory loss. Available for all major brands.

"The Swiss Army Charger" BCR262 Automatically reconditions & changes 24 6V batteries, incl. No MEM. Plus-4 level LED battery tester & Power Supply, AC/DC

Also available: BCR10 Charger/Reconditioner for 6.5AH, 12v batteries. $179

Movie Machine Pro-Digital Video Mixing, Chroma-Key & Much More under $500! Turns your PC into a state-of-the-art digital video mixer complete with 18 A/B roll video effects; fades, zooms, flips, plus Chroma & Luma keying. Choose from 2 different sources plus the built-in TV tuner. The framegrabber lets you capture images from either source of TV tuner! SALE $499

Aver Media

The Art of Digital Video

VF100

NoMEM Camcorder Battery Belt Packs w/ LED Indicator Batteries, incl. No MEM. Ultra Slim Design with Exclusive Memory Reduction Circuit World's first LED battery for Motorola Flip Phones. Exclusive LED readout fuel gauge: 10mm high (2.5 times talk time of original battery). Ultra slim line design $69

AVER KEY3

Hi-Resolution Scan Converter

AVER PRO

Non-Linear Digital Video Editing System

AVER MEDIA

The Art of Digital Video

VF100

NoMEM Camcorder Battery Belt Packs w/ LED Indicator Batteries, incl. No MEM. Ultra Slim Design with Exclusive Memory Reduction Circuit World's first LED battery for Motorola Flip Phones. Exclusive LED readout fuel gauge: 10mm high (2.5 times talk time of original battery). Ultra slim line design $69
SONY
EVW-300 VIDEO Hi8 CAMCORDER

GYX2BU
JVC PROFESSIONAL
One Place Camcorder 3 CCD Camera with Full Size 8-VHS Recorder Built-In, Very Low Light, 1 Lux, 13x or 17x, Optional Lenses.

BRS822U/BRS822U RMG 860U PROFESSIONAL EDITING SYSTEM
8-VHS Insert and Assemble Editing, 4 Channel Audio, Optional Plug-in Time Code and TBC's, Self Diagnostic Warning System, Automatic Head Cleaning, On Screen Menu Display, Recorder Has Built-In Single Event Recorder.

JVC PROFESSIONAL
EDIT DESK
BR-8600U/BR-8600U/URM-G800U Cost Effective S-VHS Edit System With Time Code, 4 Channel Audio.

S-VHS Hi-Fi CAMCORDER
EVW-300

NEW!
SONY
SVP-5800 SVO-5800 FXE-100 Professional Editing System
The SVP-5800 high quality S-VHS editing player, when combined with the SVO-5800 editing recorder and the FXE-100 edit controller, creates a flexible, cost efficient editing system. Excellent video/audio quality, built-in TBC and Time Code, 4 channel audio. Frame accurate editing.

NEW!
SONY
SVO-2000 RM-260 Professional Editing System
The SVO-2000 is an easy to use S-VHS Hi-Fi editing recorder, in combination with the RM-260 editing controller unit. The SVO-2000 creates a simple and cost efficient two machine editing system, providing assemble, video/audio insert and program editing capability.

Panasonic
AG-46U S/VHS CAMCORDER
6-VHS Camcorder/Sources for Editing, 12x2 Speed Zoom Lens, manual zoom, 24x & 100x Digital Zoom, Digital Special Effects, Wipes, Fades, Mix, Strobe, etc, Special Effects.

Panasonic
AG-D5650/480 Advanced Digital S-VHS Editing System, Full Field 3D TBC, 10 Step Digital Slow Motion, DNR, Built-In Time-Code, 32x capable, Component Output, Heavy-Duty Tape Transport with 5 motors, 32x Picture Search, 4 Channel Audio, Compact Case.

Panasonic
AG-DP800 S-VHS FIT 3-CCD DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING CAMERA/RECORDER
High Sensitivity FIT CCD, Chroma Key, Built-In Phantom Power, Lightweight/Low Power Consumption 4-Channel Audio, Built-In Time Code Generator

Panasonic
WJMX50/530 DIGITAL AV MIXER
Digital Special Effects, 287/108 Wipe Patterns, Wipe/Mix Section, Fade In/Fade Out, Down Stream Key, Color Correction, Audio Mixing Capability.

ASK ABOUT OUR LEASE PROGRAM!!!
Non - Linear/Linear Computer Based Editing Systems

E.T.C.
TAO

E.T.C.
TAO

SANYO
MACKIE
lowell Lights

VIDEONICS
BATTERIES
TAPES
SONY 3M Fuji AMPEX

USA (except S. FL)/Mexico/Canada Call 1-800-263-8180 Fax 1-800-833-1960 10998 Wilcrest, Houston, TX 77089
South Florida/South America Call 1-305-266-9339 Fax 1-305-266-1164 6100 Blue Lagoon Dr., Ste. #100, Miami, FL 33126

Open Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
All merchandise shipped with manufacturer supplied accessories. Extended warranties available on some products. We ship with in one working day via UPS or Federal Express. Prices quoted over the phone are for mail order only. In store prices may be slightly higher. All prices quoted are F.O.B. Houston & all sales are final. Defective merchandise must be exchanged within 10 days of receipt of goods. Please call for exchange authorization. All prices are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors.

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD
HOURS: Monday - Saturday 8 am to 9 pm Sundays 10 am to 6 pm (CST)

24-Hour Order Processing - Friendly, Honest, Knowledgeable Staff - No Sales Tax Outside Texas!

New Models Arriving Daily!!
Call for Models Not Shown & Today's Prices!!

Authorized Sony Dealer
Video Camcorders
VCRs - Bookshelf Hi Fi
Systems Telephones
Boom Boxes - Min Disc -... 

Sharp

Special Effects Generator SFX-5
Easy multi-source mixing. Special effects like strobe, play and freeze frame. Microphone included for narration.

Sony Camcorders

Video Editing

Canon

AGW-1
Industrial multi-system deck converts to/from any format!

PAL/SECAM MULTI-SYSTEM
WE CARRY ALL NTSC MODELS IN PAL/SECAM

JVC

SHARP

Panasonic

SONY

PAL/SECAM

CAMERA ACCESSORIES

RCA

Video Recorders

FutureVideo

Video Recorders

Video Recorders

DOLBY SURROUND AC-3 IS HERE!

DOLBY SURROUND AC-3 - The Latest Development in Surround Sound For Movies!

Applying today for your very own Colonel Video and Audio Gold Card!

Call Charles @ Ext.345 for all your Desktop & Industrial needs!

Backing Dining

Fast Movie Line

Fast Video Machine Line

We Ship Nationwide!
Call Rick @ Ext.384 for all your TV needs!

We Carry All Accessories!

Ask for details. Colonel Video and Audio, 16451 Space Center Blvd., Houston, TX 77058

WE SHIP NATIONWIDE!
CALL RICK @ EXT.384 FOR ALL YOUR TV NEEDS!

We Carry All Accessories!
At Family, we know how important your life is. From an important occasion like a wedding or a birthday, to something as casual as a day in the park, we know that every event is important to you. Whether you need a videocamera, VCR, or even home theater equipment, we can help you get what you need at the right price. Without being rude. Without being pushy. Buying electronics should not be a hassle. We at Family are here to help you get what you deserve - low pricing and courteous treatment!
SINCE CAMERAS AND ELECTRONICS OF MAINE 1957 CONEY ISLAND AVE, BROOKLYN, NY 11223
INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED!
ORIGINALLY FROM OLD ORCHARD BEACH, MAINE

ORDERS AND INQUIRIES CAN NOW BE E-MAILED TO US AT: ABEMAINE@aol.com
CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG!
PRICES VALID UNTIL END OF MONTHLY ISSUE
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
CUSTOMER SERVICE LINE (917) 992-2379
TOLL FREE 1-800-992-2379
LOCAL & OVERSEAS Call 1-718-645-1818
FAX NUMBERS 718-387-8596
718-479-9999
NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS!
ALL PRICES INCLUDE USA MFG'S WARRANTY!

SONY

JVC

Panasonic

Canon

VCRs

CS-1000

AG-456

ES-1000

CAMCORDERS

Authorized Dealer!

CAMCORDERS

Authorized Dealer!

LASER DISCS

VIDEO RECORDERS

CONSULT THE CATALOG
FOR LOW PRICE!

WE ALSO CARRY:

VCRs

CD-456

TEXT ENDED HERE
FREE SHIPPING
LOWEST PRICES...WE WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE! AND DON'T FORGET OUR 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
1-800-500-1553

YAMAHA RXV890
PRO LOGIC REMOTE RECEIVER
• 5 Channels
• 80W/P/C x 3
• 25 W/ P/C x2 Rear
• Remote

KENWOOD KRV-7070 Pro Logic Receiver... 329
DENON AVR-1500 Pro Logic Receiver... 349
TECHNICS SA-AX420 Pro Logic Receiver... 249
YAMAHA RXV-1070 Pro Logic Receiver... 449

SONY CCD-TRV30
8MM
CAMCORDERS
• 12X Zoom Lens
• A/V Digital Folder
• Less Than 1 Lux Low Light

CHANGERS
• Dual Autoreverse
• High & Normal Speed Dub
• Daily B C & S NR & HX PRO

DENON DCM-340
5 DISC CAROUSEL REMOTE CHANGER
• Two 18 Bit D/A Converters
• Random/Repeat Play • 20 Track Programming

DENON DCM-460 • 5 CD Changer... 299
DENON DCD-615 • 6 CD Changer... 199
KENWOOD DPM-5565 • 6+1 CD Changer... 199
SONY CDPC-745 • 5 CD Changer... 319

MITSUBISHI VS-5051
50" STEREO PROJECTION TELEVISION
• 131 Channel Cable Compatible
• MTS Stereo
• On Screen Displays
• Full Function Remote Control

SONY KV32B16
32" PICTURE-IN-PICTURE STEREO TV
• Cable Compatible
• Picture-In-Picture
• Stereo • Remote Control

ADVENT LEXEGY III
200WATT FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS
• 3" Ferrofilled-Filled Poly-carbonate Soft Dome Tweeter
• 1" WOOFER With Dual Voice Coil

Home Theater Experts
THX • PRO LOGIC • AC-3 • SHARP VISION

Customer Service 201-912-8183
22 ROUTE 22 WEST, SPRINGFIELD, NJ 07081
UP TO 40 POUNDS IN THE CONTINENTAL USA. + ALL PRODUCTS ARE COVERED BY THE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY OR ELECTRONICS DEPOT'S EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

- ADS • ADVENT
- AIWA • BOSE
- BOSTON ACOUSTICS
- BAZOOKA
- DENON • HITACHI
- JBL • JVC
- KENWOOD
- MITSUBISHI
- NAD • NILES
- PANASONIC
- PIONEER
- SONANCE • SONY
- STRAIGHTWIRE
- YAMAHA

- ALTEC LANSING
- CELESTION
- CERWIN VEGA
- HARMAN KARDON
- KLIPSCH
- MONSTER CABLE
- PARASOUND
- RCA • PHILIPS
- SHARP • TEAC
- TECHNICS
- SONY ES
- VELODYNE
& MANY OTHER HIGH QUALITY MANUFACTURERS

PANASONIC PV-IOQS05
VHS-C CAMCORDER
• Digital Electronic Stabilization
• 20X Digital Zoom
• Flying Erase Head • Remote

$649

SONY CCD-TRV30
8MM
CAMCORDER WITH 3" LCD VIEWSCREEN
• 12X Zoom Lens
• A/V Digital Folder
• Less Than 1 Lux Low Light

$799

CANON ES-2000 TOP REAS... 1199
PANASONIC PV-4800 VHS... 549
SONY CCD-TRV463 LCD HDMI... 999
SONY CCD-TRV410M... 749

CAMCORDER

DENON DCD-460 • 5 CD Changer... 299
DENON DCD-615 • 6 CD Changer... 199
YAMAHA CDC-566 • 5 CD Changer... 199
SONY CDPC-745 • 5 CD Changer... 319

HOURS
Monday thru Friday 9AM-8PM
Saturday: 10AM-6PM
Sunday: 11AM-5PM East Coast Time

Pak: ADDITIONAL PRICES PER PAK
ADS • C-300s
ADVENT Bookshelf... 69
CERWIN VEGA VS-150... 499
JBL CP-100... 299
KLIPSCH KV-35... 349

Customer Service 201-912-8183
22 ROUTE 22 WEST, SPRINGFIELD, NJ 07081
UP TO 40 POUNDS IN THE CONTINENTAL USA. + ALL PRODUCTS ARE COVERED BY THE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY OR ELECTRONICS DEPOT'S EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

22 ROUTE 22 WEST, SPRINGFIELD, NJ 07081
UP TO 40 POUNDS IN THE CONTINENTAL USA. + ALL PRODUCTS ARE COVERED BY THE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY OR ELECTRONICS DEPOT'S EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY
One Call

GETS IT ALL!

from the

'West'

AUDIO
AV Receivers
Separates
Speakers
CD's
Book Shelf
Car
Portable
THX
Pro Logic
Interconnects

VIDEO
DSS
Camcorders
VCR's
TV's
Home theater
Projection
Laser
Industrial

PRICE • DELIVERY • SERVICE

1-800-663-5255

FAX: (509) 838-4387

onecall @ iea.com
www.iea.com/~ onecall

7 Days a Week - 7am to 6:30pm PST
418 W. Riverside - Spokane, WA 99201

P.O.'s ACCEPTED
"The selection was great, they had everything I needed to complete my Audio/Video System. I also purchased a Camcorder for my brother’s college graduation ceremonies. I not only got a great deal—I received great advice and prompt service!"
YOUR SOURCE FOR ALL YOU NEED TO BRING HOME THEATER TO LIFE!

HI-FI COMPONENTS

BIG SCREEN TVs

SPEAKERS

AUTHORIZED MAIL ORDER DEALER

MAIL ORDER DIVISION HOURS ONLY. PACIFIC STANDARD TIME

ALL EQUIPMENT IS BRAND NEW & FULLY GUARANTEED

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

MONDAY-FRIDAY: 6am-7pm
SAT: 6am-6pm • SUN: 8am-5pm

CAMERA WORLD IS THE NATION'S LARGEST CANON VIDEO DEALER!

THE NATION'S LARGEST CANON VIDEO DEALER!

THE CAMERA WORLD BUILDING • 500 5W 5TH AVE • PORTLAND, OR 97204
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Sony Sale

Original Sony Brand
NP-500H Lithium Ion NP-96
7.2V @ 1200mAh 6V @ 3000mAh $54 or $64

RAPID CHARGER / DISCHARGER
(Sakar Brand) for any Sony Battery Can use in house or car Discharges and charges in one automatic cycle. $39

NEW External Powerpac+

5 to 7 hours of recording time.
Powerpac+ includes:
• 6volt @ 10 amps sealed lead acid battery.
• Heavy duty pouch and belt.
• A charger for charging at home (optional charging cord for car).
• An adaptor of your choice.
• 12 volt @ 7 amps $95 $85

BATTERY TECH, INC.
28-25 215TH PLACE, BAYSIDE, N.Y. 11360 • FAX:718-631-5117
800-442-4275

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
We are America's #1 audio/video source!

HOME THEATER & AUDIO
INDUSTRIAL & CONSUMER
CAMCORDERS, VCRs AND EDITING GEAR
ACCESSORIES*MONITORS*TAPE
TVs*BIG SCREENS*DSS*LASERDISC
AUDIO SEPARATES*VIEWCAM & MORE!

DON'T MISS THESE AWESOME DEALS!

http://www.newest.com

SPECIAL PRICE!

FEATURES:
- DSS receiver control,
- S-VHS, 4-heads,
- Hi Fi stereo audio,
- VCR plus+,
- Flying erase head,
- A/V dubbing,
- Shuttle search
- and much more!

$527 52" HOME THEATER PROJECTION MONITOR

High resolution projection or offers stunningly crisp images, excellent color and high-quality surround audio for less than half the price of similarly featured TV on the market. Don't miss this opportunity to own a truly great TV. Supplies are limited!

CUTTING EDGE VIDEO HAS NEVER BEEN SO AFFORDABLE!

SPECIAL PRICE!

RCA VR725HF
SUPER VHS VCR

Schedule a February Factory Tour!

20060 Leisure Way
New West Electronics
Monterey, CA 93940
650-874-0014

Order by mail:
New West Electronics
P.O. Box 1020
Monterey, CA 93940

Order online:
http://www.newest.com

Canadian orders add $7.00 per year (includes 7% GST); foreign orders add $7.00 per year; payment in U.S. funds must accompany order. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.

Would you like to receive special offers from qualified users of our mailing list? ☐ Yes ☐ No

Shopping TIPS

- 42 Stereo AMPS
- 52770EB 52" HOMETHEATER PROJECTION MONITOR
- 52770EB 52" HOMETHEATER PROJECTION MONITOR

Name (please print full name)  ☐ Payment enclosed  ☐ Bill me
Address
City
State Zip

EAGLE ELECTRONICS
- a division of Clarity Electronics LTD. • 4120 Meridian Bellingham, WA 98226 • fax (360) 734-3314
We are America's #1 audio/video source!

HOME THEATER & AUDIO
INDUSTRIAL & CONSUMER
CAMCORDERS, VCRs
AND EDITING GEAR
ACCESSORIES•MONITORS•TAPE
TVs•BIG SCREENS•DSS•LASERDISC
AUDIO SEPARATES•VIEWCAM & MORE!

FREE DELIVERY!
(ON ALL ORDERS OVER $100.00 TO BE DELIVERED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL U. S.)

GREAT PRICES • EXCELLENT SERVICE
We proudly feature:
PANASONIC•SONY•JVC•HITACHI•SHARP•CANON
RCA•TOSHIBA•VIDEOONICS•PIONEER•B&K•FUJI
KENWOOD•JBL•BOGEN•LOWELL•AZDEN•INFINITY
AND MUCH MORE!

All times PST: M-F 6:30A to 6:30P/SAT 7:00A to 6:00P/SUN 8:00A to 5:00P

800-488-8877
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ion Of Name Brand Electronics At
st Prices! From 20%-40% Off List!

Now a days, more and more people want the latest in technology like Toshiba Perfect Flat, Panasonic Super Flat, Hitachi Ultra Vision, Sony, JVC on other high resolution monitor at great low prices!

The first essential for your home theater system is of course a big screen TV we carry all your favorite brands!

100" High Resolution LCD Front Pro ..... $1,995
60" RCA PIP, Surround, Univ Remote ..... $1,999
50" DoHy Pro Logic Rear Projection ..... $1,999
45" Cinema Wide PIP Surround. ..... $1,999
35" Tube MTS Stereo & Surround ..... $999
25" Phillips Table Top w/ Remote ..... $249

The next step is quality audio, a hi fi stereo receiver

Dolby Pro Logic 100 watts per channel ..... $199
NEW Dolby Surround AC-3/Pro Logic ..... CALL THX/Dolby Pro Logic Receiver ..... $799
Dolby Pro Logic 125 wpc, multi-room multi-source programming, 3 Spkr outputs ..... $699

Laser Combi Players

425 lines of resolution & CD audio all wrapped into one package!

Pioneer CLDV-860 Laser Karaoke ..... Reduced!
New 60 Disc CD Changer ..... $249
24 Disc CD Changer ..... $199
100 Disc CD Changer ..... $349
CD & Laser Video with auto reverse ..... $379

To finish the system off a great pair of room shaking hair razing loudspeakers

We carry hi-fi brands like Bose, BIC, Advent and much more!

Bookshelf Mini Systems

Authorized Electronics also carries all at the guaranteed lowest prices.

Authorized Electronics also carries daily & carry thousands of name brand camcorders

SHARP VPL-E42 " Color LCD ..... $899
Panasonic PV-15005 "Color VF ..... Reduced!
Sony VX-3. Pro 3 CCD Hi 8mm Hi ... In Stock!
Hitachi Compact Hi8 Color VF Stabilizer ..... $799
Sony Camcorders at the Lowest Prices!

Authorized Electronics also carries 8mm, beta, & vhs decks all at the guaranteed lowest prices.

Hi Band 8MM Play and record. ..... $399
Super Beta slow motion. ..... $399
Panasonic 4 Head Hi8 Stereo ..... $219

For that finishing touch we carry video editors & mixers

Videocassettes MX-1 Special Effects Generator. ..... CALL
Videocassettes AB-1. AB Roll Time Code CMX. ..... CALL
Videocassettes TM-2000 Hi Resolution Tile... ..... CALL
Sony XVD-1000 Frame synchronizer. ..... In Stock!
Panasonic WAVE-7 Pro Mixer. ..... Blowout!

Digital Compact Cassette, Digital Audio Tape, DAT, Mini Disc, DCC, & PCM STARTING AT $499

Dolby Pro logic 100 watts per channel ..... $199
NEW Dolby Surround AC-3/Pro Logic CALL
THX/Dolby Pro Logic Receiver ..... $799
Dolby Pro Logic 125 wpc, multi-room multi-source programming, 3 Spkr outputs ..... $699

CALL FOR THE LATEST MODELS!

For the latest in digital technology recorders

DUAL CASSETTE, 24 CD CHANGER 200 watts. ..... $369
Front Channel Bookshelf Speakers ..... $79
Mitsubishi Dual Satellite Speaker & Subwoofer System (Orig $549) ..... $199
6 Piv, Full Surround System w/Subwoofer. ..... $549

Authorized Electronics does it all!

1-800-374-7125

All prices quoted include Manufacturer's standard accessories & U.S. Warranty. All units are factory sealed. We ship within 24 hours. Customer Service 201-696-6531
When you're buying audio and video components, it's important to understand that it's not enough to buy a good TV and VCR. Components must also be chosen for how they sound together. PARA is a professional association of independent specialty audio/video stores who are committed to the highest standards in retailing.

PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to explain the newest technologies in clear, friendly language, helping you get the best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just right for you.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you!

MOVING? Please give us 8 weeks advance notice. Attach label with your old address, and write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box below and attach label with corrections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check box and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send VIDEO for 1 year at $17.94

□ New Subscription □ Renewal
□ Payment enclosed □ Bill me
Canadian and foreign orders add $7 per year.

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______

1(815) 734-1283 FAX 1(815) 734-1223

VIDEO
P.O. Box 737, Mount Morris IL 61054

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMER?
WE WELCOME YOUR BUSINESS AND WE ARE FAMILIAR WITH INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING & CUSTOM ISSUES

United States
PH 1.800.347.1941
FX 1.800.617.0150

World Wide
PH 1.770.955.6909
FX 1.770.984.2173

10:00 - 1:00 EST MON-FRI

2516 COBB PKWY
SMYRNA, GA 30080
USA

VISAF MASTERCARD DISCOVER
AMERICAN EXPRESS C.O.D.
CHECKS WIRES BANK DRAFTS
*CONTINENTAL U.S. ONLY*
BERGER BROS.
CAMERA & VIDEO EXCHANGE
(516)-264-4160 • FAX (516)-264-1007
209 BROADWAY (ROUTE 110) AMITYVILLE, N.Y. 11701

Is your Cable Company Alienating You?
Say NO to unearthly rental fees!

Owning your cable equipment saves you the high cost of monthly equipment rental charges, and gives you control of your TV.

We have the Best in

CONVERTERS and DESCRAMBLERS!

Everquest • Panasonic • Jerrold • Zenith • Pioneer Scientific Atlanta • Oak • Eagle • Hamlin • Tocorn

1 800 624-1150

FREE Catalog!

MD Electronics
875 S. 2nd Street • Omaha, NE 68114
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.
2. Understand the seller’s return and refund policy, including the allowable return period, who pays the postage for returned merchandise, and whether there is any “restocking” charge.
3. Understand the product’s warranty. Is there a manufacturer’s warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many manufacturers assert that, even if the product comes with a U.S. manufacturer’s warranty card, if you purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are not covered by the manufacturer’s warranty. If in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In addition to, or instead of, the manufacturer’s warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by warranty, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced, what do you have to do, and will the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence. For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order date, expected delivery date and salesperson’s name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the promised time or if no time was promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the seller’s state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines, you experience a problem with a mail order advertiser that you are unable to resolve, please let us know. WRITE to Scott Constantine, Video Magazine, 45th floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc., 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.
Call 800-247-4663 for your free copy of our latest 64 page Planet Audio and Video Catalog filled with specs and pricing on everything from Camcorders to VCR's, TV's and all the best state of the art Audio and Video Products!

The Planet Policy of Customer Satisfaction
Planet Electronics wants to be your source for video and audio equipment. With your satisfaction in mind, we offer the best deals possible on brand-new merchandise and support it with full service before and after the sale. Our success rests on satisfied customers and we greatly value your repeat business and referrals. We offer no “backdoor deals”, “special prices on refurbished products”, or use any “bat on switch” or “hidden charges” tactics. All Planet Electronics merchandise is fully factory authorized and factory sealed, brand-new merchandise that we have priced below average retail prices. We want our customers to get the best deal on the best merchandise with the best service available anywhere.

Planet Has the Accessories You Need Too!

**Batteries**

- **Camcorder Batteries**
- **Black Tape**
- **Maxell, Sony, TDK, JVC, Scotch, Fuji**
- **All Formats! Call!**

**Video and Audio, Planet’s Got it All! Just Call!**

- **Bogen Tripods**
  - 3144 Shoulder
  - 3116 Mini
  - 3140 Pro
- **Sima Video Editors**
- **EEO CEUIZAY**
- **3016 Monopod 3179 Tri-pod**
- **RCA VCR's, TV's, DSS, Mini, Tripod**
- **MIXERS, BATTERY REFRESHERS**
- **GoldStar Camcorders**
- **JVC VCR's, TV's, Camcorders, CD's**
- **Video/Video Receivers Cassette Decks**

**Bose Better sound through research.**

- **During playback of rented movies**
- **Digital State of the Art Unit Works Automatically with any TV, VCR, VHS or Beta removing all flashes, streaks, jitters and other embedded jamming processes giving you a crystal clear picture.**

**$49.95**

- **Eliminate annoying copy protection interference during playback of rented movies with the “black box”**
- **Limited Inventory!**

**NO CREDIT CARD FEES!**

**Call with an order or questions today, and ask for a free catalog!**
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Where TV's channel-lock feature fears to tread

CHIP SHOTS

When the House joined the Senate in passing telecommunications legislation last August, the odds seemed very good that one of the bill's more emotional provisions—the V-chip—would become law. Most parents know like the idea of this electronic watchdog, reasoning that it'll help hound the seamy bits of TV programming off their big-screen and keep our impressionable youngsters from the slick sinkhole of corruption. I know I feel that way, and I look forward to patiently explaining the V-chip's many virtues to my preternaturally mature brood—though not at the dinner table, when sharp objects are likely to be nearby.

They may feel discriminated against, of course, and if you're like me you're probably losing most of the family debates these days. So why stop with the V-chip, which combats only images of violence, rough language, and sexually explicit scenes? Any number of chips could be devised—and mandated, by big-government types—to safeguard innocent viewers everywhere. The S-chip, for example, can block any Star Trek episode that doesn't feature Captain Kirk or Captain Picard. The I-chip can deflect infomercials (we can assume that CBS will be blanked for entire Sundays during football season). The F-chip can delete any fast-food commercial that includes disturbing images of ground-beef products or seafood samplers unbalanced by too many varieties of shrimp. The P-chip can mute way-too-perky morning network personalities (sorry, Kathie Lee). The B-chip can eradicate coverage of any Olympic sport that haphazardly combines skis and loaded firearms. And the H-chip can blot out any show in which Pat Hingle is the love interest.

Of course, there will be times when you'll want to switch off the V-chip and just let all of the violence seep through. 1996 is an election year, after all, and the presidential debates promise to be good and bloody. Activate the chip and you'll never see another Indiana basketball game—at least as long as Bobby Knight is coach. And who wants to miss the carnage as Russell Baker stumbles through his Masterpiece Theater introductions?

It occurs to me, though, that we'll be putting ourselves at grave risk if we bring a v-chipped set into the living room: After all, our kids are fully conversant with Game Boys and the Internet years before they even think about getting a driver's license, and they'll figure out the V-chip's mechanics before we can say "political action committee." The next thing you know, you'll be sitting down to watch the tough-love cops on NYPD Blue—and the chip will blank ABC. A few days later, you'll plan your Saturday evening around watching Walker, Texas Ranger dance on some bad guy's noggin—and at the appointed hour CBS will have vanished into thin air. And you'll be confronted by nada when you try to watch the gleefully perverse Tales From the Crypt, leaving only professional wrestling and (egad!) Saturday Night Live on the menu.

The best time to set up a v-chipped TV, then, is when the kids aren't around. If your kids don't naturally put as much distance between themselves and you as they can, you could loudly announce that it's finally time to clean out the attic, or that it's time for dinner and you've finally perfected that liver carpaccio you read about in Bon Appetit. Or you could simply break out your old Rolling Stones records and start singing "Ruby Tuesday."

I guess there are alternatives to buying a new, v-chipped TV, though. You could finally send the kids to study for a year or two in Europe, where they'll learn enough about culture and style and croissants not to care much about vulgar American TV shows. A more prudent course would be to send them to that military academy down the road and use the money you save to buy that 50-inch rear-projector you've been pining for. It'll have a v-chip, of course, but that shouldn't hinder you . . . unless Senator Hollings has his way, and all quote-unquote objectionable programming gets banned until the wee hours. I wonder what a real expert on the subject, like Senator Packwood, has to say about that?

—Bob St. Nice
"...THIS SYSTEM EMBARRASSES MANY HOME THEATER SPEAKER COMBOS COSTING SEVERAL TIMES ITS PRICE."

- Corey Greenberg, Home Theater Technology, Volume 2, No. 7

Paradigm's advanced R&D and use of superior materials yields the ultimate in home theater sound. Listen to this sensational system today!

Engineered for Better Sound

Paradigm

Product of the Year Awards in the past year
6

Critic's Choice Awards in the past year
16

Awards since 1990
60

$1,546*

gets you this sensational home theater system from Paradigm... the number one choice for critical listeners!

"These speakers...pack serious sound into an inexpensive package."

- Corey Greenberg, Home Theater Technology, Volume 2, No. 7

Paradigm's advanced R&D and use of superior materials yields the ultimate in home theater sound. Listen to this sensational system today!

Paradigm

*Manufacturer's suggested retail.

Spam generated at Show RAF.
CC-300, ADP-150, PS-2000
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First it catches your eye, then it tracks it. It's the sleek new Canon ES5000. The only camcorder that offers an autofocus system and special functions that are solely controlled by the movement of your eye.

To operate the ES5000's Eye Controlled Focus, simply look through the viewfinder, direct your eye to any subject within the frame, and the camcorder automatically focuses there. Redirect your eye somewhere else within the frame and instantly the camcorder refocuses at the new position. Never before has autofocusing been smoother or simpler. With the ES5000 what you see is literally what you shoot.

Introducing the ES5000 with the world's first Eye Control System.

But there's more to the ES5000 than just what meets the eye. Consider its many other sophisticated features. Like a powerful 20x Optical/40x Digital Zoom, Canon's renowned Optical Image Stabilization system, a Super-High Resolution 180,000-pixel Color Viewfinder, and a high-quality Hi8 format for truly professional results. Add to all that its sleek, ergonomic metallic design and you begin to see why the super-compact ES5000 is the biggest news in camcorders today.

For more information on the ES5000, simply call us at 1-800-OK-CANON. We're sure you'll find it to be an eye-opening experience.